COURT OVERTURNS TASINI RULING
(PACA), calls the Second Circuit's decision "a very good.
ruling:' Joel Hecker, an intellectual property attorney who
represents many photographers, views the decision in
Tasin! as a vindication of artist's rights. "Justice is being
done on an incorrect reading of the statute," he says.
The Tosini decision is good news for photographers
who have cases pending in Miami and New York against
the National Geographic Society for re-using their photographs, without their permission, in a CD compilation
of back issues of the Geogrophic. Stephen Weingrad,
who represents the photographers in the New York
case, is pleased with the decision. His case had been
stayed pending the result in Tosini, which, the
Geographic attorneys claimed, would be controlling law
for their case. Given the result in Tasitii, Weingrad thinks
the Geographic should "confess judgment:'
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faithful reproduction of every page of every issue of our
magazine-the kind of faithful reproduction that the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals found lacking in the
Tasini case," says director of photography Kent
Kobersteen. In other words, NGS will continue to argue
that its CD is a revision of its previously published magazines, so the publisher doesn't need permission from
photographers to include their images on the CD.
Lawyers are certain to argue the point. In reversing
Tosini, the appeals court noted that a New York Times
database on CD-ROM contains both individual articles
and "image-based" files of the Sunday magazine and Book
Review sections. Those files are created by scanning the
printed pages directly onto the CD. Despite those faithful
reproductions, the court ruled that those CDs were not
revisions of the original printed versions of the Times.
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COURT OVERTURNS TASINI RULING
(PACA), calls the Second Circuit's decision "a very good
ruling:' Joel Hecker, an intellectual property attomey who
represents many photographers, views the decision in
Tasini as a vindication of artist's rights. "Justice is being
done on an incorrect reading of the statute," he says.
The Tasini decision is good news for photographers
who have cases pending in Miami and New York against
the National Geographic Society for re-using their photographs, without their permission, in a CD compilation
of back issues of the Geographic. Stephen Weingrad,
who represents the photographers in the New York
case, is pleased with the decision. His case had been
stayed pending the resuIt in Tasini, which, the
Geographic attorneys claimed, would be controlling law
for their case. Given the result in Tasini, Weingrad thinks
the Geographic should "confess judgment."
In Florida, a Federal court relied on the original Tasini
decision to dismiss photographer Jerry Greenberg's
claims that the National Geographic Society infringed
his copyrights by using his pictures on the CD. "This is
stunning," Greenberg says of the reversal. of Tasini. He
still has the option to appeal his claim against NGS.
Meanwhile, Greenberg has since won other infringement claims against NGS that were unrelated to the CD.
He's about to enter settlement talks the publisher on
those claims. The Tasini reversal, he says, "gives us
tremendous advantage" going into those talks.
But the Geographic is also applauding the appeals
decision. "It's good news for us. Our CD project is a

faithful reproduction of every page of every issue of our
magazine-the kind of faithful reproduction that the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals found lacking in the
Tasini case," says director of photography Kent
Kobersteen. In other words, NGS will continue to argue
that its CD is a revision of its previously published magazines, so the publisher doesn't need permission from
photographers to include their images on the CD.
Lawyers are certain to argue the point. In reversing
Tasini, the appeals court noted that a New York Times
database on CD-ROM contains both individual articles
and "image-based" files of the Sunday magazine and Book
Review sections. Those files are created by scanning the
printed pages directly onto the CD. Despite those faithful
reproductions, the court ruled that those CDs were not
revisions of the original printed versions of the Times.
What does this landmark case mean for other photographers? Importantly, they will now have the opportunity to collect fees for previous unauthorized
electronic uses, particularly in databases. Across the industry, such uses may number in the thousands.
In the future, though, publishers will no doubt put
pressure on writers and photographers to sign "allrights" or "work-for-hire" contracts or, at the very least,
to sign over electronic reproduction rights, attomeys
predict. ''The question is how much they'll pay for those
additional rights," says Hecker. His advice: "Make sure
you understand what rights you are transferring, and
make sure you agree to the compensation:' D

The new ruling declares that electronic databases are not a

"revision" under copyright law, but leaves unanswered questions about other electronic publishing projects. "The
Complete National Geographic" CD-ROM, for example, reproduces every page of every issue of the magazine for the last
108 years. If it is a revision, the National Geographic
Society owes no licensing fees to freelance photographers
whose work appears on the CD-ROM. If the CD·ROM is a
new work, the publisher may owe photographers hundreds of
thousands of dollars in usage fees.
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In today's society,progression can be a beautifulthing.
Imacon hasprogressed combiningit's award-winning
FlexTight Technology'and new ESr" technologytogether;
resulting in the industry's first A3 CCDdrumscanner-the Progression.
The Imacon FlexTight Progression uses an electrostaticponel to botch scanfilmorreflectives from 35mmto A3 size. With true
5760dpi optical resolution and 4.1 Dmaxyou can now get repro-quality of a drum scanner, at a traction of the price.
PatentedFlexTight Technology letsyou mount and scanyourimagesin seconds without tape or gels.Imacon's proprietary
software automatescolar managementsointuitively and putsthe power of repro-quality scanningin yourhands.

IMACON TRULY IS A BEAUTIFUL
WAY TO GO DIGITAL.

PDNEWS
Photogs Ask
Supreme Court To
Hear NGS Case
Three photographers have separately petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court for review of
their failed copyright infringement claims
against the National Geographic Society.
Fred Ward, Douglas Faulkner and Louis Psihoyos are all seeking judgment against the
publisher over The Complete National Geographic, a CD compilation that includes all
past issues of the magazine.
Earlier this year, the u.s. Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit ruled that the NGS CD
doesn't infringe the photographers' copyrights because it is a revision of existing
works, rather than a new work. Under copyright law, publishers can issue revisions of
existing works without permission from theowners of articles or photos included in the
original works.
But the photographers insists that the
NGS CD is a new work rather tha n a revision
of an existing work because it includes a
search engine, advertising and other elements that distinguish it from the original
magazines.
The Second Circuit ruling against the pho-

tographers, contradicted an earlier ruling by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, which concluded that the NGS CD was
a new product rather than a revision. The
plaintiff in that case, photographer Jerry
Greenberg, won a $400,000 jury award for
copyright infringement.
"[The Supreme Court's] review is urgently
needed to resolve the conflict between the
Second and Eleventh Circuits,"Ward's lawyers
argued in their petition to the high court.
"Unless NGS is held accountable for the engine of infringement it has created, copyright
will soon mean nothing in the digital world
and the incentives on which our copyright
system rests will be severely diminished."
NGS spokesperson M.J. Jacobsen says the.
publisher will not oppose the requests for'
a Supreme Court hearing, in order to get I
the conflict between the appellate court:
ru lings resolved.
I
"It is a Virtually impossible position for any :
[publisher] to know that one federal appel- :
late court holds a single product perfectly :
appropriate and lawful under federal law in I
I
three states and another federal appellate I
court to hold precisely the same product an :
improper infringement of federal copyright:
law in three other states," Jacobsen says.
I
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Hear NGS Case
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their failed copyright infringement claims
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publisher over The Complete National Ceographic, a CD compilation that includes all
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for the Second Circuit ruled that the NGS CD
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works, rather than a new work. Under copyright law, publishers can issue revisions of
exlstlng works without permission from theowners of articles or photos included in the
original works.
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NGS CD is a new work rather than a revision
of an existing work because it includes a
search engine, advertising and other elements that distinguish it from the original
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needed to resolve the conflict between the :
Second and Eleventh Circuits," Ward's lawyers I
argued in their petition to the high court. :
"Unless NGS is held accountable for the en- :
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:
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program orsoftware protected by copyright may notbe copied
without the authorization ofthe copyright owner, except that a copy
may be made in accordance with §117 oftheCopyright Law for
backup purposes forprotection inthe event that the original software
malfunctions. FedEx Kinko's Office and Print Services, Inc. does not
authorize the use ofthis computer forthe reproduction ofcopyrighted
software other than that allowed under §117. The person using this
machine isresponsible forand would be liable forany infringement.
Our primary objective isto take care ofyour needs. We sincerely
appreciate your understanding and cooperation in complying with
the FedEx Kinko's'" copying policy.

Copyright Warning
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, US Corle]
governs the making of reproductions of copyrighted work.
The person using the reproduction equipment is liable for
anv infringement. For more information on the laws regarding
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against counterfeiting materials of monetary value or items that
are used tor identification in furtherance of this policy, color
reproduction of paper currency, checks, money orders, travel
checks, postage stamps, bonds and like monetary materials,
as wei! as drivers licenses, passports, immigration papers,
certificates of title and like forms of identification is prohibited .
.Authorities will be notified of anv illegal activities suspected
by FedEx Kinko's as being in violation of Title 18.
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: to Hear 'NGS Case
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The U.S. Supreme Court has declined to review an appeals court ruling in favor of the National Geographic
Society over the publisher's unauthorized use of images on a CD-ROM. The high court gave no explanation
for its decision.
Photographers Fred Ward, Douglas Faulkner and
Louis Psihoyos all sued NGS for copyright infringement
I
I over the use of their images on The Complete NationI
I al Geographic, a CD compilation that reproduces all
I
I past issues of NGS in electronic form.
I
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the znd Circuit ruled
I
I earlier this year that the NGS CD did not infringe the
I
I photogra phers' copyrights beca use the CD is a revision
I
I of existing works, rather than a new work. Copyright
I law allows publishers to revise existing works Without
I
I permission from owners of articles or photos included
I
I in the original works.
I
The photographers believe the znd Circuit Court
I
I erred by concluding that the CD compilation is a reviI
I sion. Moreover, the znd Circuit ruling contradicted an
I
I earlier ruling by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the nth
I Circuit, located in Atlanta, which concluded that the CD
I
I was, in fact, a new work.
I
The nth Circuit Cour~/eached its conclusion in the
I
I
I case of Jerry Greenberg v. The National Geographic SoI ciety. Greenberg has won a $400,000 jury award in
I
I that case, although National Geographic continues to

file motions to reverse the verdict.
Lawyers for the photographers who lost their claims
in the znd Circuit Court had argued to the Supreme
Court that its involvement in the case "is urgently
needed to resolve the conflict between the znd and
nth Circu its."
After the Supreme Court declined to hear the case,
Ward wrote in a "dear friends and colleagues" e-mail,
"Today was a black day...this puts the entire publishing
industry in a quandary."
Although he has exhausted avenues for appeal on
his copyright claims, Ward has vowed to pursue various state law claims against NGS.
National Geographic also wanted the conflicting appeals court rulings resolved, so it had also asked the
Supreme Court court for a review of the znd Circuit ruling.
National Geographic spokesperson M.J. Jacobsen
says "one can only infer" that the Supreme Court declined to take the case because it agreed with the znd
Circuit's ruling. On that basis, National Geographic intends to appeal the Greenberg ruling to the nth Circuit again, Jacobsen says. She hinted that if the nth
Circuit doesn't reverse itself and rule in the publisher's
favor as the znd Circuit has, NGS will take the Greenberg case to the Supreme Court.
Back in 2001, however, the Supreme Court declined
a request from NGS to hear the Greenberg case after
NGS lost that case in the nth Circuit.
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images per day for $499 per month
or $1,999 per year.
Two weeks later, Jupiter made
most of its collection available on a
subscription basis for prices ranging
from $2,500 to $10,000 per year, depending upon resolution.
So-called micropayment sites represent another new and growing category of the stock photo business
Sites such as iStockPhoto.com an
ShutterStock solicit contribution
from amateur and semt-professtona

LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS
Photographers continued to grapple in
with post-q/ri security measures
that infringe on their First Amendment rights to take pictures of public
buildings, bridges and other infrastructure visible from public places.
Their most successful battle was
thedefeat last Mayofa proposed ban
on photography and video in the New
York City subway system. The New
York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU)
took up the fight on behalf of photographers, and the National Press
Photographers Association (NPPA)
came out strongly against the proposed restrictions, saying they were
"truly ineffective and [would] hinder
working photographers everywhere."
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distributor, for $63 million.
Jupitermedia's

acquisitions

were

part of its strategy to focus resources
on its stock photography business,
with

intent to

challenge

industry

leader Getty Images head-on in the
royalty free sector. Getty had distributed Jupiter's brands, but the two
agencies had a falling out over revenue
sharing. Jupiter CEO Alan Meckler later suggested Getty was- using "storm
trooper tactics to preventcompetition
in the marketplace."
In another sign of the dog-eat-dog
competition, Meckler took Getty to
task for buying Google rights to several of Jupiter's trademarked brands
-at least briefly-so that Getty ads
would pop up when Google users
searched for the Jupiter brands.
The battlegrounds in the stock
business, meanwhile, have been expanding to include new market segments. One of those segments is
stock photo subscription services,
which provide customers with access
to thousands of images for a flat
monthly or annual fee.
Getty entered the subscription services business in August with a collection of 50,000 images. At the time
of the launch, customers were allowed use of up to 50 print-quality

'ounds in the stock business have
nding to new market segments,
ling subscription services.
free presence,
ou.gh another
evenue growth
rrlng.
e challenge to
y-free purveyor
ock photo comehlch acquired
'y Creatas LLC,
oto distributor
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images per day for $499 per month,
or $1,999 per year.
Two weeks later, Jupiter made
most of its collection available on a
subscription basis for prices ranging
from $2,500 to $10,000 per yea r; depending upon resolution.
So-called rrucropaymcnt sites represent another new and growing category of the stock photo business.
Sites such as iStockPhoto.com and
ShutterStock solicit contributions
from amateur and semi-professional

photographers, maintain forums for
those photographers to exchange information and feedback, and license
images to users for as little $1 (in
iStockPhoto's case) or for low monthly subscriptions (5hutter5tock).
Jupiter bought into the segment
earlier this year by purchasing a minority interest in HAAP media, a Hungarian company that owns micro sites
Stock.xchng and Stockxpert.com.
"It's something of an insurance
policy" says Meckler, who doesn't
want to miss an opportunity or expose his business to a threat if the
micropayment model takes off.
About two weeks later, Getty
staked its claim in the micropayment
business by purchasing iStockPhoto.corn for $50 million.
Amid the jockeying and squabbling, though, was at least one random act of generosity and kindness:
the former owners of Picture Arts
shared with their employees $7 million of the proceeds from the sale of
their company to Jupitermedia. "We
got where we are because we've
hired smart, hard-working people,"
says Jeffrey Burke, who co-owned
Picture Arts with his wife, lorraine
Triolo. "We felt obligated to share."

LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS
Photographers continued to grapple in
2005 with POSt-gill security measures
that infringe on their First Amendment rights to take pictures of public
buildings, bridges and other infrastructure visible from public places.
Their most successful battle was
the defeat last May of a proposed ban
on photography and video in the New
York City subway system. The New
York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU)
took up the fight on behalf of photographers, and the National Press
Photographers Association (NPPA)
came out strongly against the proposed restrictions, saying they were
"truly ineffective and [would] hinder
working photographers everywhere:"

The City of New York dropped the
proposal after police determined that
they could not enforce such a ban.
But such battles are never quite
over. Transit police on the long Island
Railroad, which is under the same authority as the subway system, continued to enforce the non-existent
ban well into 2006. Transit authort-"
ties vowed to stop those enforcement actions after the NYCLU lodged
a formal complaint.
On the copyright front, the infringement claims of photographers
against National Oeograph!c Society
reached an impasse after nearly a
decade in the courts. The fight is over
whether NGS needs permission to reuse photographers'images on its CDROM compilation of all back issues of
National Geographic magazlne.
lastyear,a federal appeals court ln
New York City ruled that NGS was
within its rights to publish the CD
without permission from the photographers. But that ruling contradicted an earlierrullng by a federal
appeals court in Atlanta, which said
NGS had violated Florida photographer Jerry Greenberg's copyrights by
publishing his images on the CD
without permission.
The Supreme Court refused to review the ruling by the New York appeals court, leaving photographers
and NGS in a state of uncertainty
about whether or not the CD violates
copyright. 50 the fight goes on, with
photographers in the New York case
vowing to pursue contract claims
against NGS in state courts. Meanwhile, NGS has taken the Supreme
Court's refusal to review the New
York appeals decision as affirmation
that theirCD is legal, and redoubled
effortsto get the appeals ruling from
Atlanta reversed. NGS is doing that
not only to avoid paying a $400,000
damage award to Jerry Greenberg,
but to ensure it can safely sell the
CDs in states under the jurisdiction
of the Atlanta court.
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Jupiter bought into the segment
earlier this year by purchasing a minority interest in HAAP media, a Hungarian company that owns micro sites
Stock.xchng and Stockxpert.com.
"It's something of an insurance
policy" says Meckler, who doesn't
want to miss an opportunity or expose his business to a threat if the
micropayment model takes off.
About two weeks later, Getty
staked its claim in the micropayment
business by purchasing iStockPhoto.com for $50 million.
Amid the jockeying and squabbling, though, was at least one random act of generosity and kindness:
the former owners of Picture Arts
shared with their employees $7 million of the proceeds from the sale of
their company to Jupitermedia. "We
got where we are because we've
hired smart, hard-working people,"
says Jeffrey Burke, who co-owned
Picture Arts with his wife, Lorraine
Triolo. "We felt obligated to share."
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Photographers continued to grapple in
2005 with post-q/n security measures
that infringe on their First Amendment rights to take pictures of public
butldtngs, bridges and other infrastructure visible from public places.
Their most successful battle was
the defeat last May of a proposed ban
on photography and video in the New
York City subway system. The New
York Civil Liberties Union (NYCLU)
took up the fight on behalf of photographers, and the National Press
Photographers Association (NPPA)
came out strongly against the proposed restrictions, saying they were
"truly ineffective and [would] hinder
working photographers everywhere."
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New Yorker on DVD
Is Readers' Delight,
Surfers' Frustration
By JESSICA MINTZ
Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
November 10, 2005; Page B1
V\nlen the Complete New Yorker hit bcckstoree in September, many loyal
readers rushed to buy it. The set of eight DVD-ROMs priced at $100
contains every issue of the literary magazine, starting with the
first one pUblished in 1925. "lt'e a great way just to, in an
instant, pull up whatever I'm looking fer," says Dan Rivas, a
salesman at Politics and Prose, a Washington bookstore, who bought
the set and installed the first disk on his computer.
But Mr. Rivas and other WebMsavvy users accustomed to navigating
easily through online content find The Complete New Yorker a bit of
an anachronism. Each page of content is literally a picture of a
magazine page. Readers can't copy text from a story and paste it
elsewhere. They can't search for keywords within the text of
articles, only within tiUes and abstracts. If they want to jump from
issue to issue, or article to article, they first have to go back to
the index and sometimes change DVDs. "It feels a little bit
cumbersome," Mr. Rivas says.
Vllhy does The Complete New Yorker feel so low-tech? The explanation
lies in a years-long battle over a clause in U.S. copyright law
concerning the ownership of rights to magaZine articles written by
free-lancers.
Vllhen Congress revamped copyright law in 1976, it said magazine
publishers retained the right to print collections and revisions of
past issues. But when a magazine wants to republish a free-lance work
in a new and different format, the free-lancer must be compensated
accordingly, two more-recent court rulings have found. That means
when republishing articles on DVD or other digital formats, magazines
must pay freeMlancers again, get their permission to republish free
- or preserve the original print context. The New Yorker's solution
was to scan the original magazine pages onto DVDs.
Copyright restrictions have emerged as a major stumbling block for
publications launchinl;l a variety of digital products. Especially
knotty are works published between 1978, the year the revised
copyright law took effect, and the early 1990s, which is when most
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magazines began requiring free-lance writers to sign over rights for
media now known or developed in the future.
Ruling, in 2001 on a 1993 case, Tasini et al v. New York Times et ai,
the U.S. Supreme Court said that a digital database - a collection
of the full text of articles in one big archive - does constitute a
new use, because it doesn't preserve the articles in their original
context. The court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs, free-lance
writers who claimed that several publishers, inclUding the New York
Times Co. and Time Inc., had unlawfully resold their articles as part
of electronic databases.
The court drew a distinction between digital databases and microfilm
reproductions: The latter, it said, fall within the law becausa they
preserve articles "in precisely the position in which the articles
appeared in the newspaper." As part of a rela1ed lawsuit sallied this
past September, several companies, including Dow Jones & Co. and Reed
Elsevier PLC's LexisNexis, agreed to pay $18 million in damages to
free-lance writers over similar copyright claims.

?
Copyright issues were important in designing The Complete New Yorker,
the magazine's DVD archive.

The Comple1e New Yorker's format is a direct result of the databasareproduction distinction. It also was influenced by a legal decision,
handed down earlier this year,on a similar digital prodUct dating
fiom 1997, The Comple1e National Geographic. The Second Circuit Court
of Appeals in New York ruled that National Geographic's 3D-disk CDROM collection - covering more than a century of publication and
presenting each issue, scanned page by page - fell within the law.
Copyright issues are coming to the fore as Google Inc. and Amazon.com
Inc. get off the ground with initiatives to make the contents of
books available online. A group of authors and publishers have filed
a lawsuit against Google over its plans to scan the contents of
several huge libraries. That dispute, however, focuses on another
aspect of copyright law - 'fairuse" - which provides for some
Iimi1ed free usa of copyrigh1ed material.
Many university and other big'libraries are bumping up against these
issues as they try to create digital archives of research material.
"Getting permission to archive digital material is a nightmare," says
MacKenzie Smith, associate director for technology at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology libraries. "There's a good
chance that we will fail to keep a digitll schola~y record, not for
technical reasons, but because our current intellectual property
regime makes it impossible to even try."

Executives preparing the releasa of The Complete New Yorker usad the
Tasini ruling as a guide and also watched the National Geographic
decision closely, said Edward· Klaris, general counsel for the New
Yorker, who worked on the anthology fiom its inception. He says the
New Yorker designed its archive based largely on the Supreme Court's
remarks about preserving context. "We were either prescient or
stupid:' Mr. Klaris says.
Today the National Geographic collection does seem like a
technological dinosaur (it is also out of print). The images of the
pages are grainy, small, hard to read. Tino D'Amico, a technology
consultant in Front Royal, Va., says the scanned pages "might have
been reasonable in those days because of smaller screen size, but
• today I've got a 19-inch LCD monitor on my desk. [It is a] postage
stamp on that sort of screen."

In contrast, the pages of The Comple1e New Yorker aren't hard to
read. But reviewers are irked that the product relies on a custom
software application that could become obsolete in coming years.
Although copyright concerns were given priority in the design of The
Complete New Yorker, Mr. Klans says he wouldn't choose to make the

final product any easier to search, or any more Web--like, than it is

today. 'We do not currently see a need or have a desire to make every
article ever published in the New Yorker a searchable text file," he
says. The 1echnology for convarting paga images to text is arrorprone, he adds, and the sheer amount of data would have been too big

for most readers' computers.

Becausa Tha Compla1e New Yorkar can be updated via the In1emet, it
should age better than older CD-ROM products have, Mr. K1aris saya.

Vv'hen editors at Harper's Magazine decided to launch an online archive
spanning their magazine's l5D-year history, "the first thing we did
was talk to our lawyer:' says Paul Ford, an associa1e editor. The
magazine's archive, which is expected to be up soon, will use a
combination of text and page images, depending on copyright
requirements of the articles.
Some magazines have picked their way through the copyright minefield
by sImply getting permission from individual writers to republish

magazines began requiring free-lance writers to sign over rights for
media now known or developed in the future.

RUling in 2001 on a 1993 case, Tasini et al v. New York Times et ai,
the u.s. Supreme Court said that a digitai database - a collection
of the full text of articles in one big archive - does constitute a
new use. because it doesn't preserve the articles in their original
context. The court ruled in favor of the pleintiffs, free-lance
writers who claimed that several publishers, including the New York
Times Co. and Time Inc., had unlawfully resold their articles as part
of electronic databases.
The court drew a distinction between digital databases and microfilm
reproductions: The latter, it said, fall within the law because they
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Copyright issues were important in designing The Complete New Yorker,
the magazine's DVD archive.
The Complete New Yorker's format is a direct result of the databasereproduction distinction. It also was influenced by a legal decision,
handed down earlier this year, on a similar digital product dating
from 1997, The Complete Nationai Geographic. The Second Circuit Court
of Appeals in New York ruled that National Geographic's 30-disk coRaM collection - covering more than a century of publication and
presenting each issue, scanned page by page - fell within the law.
Copyright issues are coming to the fore as Google Inc. and Amazon.com
Inc. get off the ground with initiatives to make the contents of
books available online. A group of authors and publishers have filed
a lawsuit against Google over its plans to scan the contents of
several huge libraries. That dispute, however, focuses. on another
aspect of copyright law - "fair use"·- which provides for some
limited free use of copyrighted material.
Many university and other big libraries are bumping up'against these
issues as they try to create digital archives of research material.
"Getting permission to archive digital material is a nightmare," says
MacKenzie Smith, associate director for technology at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology libraries. "There's a good
chance that we will fail to keep a digi1a1 scholarly record, not for
technical reasons, but because our current intellectual property
regime makes it impossible to even try."

Executives preparing the release of The Complete New Yorker used the
Tasini ruling as a guide and also watched the National Geographic
decision closely, said Edward Klaris, general counsel for the New
Yorker, who worked on the anthology from its inception. He says the
New Yorker designed its archive based largely on the Supreme Court's
remarks about preserving context "we were either prescient or
stupid," Mr. Klaris says.
Today the National Geographic collection does seem like a
technological dinosaur (it is also out of print). The images of the
pages are grainy, small, hard to read. Tina D'Amico, a technology
consultant in Front Royal, Va., says the scanned pages "might have
been reasonable in those days because of smallerscreen size, but
today I've got e 19-inch LCD monitor on my desk. [It Is aJ postage
stamp on that sort of screen."

In contrast, the page. of The Complete New Yorker aren't hard to
read. But reviewers are irked that the product relies on a custom
software application that could become obsolete incoming years.
Although copyright concerns were given priority in the design of The
Complete New Yorker, Mr. K1aris says he wouldn1 choose to make the
final product any easier to search, or any more Web-like, than· it is
today. 'We do not currentiy see a need or have a desire to make every
article ever published in the New Yorker a searchable text file," he
says. The technology for converting page images to text is errorprone, he adds, and the sheer amount of data would have been too big
for most readers' computers.

Because The Complete New Yorker can be updated via the Internet, it
should age better than older CD-ROM prodUcts have, Mr. K1aris says.
VVhen editors at Harper's Magazine decided to launch an online archive
spanning their magazine's 150-year history, "the first thing we did
was talk to our lawyer," says Paul Ford, an associate editor. The
magazine's archive, which is expected to be up soon,will use a
combination of text and page images, depending on copyright
requirements of the articles.
Some magazines have picked their way through the copyright minefield
by simply getting permission from individual writers to republish
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their works electronically. For an online archive of selected
articles from the Atlantic Monthly spanning 148 years, Atlantic Media
Co. says its editors asked individual authors for pennission, and in
most cases the authors obliged without asking for additional payment.
The archive, now available to subscribers on the Web site
theatlantic.com1, contains regular Web pages with text that can be
searched, copied and pasted.
A major difficulty for publishers is that court cases have moved more
slowly than technology, says Lawrence Lessig, a professor of law at
Stanford University. And the recent court rulings' emphasis on
original context may have missed the point, as more powerful search
tools become common in personal computing. "There is no such thing as
context, or relevant context, as you move off into a digital form,"
Prof. Lessig says.
Write to Jessica Mintz at jessica.mintz@wsLcom2
URL for this article:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB113158619499393087.html
Hyperlinks in this Article:
(1) JAVASCRIPT:OpenWn('http://theatiantic.com'.".''''.'na+me+lo+sc
+re+st+', true,O,O, true);void(")
(2) mailto:jessica.mintz@wsj.com
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New Yorker on DVD
Is Readers' Delight,
Surfers' Frustration
6y JESSICA MINTZ
Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
. November 10, 2005; Page 61
Vvhen the Complete New Yorker hit bookstores in September, many loyal
readers rushed to buy it. The set of eight DVD-ROMs priced at $100
contains every issue of the literary magazine, starting with the
first one published in 1925. "It's a great way just to, in an
instant, pUll up whatever I'm looking for," says Dan Rivas, a
salesman at Politics and Prose, a Washington bookstore, who bought
the set and installed the first disk on hi. computer.
But Mr. Rivas and other Web-sawy users accustomed to naVigating
easily through online content find The Complete' New Yorker a bit of
an anachronism. Each page of content is literally a picture of a
magazine page. Readers can't copy text from a story and paste it
eisewhere. They can't search for keywords within the text of
articles, only within tities and abstracts. If they want to jump from
issue to issue, or article to article. they first have to go back to
the index and sometimes change OVOs. "It feels a little bit
cumbersome," Mr. Rivas says.

VVhy does The Complete New Yorker feel so low-tech? The explanation
lies in a ye3rs--lon9 battle over a clause in U.S. copyright law
concerning the ownership of rights to magazine articles written by
free-lancers.
VVhen Congress revamped copyright law in 1976, it said magazine
publishers retained the right to plint collections and revisions of
past issues. But when a magazine wants to republish a free-lance work
in a new and different format, the free-lancer must be compensated
accordingly, two more-recent court rulings have found. That means
when republishing articles on DVD or other di~ital formats, magazines
must pay free·lanoers again, get their permiSSIon to republish free
- or preserve the original print context The New Yorker's solution
was to scan the original magazine pages onto OVOs.
Copyright restrictions have emerged as a major stumbling block for
publlcafions launchin~ a variety of digital products. Especially
knotty are works pubhshed between 1978. the year the revised
copyright law took effect, and the ea~y 1990s, which is when most
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magazines began requiring free-lance writers to sign over rights for
media now known or developed in the future.
Ruling in 2001 on a 1993 case, Tasini et al v. New York Times at ai,
the U.S. Supreme CoLlrt said that a digital database - a collection
of the full text of articles in one big archive - does constitute a
new use, because it doesn't preserve the articles in their original
context The court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs. free~lance
writers who claimed that several publishers, including the New York
Times Co. and Time Inc., had unlawfully resold their articles as part
of electronic databases.
The court drew a distinction between digital databases and microfilm
reproductions: The latter, it said, fall within the law because they

preserve articles "ln precisely the position in which the articles
appeared in the newspaper." As part of a related lawsuit settled this
past September, several companies, including Dow Jones & Co. and Reed
Elsevier PLC's LexisNexis, agreed to pay $18 million in damages to
free-lance writers over similar copyright claims.
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Copyright issues were important in designing The Complete New Yorker,
the magazine's DVD archive.
The Complete New Yorker's format is a direct result of the databasereproduction distinction. It also was influenced by a legal decision,
handed down earlier this year, on a similar digital product dating
from 1997, The Complete National Geographic. The Second Circuit Court
of Appeals in New York ruled that National Geographic's 30-disk CORaM collection - covering more than a century of publication and
presenting each issue, scanned page by page - fell within the law.
Copyright issues are coming to the fore as Google Inc. and Amazon.com
Inc. get off the ground with initiatives to make the contents of
books available online. A group of authors and publishers have filed
a lawsuit against Google over its plans to scan the contents of
several huge libraries. That dispute, however, fccuseaon another
aspect of copyright law - ''fair use" - which provides for some
limited free use of copyrighted material.
Many university and other big libraries are bumping up against these
issues as they try to create digital archives of research material.
"Getting permission to archive digital material is a nightmare," says
MacKenzie Smith, associate director for technology at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology libraries. "There's a good
chance that we will fail to keep a digital scholarly record, not for
technical reasons, but because our current intellectual. property
regime makes it impossible to even try."

Executive. preparing the release of The Complete New Yorker used the
Tasini ruling as a guide and also watched the National Geographic
decision closely, said Edward Kiaris, general counsel for the New
Yorker, who worked on the anthology from its inception. He says the
New Yorker designed its archive based largely on the Supreme Court's
remarks about preserving context "we were either prescient or
stupid," Mr. K1aris says.
Today the National Geographic collection does seem like a
technological dinosaur (it is also out of print). The images of the
pages are grainy, small, hard to read. Tino D'Amico, a.technology
consultant in Front Royal, Va., says the scanned pages "might have
been reasonable in those days because of smaller, screen size, but

lDday I've gal a 19-inoh LCD monilor on my desk. [Ills aj postage
stamp on that sort of screen."
In contrast, the pages of The Complete New Yorker aren't hard to
read. But reviewers are irked that the product relies. on a custom
software application that could become obsolete in aiming years.
Although copyright concerns were given priority in the 'design of The

Complete New Yorker, Mr. Klaris says he wouldn't choose 10 make the
final product any easier to search, or any more Web-like, than it is
today. "We do not currently see a need or have a desire to make every
article ever published in the New Yorker a searchable. text file," he
says. The technology for converting page images to text is errorprone, he adds, and the sheer amount of data would have been too big
for most readers' c o m p u t e r s . '

Because The Complete New Yorker can be updatedVia the Internel, it
should age better than older CD-ROM prodUcts have, Mr. Klaris saye.
When editors at Harper's Magazine decided to launch an online archive
spanning their magaZine's 150-year history, "the first thing we. did
was 'talk to our lawyer," says Paul Ford, an associate editor. The
magazine's archive, which is expected to be up soon, will use a
combination of text and page images, depending on copyright
requirements of the articles.
Some magazines have picked their way through the' copyright minefield
by simply getting permission from indiVidual writers to republish

·I

http://webmail.bellsouth.netiagentimobmain?msgvw=AHUAcQAk...

their works electronically. For an online archive of selected
articles from the AUantic Monthly spanning 148 years. AUantic Media
Co. says-its editors asked individual authors for permission, and in
most cases the authors obliged without asking for additional payment.
The archive, now available to subscribers on the Web site
theaUantic.com1, contains regular Web pages with taxt that can be
searched, copied and pasted.
A major difficulty for publishers is that court cases have moved more
slowly than technology. says Lawrence Lessig, a professor of law at
Stanford University. And the recent court rulings' emphasis on
original context may have missed the point, as more powerful search
tools become common in personal computing. "There is no such thing as
context, or relevant context. as you move off into a digital form,"
Prof. Lessig says.
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The National Geographic Society (NGS) was warned
repeatedly in advance by outside attorneys and its
own editorial staff that its archival CD product
would infringe the copyrights of photographers and
expose the publisher to legal liability, according to
court documents filed in May by two photographers.
NGS now faces a barrage of lawsuits over The
Complete National Geographic CD,which reproduces
its complete magazine archive page by page. And
despite contradiction by its own internal documents, the publisher has steadfastly maintained in
its public statements and in court proceedings that
its CD doesn't infringe copyright.

Photographers suing the publisher are now using
the internal memos to bolster their claims that NGS
not only infringed their copyrights, but did so willfully. If they succeed, NGS is likely to face much higher penalties than it would iffound guilty of 50-called
innocent infringement.

ACCORDING TO FAULKNER'S COURT PAPERS, AN ATTORNEY
WARNED NGS ITS LEGAL LIABILITY COULD REACH
$16 MILLION FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE OF STOCK PHOTOS.
archival CD, Faulkner asserts. The third attorney
apparently didn't give NGS a direct warning
against -publf shtng the CD, but according to
Faulkner, that attorney told NGS "there is equitable appeal to [the] argument that a pvbusher
should not be able to profit from exploitation of
an author's work in a different medium without
additional compensation ... especially if exploitation in the later medium" was not contemplated

at the time of the contract."
Author Jonathan Tasini was making just such an
argument against The New York Times at that time,
and he eventually prevailed in the Supreme Court's
New York Times v. Tosin! ruling last summer.

tographer for "outright distortion of the record"
regarding the legal advice obtained by the publisher. "Two of the NGS's three outside attorneys
as well as its in-house counsel, opined that the
Society had the right to publis h The Complete National Geographic," NGS says.
One attorney, alleged by Faulkner to have
advised againstthe CD, is quoted byNGS as having
written, "[NGS) has a persuasive argument that
[publication of the CD] does not create any obligation to make additional payments to writers and
photogra phers... ."
NGS also says opinions about the legality of reusing stock photos "is irrelevant" in Faulkner's case

NGS'S INCRIMI NATI NG

In the latest battles over the National Geographic
Society's CD, photographers are using the
publisher's own internal memos and e-mails as
evidence NGS willfully infringed copyrights.
By David Walker
So far, the memos appear in court papers filed by
photographers Douglas Faulkner and FredWard in a
New York federal court.
According to Faulkner's papers, NGS consulted
several outside attorneys-prior to publishing the
first edition of the CD in '997-for advice on
whether it had the rights it needed to re-use images
on the CD. One of the attorneys responded that the
publisher's legal liability could be as high as $16 million for unauthorized use of images provided by
stock photo agencies. And that estimate was only
for stock photos published in the magazine between
1992 and 1996, according to Faulkner's court papers.
A second outside counsel told NGS that he did
not believe any of the photo licenses from stock
houses would permit re-use of the photos in an
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Faulkner's papers also cite a letterfrom NGSstaff
attorney Suzanne Dupre, who told one of the' publisher's outside lawyers that reViewing contributor
contracts for "print use, only" restrictions on photo
licenses would take too much time and effort. "We
are not clearing rights to images in these situations," Dupre wrote, according to Faulkner's filing.
NGS went ahead and published the images
on the CD anyway. Only in its third and latest
version of the CD-released late last year-did
NGS begin removing stock' images provided for
use in the mag azine with licenses that specifled
"no etectrontc use." In all, about eo images have
been removed.
In its response to charges that it infringed
Faulkner's Images wiilfuliy, NGS blasts the pho-

because his images were shot on assignment.
Besides quoting NGS lawyers, Faulkner's motion
also quotes various NGS staff members who allegedly warned NGS executives during the production phase of the CD that they were making an
ethical and legal mistake.
In March '997, for 'instance; assistant director of
photography Kent Kobersteen sent an e-mail to director of photography Tom Kennedy and NGS editor
Bill Allen warning against publishing the CD without permission from photographers.
"...It seems to be these twosttuations [that CD
product is marketed to the general public and is
more interactive than microfiche) invite any judge-rand most certainly any jury-to conclude that the
CD-ROM and microfiche are considerably different'

". m

FET
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products," Kobersteen wrote. (Kobersteen is now the

NGS says those messages are also taken out of

magazine's director of photography.)

context. For instance, Kobersteen

Around the same time, National Geographic illustrations editor Dennis Dimick sent an e-mail to

weren't making legal judgments. Instead! their
concerns related to whether "as a matter of sound
business judgment, it would be prudent to embark
upon a course that was likely to upset contributors
to the magazine."
NGS says it is confident that if the evidence is
"fairly presented and considered, the jury will find
that [NGS] did not willfully infringe [the photographers'] copyrights:'
But if NGS has its way, the case won't get to
trial. The publisher has asked for summary dismissal on the grounds that the CD and its magazines are different versions of the same product,
and, so, as a matter of law, no copyright infringement occurred.
AnAtlanta appeals court already rejected that argument last year, however.That court ruled that the

Allen. "I attempted to point out the moral issues
of not making good faith efforts to find [and]
compensate all copyright holders," he said in his
e-mail. "I was essentially told by counsel this was
a business decision, and thank you foryour emotlona! arguments."
In April,then executive editor Robert Poole also

appealed to Allen on both legal and moral grounds
in another written memo. "Since we expressly re-

turned copyright to many authors," he wrote, "I do
not see how We can take the position that it's ours
not theirs. We are republishing it in another form,

for profit. Even if our legal position is sound (and i
don't think it is), our ethical position is not Does
anyone care about that?"

and

Poole

"EVEN IF OUR LEGAL
POSITION IS SOUND (AND I
DON'TTHINK IT IS),OUR
ETHICAL POSITION IS NOT."
-ROBERT POOLE, APRIL '97
permits buyers to re-use the images in any digital
or print product, commercial or personal. In other
words, the images were released as clip art.
NGS says it was a mistake that nobody noticed
until a photographer's agent brought it to the publisher's attention on May 6-about six months after the release.
"Since that date, we have aggressively pursued
a recall and remedies to fix the mistake," says
NGS spokesperson Mary Jeanne Jacobsen. She declined to say how many of the CDs were sold, but

..
Allen was certainly concerned, according to
Faulkner's court papers. In March '997, Allen
wrote to his boss, NGS CEO and president John Pahey, "We are so far down the road at this point
that we probably just have to keep smoothing as
many bumps as possible and drive like hell with
our fingers crossed."

"WE ARE SO FAR DOWN THE
ROAD ATTHIS POINT, WE
PROBABLY JUST HAVE TO...
DRIVE LIKE HELL WITH OUR
FINGERS CROSSED."
-BILL ALLEN, MARCH '97

NGS CD infringed photographer Jerry Greenberg's
copyright by reproducing severaIof his photos Without permission. NGS had argued that the CDwas a
reproduction of its magazines in a different medium, like microfiche, so no permission was required.
The court disagreed with NGS, concluding that the
CD was a completely different product from the
magazine. The Supreme Court later affirmed the ruling by refusing to review it. Greenberg's case Is now
in the penalty phase, and the photographer is also
using the internal memos to prove willful infringement-and boost the publisher's penalty.
Meanwhile, the saga of the CD has taken
another bizarre twist. late last year, NGS released
the latest version of the CD (The Complete National
Geographic: 112 Years on CD-ROM) with a license that

adds, "We know of no misuse by anyone who has
purchased the CD-ROM with the erroneous enduser agreement."
Ward says he's skeptical about the ability of NGS
to recall the CDs. "I don't see how it's possible for
NGS to contact buyers of the product because
there's no mandatory registration," he says.
Jacobsen says, "We have the names and addresses of nearly all the people who bought the product
from the vendor because of the sales channels used;
for example, many were sold online. We are in the
process of-contacting all purchasers by letter:'

Fred Ward and Douglas Faulkner's courtpapers
quoting the NGS's memos are now onlineat
<www.pdnonline.com/jeatures/laws utt/».
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Geographic
Gets in the
·E-Picture
Society to Sell
Its Images Online
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Since its founding in 1888, ll1e Na-

tional Geographic Society !wi docu-
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Jerry;
A friend of mine from New YOI1< sent me this. I thought you would be interested.
Feb. 18, 2004
National Geographic SOCIety - Contradictory Decisions

by Joel Hacker, Esq.

NJ. I previously reported, JerryGreenberg won a $400,000 verda in Miami against National Geographic
Society for copyright infringement arising out of the reproduction of National GeographicSociety's back
188ues in its complete National Geographic Society CD. That decisionwas confirmed on appeal to the
11thCircuit Court of Appeals in Atlanta, whiCh upheld the determination that such use was not a revision
of the originallssuas but rather a new product in a new medium for a new market.
In additional litigation against National Geographic SOCiety concerning the same National Geographic
Society CD prodUClS, Judge Lewis Kaplan of the Southern District of New York haS just decided that, in
his opinion, the 11th Circuit was wrong and as II result he rejected simnar arguments presented by
Douglas Faulkner, David Hiser, Fred Ward and other photographers.
A Unites States District CourtJudgeIs only rilquired to fOllow a decision rendered by its 0WI'l Circuit Court
of Appeals (NewYork is the Second Circuit). HO\oWVEIr, since the 11th Circuit decision inVolved the exact
same
usage in the same CD product, normally National Geographic Society would not be permitted to re-litigate
the issuealready decided by another fedeI'aI court even though the plaintiffs were not the same parties.
Nevertheless, Judge Kaplan, on proc:edural grounds, determined that the intervening New York Times
v. laslnl decision by the United States Supreme Courtraised questions as to the contlnulild vlIlidity of the
reasoning behind thlil Greenberg decision. Accordingly, the Judge ruled that he had the authority to
considerthe merits of the cases before him even though the same issues had already been determined
adversely to National GIilographic Society.
The Judgethen ~ached II diffe~ result from the 11th Circuit on the merits, concluding that the National
~ra~tC ~ search enginewas just a technological improvement, similar to a compilation of back
ISSueS. In a stiff-bound Volume With a searchable index, and therefore Ii permissible use of the
photographs at Issue.
Want to raad more of this article? Go to:http://www.photoaim.comJlegaI107.html

RAY FISHER

FAX

PHOTOGRAPHER

10700 SW 72 COURT

MIAMI, FL 33156-3820

TEL (305) 665-7659
FAX (305) 665-8668

To: Jerry & Idaz
Fax#: (305) 687-3572
Date: MarCIl 7, 2003
Pages: 1
Idaz & Jerry:
I got this E-Mail from a friend of mine in New YOI1<. he received it on his E-Mail. I imagineFred sent this
out everywhere. You may have received it. But here it is anyway. I have cleaned it up.
Ray

Date:

Fri. 7 Mar 2003 09:47:38-0700
Comments: To: STOCKPHOTO@onelisl.com

SUbject: Fwd: A 9'""t win for coPyright holders
To: PHOTOPRO@PHOTONEWS.COM

Forwarded with pennission of the author. Fred Ward.:
From: Fred Ward «fward@erols.com>
Subject: A great win for copyright holders

Date: Wed Mar 5.2003 9:50 pm

Dear Friends.
In an ocean of bad news it is a great pleasure to report some terrific news today:
I have been in Miami for the pest week and a half observing and a~isting in my lifelong friend Jerry
Greenberg's Jury trial for damagesagainst National Geogrephic Society.

In 2001 Jerry prevailed in his appeal in Atlanta's 11th Federal Court of Appeals where the court found
that National Geographic'S Complete National Geographic set of CDS were infringing products. Jerry's
case was remanded to Miami (where It began) for damages. Geographic massive team of attorneys,
stacks of oversized graphics, and a paredeof notable witnesses (including the Geographic's CEO
John Fahey and Board memberand astronaut Michael Collins) did not impressthe jury whose eight
members found unanimously that National Geographic was guilty of willfully Infringing Jerry's
copyrights. The jury awarded Jerry the maximum allowed underthe law...... $100,000 each for four
infringements, $400,.000.
Jerry's motion for a permanent injunction againstthe infringing products and a motion for his legal
fees will be heard shortly.
For now, the message is Clear. WIth copyright and resolve, anything is possible.
Fred Ward
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Subject: A great win for copyright holders
Dear Friends,
In an ocean of bad news it is a great pleasureto report some terrific news today:
I have been in Miami for the past week and a half observing and assistingin my
lifelong friend Jerry Greenberg's jury trial for clama.ges against National Geographic Society.
In 2001 Jerry prevailed in bis appeal in AtI.ma's 1t th FederalCowt ofApl""'1s where the court foundthat
National Gcosraphic's Complete National Geographic set of CDs were infiinsing products. Jerry's case was
remanded to Miami (where it began) for damages. Geographic massive team of attorneys, stacks of oversized
graphics, and a parade ofnotable witnesses (including the Geographic's CEO John Faheyand Board member
and astronautMicbaelCollins)did not impress the jury whoseeight membersfound unanimously that National
Geographic was guiltyof of willfully inftingingJerry's copyrights. The jury awarded Jerry the maximum
allowed under the law..,.., $100,000 each for four infringements, $400,.000. Jerry'smotion for a permanent
injunction against the infringing products and a motion for bis legal fees will be heard shortly.
For now, the message is clear. With copyright and resolve, anythingis possible.
Fred Ward

Howard M. Paul Phone: (303) 829·5678Fax: (303) 871-8356
hmpaul@ecentra1.com
Photography for Communication & Commerce http://howardpll\ll.pbotofolio.com
Emergency! Stook bttp:llwww.emergencystock.photofolio.COIII
"We take photographs with our hearts and we take photographs with
our minds. The camera is nothingmore than a tool." - A. NeWlllll-fl
=~===~-=~--========-=====-~

PhotoPROis a feature of (PNN) Photo News Network @
~=

DogBark.com: Reliable, personable and sometimes a little comical
Web hosting with photographers in mind llt1p:lldogbark.comlpnn
This messageis copyrighted 7 Mar 2003 by the author and PNN
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Idaz & Jeny: Here is a new 'More Stuff on Greenberg'
Ray
Subj:[Fwd: Greenberg va. National Geographic Update]
Oale:317/03 8:29:08 PM Eastern Standard Time
Frorn:alfrance@earthlink.net
To:sueray624@aol.com
Sent from the Internet (Details)
More stuff on Greenberg.

AI
Return-Path: <memllerupdate@asmp.org>
Received: from hall.mail.mindapring.net ([207.69.200.60])
by emu (EarthLink SMTP server) with ESMTP id 18RpsN3cA3NZFnxO
Fri. 7 Mar 2003 13:32:59 -0800 (PST)
Received: from user-2ivef5v.dsl.mindspring.com ([165.247.60.191])
by hall.mail.mindspring.net with esmtp (Exim 3.33 #1)
id 18rPNx-0000SC.QO; Fri, 07 Mar 2003 16:28:09 -0500
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Sender: egoertz@mail.mindspring.com
Message-ld: <v0421 01 02ba8eb06OOe75@[165.247.60.37]>
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2003 16:27:09 -0400
To: memberupdat80asmp.org
From: ASMP Member Alert <memberupdate@asmp.org>
Subject: Greenberg vs. National Geographic Update
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary='·=..""===::....,,=_-1165053483==_rna::::::;;===::::=="
X.Mozilla.Status2: 00000000

TQ: ASMP Membel'5hip
From: Eugene Mopsik
Re: Greenberg vs. National Geographic
The U.S. District COurt in Miami, Florida in the matter of Greenberg vs. National Geographic has
awarded the maximum atatutory damages of $100.000.00 for each of 4 works infringed. The trial took
seven days ending on March 5th. The poulbility of appeal by both parties still exists. ASMP has been
a majorsupl'Orter of the phOtographer In this caae, providing financiallilSllistance to Greenberg,
consultatiOns with him and hill attorney. and an amicus curtae ("friend of the court") brief on his behalf.
This is a big win for photographers, and both JerryGreenberg and his attomey, Norman Davis, of
Steel Hector & Davis in Miami, Florida. are to be congratulated. Greenberg also deServes thanks from
all pllotographel'5 for having the determination to keep going with this caae in spite of all thai it has
coat him in terms of money, time and energy. Thanks are also due to Victor Perlman of ASM?, and to
PatriCia Felch. attorney in Chicago, for writing ASMP's amicus curiae briefand to all those who have
supported Jerry Greenberg andASMP'sother legel efforts through their contributions to the legal
ActiOn Fund.
Some months ago, the US Court of Appeals for the 11 th Circuithad reversed the District Court in
Florida and ruled in fallor of ASMP member JerryGreenberg. Greenberg contended that the CD-Rom
was a new work that contained substantial elements in additiOn to the republication of Geographic's
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Return-Path: <owner-photopro@PHOTONEWS,COM>
Received: fi"om fido.phetonews.com ([216.183.105.121])
by sparrow \EarthLinkSMTP Server) with ESMTP id 18R10P4Dq3NZFjVO
Fri. 7 Mar 200308:47:56 -0800(PST)
Received: from fido.photonews.com (Iocalhost [127.0.0.1])
by fido.photonews.com (postfix) with ESMTP
id E1B04~B22A; Fri, 7 Mar 2003 10:47:55 -osoo (CST)
Received: from PHOTONEWS.COM by PHOTONEWS.COM (LISTSERV- TCP!1P release t.8e)
with spool id 81524 for PHOTOPRO@PHOTONEWS.COM; Fri, 7 Mar 2003
10:47:554>600
Delivered-To: photopro@photonews.com
Received: from stan.sublimemail.com (stan.sublimemail.com [66.45.27.200]) by
fido.photonews,com (postfix) with ESMTP id 1C5B35Bl21 for
<PHOTOPRO@PHOTONEWSCOM>;Fri,7 Mar 2003 10:47:55"()600 (CST)
Received: by stan.sublimemail.com (Postfix,
from userid 777) id 114ED7A69FD; Fri. 7 Mar 2003 10:47:55 -0600 (CST)
Received: from pop.ecentral.com (emu.ecentral.com [216.87,92,5]) by
stan.sub1imemail.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 5B95B7A69EC for
<PHOTOPRO@PHOTONEWS.COM>; Fri, 7 Mar 2003 10:47:54 -0600 (CST)
Received: from localhostOocalhost.ecentral.com [127.0.0.1]) by
pop.ecentral.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id C6DSC579B; Fri, 7 Mar 2003
09:47:43 -0700 (MST)
Received: from pop.ecentral.com ([127,0,0.1]) by localhost(emu.ecentral.com
[127.0.0.1:10024)) (amavisd-new) with SMTP id 86184-09; Fri, 7 Mar
2003 09:47:43 .()700 (MSn
Received: from powerspec(pI24.dialup.ecentral.com [216.38.223.124]) by
pop.ecentral.com (Postfix)with SMTP id 96S6E5833; Fri, 7 Mar 2003
09:47:41 -0700 (MSn
X-Sender: hmpllul@lJOP,ecentral.com
X-Maller: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.0.1
MlME-Versioll: 1.0
Content-Type; text/plain; charsct="us-ascii"
X·Virus-Scanned: by amavisd 2003.02.05 OIl emu
X-Filtered-BY: SuhlimeMaiI (http://sublimemail.com)
Message-ill: <20030307164741 .9656ES833@pop.ecentral.com>
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 2003 09:47:38 -0700
Reply-To: PhotoPro@PHOTONEWS.COM
Sender; pbotopro@PHOTONEWS.COM
From: "Howard M. Paul" <hmpaul@ECENTRAL,COM:>
Subject: FWd: A great will for copyright holders
Comments: To: STOCKPHOTO@onelist,com
To: PHOTOPR0@PHOTONEWS.COM
Precedence: list
X-Mozilla-Status2: 00000000
"*FOTOCARE·· The little shop grew into a big store with an at home feelIrs
staffed by people who listen and care. http://www.fotocate.com 212-741-2990

Forwarded with permission ofthe author. Fred Ward:
From:Fred Ward «fward@erols.com>
Date: Wed Mar S, 2003 9:50 pm

i

u

Gem Book Publishers
7106 Saunders Court
Bethesda. MD 20817
Tel (301) 983-1990
FAX (301) 983-3980
fw.rd4!lcrnl~.CDm

http://ww w.<rDI,.cDm/fward/ .

March 6, 2003

Dear .Ierry,
Here is what Andy and I have worked out so far in answer til David Walker's qu~rie~. If this
is OK with you. I think I'll send it along to Walker and also to Pickerell and see If this meets
their needs,
Let me know either way.
Congratulations again, I spoke to Garrcu about it on 1l1J:' way t(~ the ai~pnrt and told him w~at
to tell the Old Farts Club at noon for the monthly meeting, which Tmissed. He agreed to give
what is usually my report to the gruup.

I just got hack in and am looking :It :I lot of snow still on the road and in our yard, and mud
everywhere. Messy messy.
.

I'd rather he in Bayfront Park.

· · · · · · · · · · · - · - ·• • • • • • • •
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After a six-day jury trial conducted by Magistrate Judge Simonton in the United States
District Court for the Southern District of Florida, the jury found that [he National
Geographic Society had willfully infringed the 4 works at issue in the case, which had
been included in Geographic's popular CD-ROM set entitled the "Complete National
Geographic, 108 yellfs of Nationlll Geo~raphic Magazlne on CD-ROM." The works
consisted of 4 sets of photographs originally published in the National Geographic
Mag-.:dm:. The jury awarded Mr, Greenberg $100,000 in statutory damages for each
work. National Geographic had argued that they had not willfully infringed but had
instead relied on oral and written opinions from a number of lawyers, Including' Robert
Sugarman of New York, Judge Kenneth Starr from Chicago, the late Judge Leon
Higginbotham, the former chief judge of the Third Circuit Court of Appeals and
Geographic's general counsel, Terry Adamson, Each of these lawyers had opined that
the National Geographic Magazine had the right under copyright law to reproduce the
Greenberg photographs in die CD-ROM set The jury apparently rejected the reliance
of counsel defense in determining that National Geographic had willfully infringed.
This is the first time in Geogruphic's history that it hlld been found liable for willful
il'\fri..t\~e\m:l\t. National Geographic faces additional litigation in New York and
elsewhere arising from its sale of this sallie set and related products.
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Gem Book Publishers
71 06 Saunders Court
Bethesda, MD 20817
Tel (301) 983-1990
FAX (301) 983-3980
!ward(ilcrol!l.cnn,

httpd/www.ercls.com/fwa rdl

March 6, 2003

DearJerry,
Here is what Andy and I have worked OUf so far in answer eo David Walker's queries. If this
is OK with you, I think "II send it along to Walker and also to Pickerell and sec if this meets
their needs.
Let me know either way.
Congnltuilltions again. I spoke to Garren about it on Ill);' way lI.~ the .i:r0rt and told him w~at
to tell the Old Farts Club at noon fi,r the monthly meeting, which I missed, He agreed to give
what is usually my report to the group.
I just got Lack in and am looking af a loe of snow still on the road and in our yard, and mud
everywhere. Messy messy.
I'd rather he in Bayfront Park.

••••••••••••_--••••••
•••••••••••••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••.•••
After a six-day jury trial conducted by Magistrate Judge Simonton in the United States
~*._--

District Court for the Sonthern District of Florida, the jury found that the National
Geographic Society had willfully infringed the 4 works at issue in the case, which had
been included in Geographic's popular CD-ROM set entitled the "Complete National
Geo~raphic, 108 years of National Geographic Magazine on CD-ROM." The works
consisted of 4 sets of photographs originally published In the National Geographic
Mag-dzine. The jury awarded Mr. Greenberg $100,000 in statutory damages for each
work. National Geographic had argued that they had not willfully infringed but had
instead relied on oral and written opinions from a number of lawyers, including Robert
Sugarman of New York, Judge Kenneth Starr from Chicago, the late Judge Leon
Higginbotham, the former chief judge of the Third Circuit Court of Appeals and
Geographic's general counsel, Terry Adamson. Each of these lawyers had opined that
the National Geographic Magazine had the right under copyright law to reproduce the
Greenberg photographs in die CD-ROM set The jury apparently rejected the reliance
of counsel defense in determining that National Geographic had willfully infringed.
This is the first time in Geographic's history that it had been found Iiahle for willful
il\{r\.\\~e\\\el". National Geographic faces additional litigation in New York and
..Isewliere arising FrOIll its sale of this same set and related products,

Subj:
Date:
From:
bcc:

More about NGS lawsuits in Photo District News
Thursday, August 1, 2002 1:21 :39 PM
(ward@ erols.com

Photo District News has some material both in the monthly magazine
(which I haven't seen yet) and online.
You can see two different pieces of the PDN material online by logging
on as you see below.
You can log onto:
www.pdnonline.com/featu res/lawsu it/

to get to the overall page about NGS. David Walker wrote this piece
mainly from the viewpoint that NGS was willful in its infringement
because of all the internal memos and letters that we got during
discovery. It then lists many of the memos and what they contained.
Conclusion, they're guilty of willful infringement because they were
advised by outside attorneys and by their top staff department heads not
to publish the CDs without paying.
There is a second piece to the article that you reach by logging onto:

http://pdn-pix.com/featu res/lawsu it/wei ng rad_sec_v. pdf
The pair will give you a good insight into what's been happening in the
case.

Fred

- Headers- - - - - - - - - Return-Path: <fward@erols.com>
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Subj:
Date:
From:
To:

The TERMS from NGS on their new Website for selling
picture rights
Saturday, November 30, 2002 11 :25:47 PM
fward@erols.com
lulukiku@aol.com

Jerry,
Here's the NGS TERMS as stated on their Website.
Fred

TERMS ANDCONDITIONS OF USE
THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE AREA LEGAL AND BINDING
AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU, YOUR
COMPANY, YOUR EMPLOYER ANDYOUR CORPORATE CLIENT, AS THEGASE MAY
BE, (COLLECTIVELY "YOU")
AND NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY ("NGS"). Please review these Terms and
Conditions fully
before You continue to use this website or download any image. By using this
site or
downloading an image You agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions.
If You do not
agree, please discontinue using this site. NGS reserves the right to change
the Terms and
Conditions at any time without prior notice. Your continued access or use of
the website
and/or the images that appear on the website after such changes indicates
Your acceptance
of the Terms and Conditions as modified. It is Your responsibility to review
the Terms and
Conditions regularly. The Terms and Conditions were last updated on April
18, 2002.
Ownership. This website is owned by NGS. All of the content featured or
12/1/02
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displayed on this
website, including, but not limited to, text, graphics, photographs, images,
illustrations
and software ("Content") is owned by NGS or its licensors. Such Content may
not be used in
any manner without express permission from NGS.
You may obtain express permission, in the form of a license, to use the
images on this
website (the "Images"). The Images are not sold, they are licensed as
described in the
written documents that accompany the Image (delivery memo, rights release
and payment
invoice). All Images are licensed under the Terms and Conditions as specified
at time of
purchase. All rights not specifically granted are retained by NGS.
No Assignment. No licenses may be sublicensed, transferred or assigned. You
agree not to
make, authorize or permit any use of any Image on this site except as
specifically set
forth here and on the delivery documents.
No Trademark License. A license of Image(s) through this website does not
include any
license to use the National Geographic name or trademarks, and You
expressly agree not to
use the National Geographic name or trademarks except pursuant to a
separately negotiated
and written trademark license signed by NGS.
Comp Usage. NGS grants You the non-exclusive and non-transferable right to
copy Image(s)
from this site onto one computer for one user at a time for Comp Usage and
browsing only.
Comp Usage means the creation of a rough layout or comprehensive
rendering of a proposed
work for client review, internal company review or testing. The Image may
not be used in
any materials distributed outside of Your company or to the public, including
any online
12/1/02
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or other electronic distribution system (except You may transmit comps
digitally or
electronically to Your clients for their review) and may not be sold or
sublicensed alone
or as part of any product. Images You receive on CD-ROM or transparency
are subject to the
same limits for Comp Usage unless and until You pay for a use license.
Other Usage. Permission to use Image(s) is only granted for the use
specified in the
documents transmitted to you with the Image (delivery memo, rights release
and payment
invoice) and for no other purpose, including promotional and/or electronic
usage.
Permission is only effective after You pay the invoice and no rights are
granted by Your
possession of the Image(s) or the delivery documents.
Exclusive rights may only be granted by NGS subject to the availability of
such rights and
subject to additional fees. Exclusive rights cannot be obtained through the
website. You
must contact NGS directly to inquire about exclusivity. All licenses are nonexclusive
unless otherwise expressly noted by NGS on the delivery documents.
Limits on Use. You agree not to use the Image(s) in any way that could be
considered
defamatory, pornographic or fraudulent, either by making physical changes
to it, or in the
juxtaposition to accompanying text.
No model release or other releases exist on any images unless we so specify
in writing.
You agree to indemnify NGS against all claims arising out of the use of any
images where
the existence of a model release has not been specified in writing by NGS. In
any event,
the limit of liability of NGS shall be the sum paid to it per the invoice for the
use of
12/1/02
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the particular photograph involved. You will hold NGS harmless from all claims
for the use
of the Images, including defamatory use. NGS reserves the right to deny any
use of an
Image which it determines to be inappropriate.
NGS gives no right or warranties with respect to the use of names,
trademark, logo types,
registered or copyrighted designs or works of art depicted in any picture,
and You must
satisfy Yourself that all necessary rights, consents or permission as may be
required for
reproduction are secured.
Return/Destruction of Images. If You request delivery of an Image(s) by CDRom or 35 mm
dupe, the Image(s) must be returned to NGS within fourteen (14) days after
the invoice
date. Unless a longer period is requested and granted by NGS, You agree to
pay NGS a
holding fee of $1 per day per Image after the fourteen (14) day period until
You return
the Image(s) to us.
You further agree to pay $100 for each lost or damaged duplicate Image or
transparency, to
cover NGS' shipping, handling and laboratory processing costs. This
stipulated damage
provision is a material part of this contract and NGS agrees to release the
Images to You
only if You agree to be bound by this stipulated damage provision. You agree
to assume
full liability for Your employees, agents, assigns, messengers, and freelance
researchers
for any loss, damage or misuse of the Image(s).
After Your license has expired, or after You have evaluated any copy made
for Comp Usage,
all reproducible copies of the Image must be erased or destroyed to prevent
unauthorized
12/1/02
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use of the Image.
Tear Sheets. In the event You use any Image(s) in publications, You must
provide NGS with
one (1) free copy or tear sheet of such publications immediately upon their
production.
Additional Uses. You agree to advise NGS in writing of any additional extended
use of the
Image(s) prior to publication. If You fail to advise NGS PRIOR to publication,
You agree
that the fair stipulated damage for the additional use of the Image is triple
the original
fee.
Duplication Fees. If You do not use any of the Image(s) You agree to be
responsible for
all duplication fees.
Credits. Images used editorially must bear the credit line specified by NGS on
the
delivery documents. Regardless of use You must provide copyright
protection to the
copyright holders of all Images.
Cancellation. If You license an Image but then choose not to reproduce it in
any way for
any purpose, You are required to send NGS a written request for cancellation
of the
license within thirty (30) days of the date of the license, and a full credit or
refund
will be given. There will be no credit or refund given after 30 days.
Disclaimers. This Website and its content are provided "as is" and NGS
excludes to the
fullest extent permitted by applicable law any warranty, express or implied,
including,
without limitation, any implied warranties of merchantability, satisfactory
quality or
fitness for a particular purpose. NGS will not be liable for any damages of
12/1/02
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any kind
arising from the use of this site, including, but not limited to, direct,
indirect,
incidental, punitive and consequential damages. This disclaimer of liability
applies to
any damages or injury caused by any failure of performance, error, omission,
interruption,
deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission, computer virus,
communication line
failure, theft or destruction or unauthorized access to, alteration of, or use
of records,
whether for breach of contract, tortious behavior, negligence or under any
other cause of
action. You, not NGS, assume the entire cost of all necessary servicing,
repair or
correction due to Your use of this website.
There may be links to other websites from this website; however, these
other websites are
not controlled by NGS and NGS is not responsible for any content contained
on any such
website or any loss suffered by You in relation to Your use of such websites.
You waive
any and all claims against NGS regarding the inclusion of links to outside
websites or
Your use of those websites.
Some jurisdictions do not permit the exclusion or limitation of implied
warranties or
liability for certain categories of damages. Therefore, some or all of the
limitations
above may not apply to You to the extent they are prohibited or superseded
by state or
national provisions.
CAUTION: ANY ATIEMPT BY ANY PERSON TO DELIBERATELY DAMAGE ANY WEB
SITE ISA VIOLATION OF
CRIMINAL AND CIVIL LAWS. SHOULD SUCH AN ATIEMPT BE MADE, NGS
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO SEEK
DAMAGES FROM ANY SUCH PERSON TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITIED BY
12/1/02
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LAW.
Dispute Resolution and Governing Law Any and all disputes arising out of,
under or in
connection with this Agreement, with the exception of copyright claims,
including without
limitation, its validity, interpretation, performance and breach, shall be
settled by
arbitration in Washington, DC pursuant to the rules of the American
Arbitration
Association. Judgment upon any award rendered may be entered in the
highest court of the
forum, state or federal, having jurisdiction. This agreement, its validity and
effect,
shall be interpreted under and governed by the laws of the District of
Columbia, and You
agree that the arbitrators shall award all costs of arbitration, including legal
fees,
plus legal rate-of-interest to the successful party. Copyright claims shall be
brought in
the Federal court havinq jurisdiction.
If NGS is obligated to go to court, rather than arbitration, to enforce any of
its rights,
or to collect any fees, You agree to reimburse NGS for its legal fees, costs
and
disbursements of NGS is successful.
No Waiver. No action of NGS, other than an express written waiver, may be
construed as a
waiver of any clause of this contract. In the event NGS does waive any
specific part of
this contract, it does not mean NGS waives any other part. Should any of the
above
paragraphs be unenforceable, the other paragraphs will remain in full force
and effect.
UCC. You agree that the terms of this agreement are made pursuant to
Article 2 of the
Uniform Commercial Code and agree to be bound by same.
12/1/02
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- - - - - - - - Headers ---------------Return-Path: <fward@erols.com>
Received: from rly-xd05.mx.aol.com (rly-xd05.mail.aol.com [172.20.105.170]) by airxd03.mail.aol.com (v89.21) with ESMTP id MAILlNXD31-1130232547; Sat, 30 Nov 2002 23:25:47 0500
Received: from smtp-hub2.mrf.mail.rcn.net (smtp-hub2.mrf.mail.rcn.net [207.172.4.76]) by rlyxd05.mx.aol.com (v89.21) with ESMTP id MAILRELAYINXD56-1130232530; Sat, 30 Nov 2002
23:25:30 1900
Received: from smtp01.mrf.mail.rcn.net ([207.172.4.60])
by smtp-hub2.mrf.mail.rcn.net with esmtp (Exim 3.35 #4)
id 18ILfe-000590-00
for IUlukiku@aol.com; Sat, 30 Nov 2002 23:25:30 -0500
X-Info: This message was accepted for relay by
smtp01.mrf.mail.rcn.net as the sender used SMTP authentication
X-Trace: UmFuZG9tSVa9qjizqVj3Ub+cVCv96F9zLgScsAN LSZXf5H4NCnPGyzFVuOTDp9TK
Received: from pool-141-156-188-198.esr.east.verizon.net ([141.156.188.198] helo=erols.com)
by smtp01.mrf.mail.rcn.net with asrntp (Exim 3.35 #4)
id 18ILfe-0001MJ-00
for IUlukiku@aol.com; Sat, 30 Nov 2002 23:25:30 -0500
Message-ID: <3DE98F7C.4050707@erols.com>
Date: Sat, 30 Nov 2002 23:26:36 -0500
From: Fred Ward <fward@erols.com>
Reply-To: fward@erols.com
Organization: Gem Book Publishers
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; PPC; en-US; rv:0.9.4) Gecko/20011022 Netscape6/6.2
X-Accepl-Language: en,pdf
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: "Greenberg, Idaz & Jerry" <Iulukiku@aol.com>
Subject: The TERMS from NGS on their new Website for selling picture rights
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
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Going in circles.
Extensis'
PhotoGraphics
1.0 plug-in

BY DANIEL DREW TURNER

_

!/f.!UiIlI Extensis this week pull~d

JII'lI .."~ the veil off Photofiraphics
1.0, its plug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac OS and Windows 95, 98 andN'f; PhotoGraphics
will cost $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
marketing manager, said that Photo- few simple tasks, such as placing text
Graphics was conceived not to replace along a path.
PhotoGraphics grew out of Extensis'
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia FreeHand, but more asa workflow system . PhotoText plug-in, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Photoshop retains all its text layout and effects
whosfind "themselves. launching .draw.co._functions, with additions such as
ing applications in order to complete a super- and subscript.

can create vector
transparendes

and place and
format multiple
blocks of
.text along a path
or object.
The vector drawing tools-in. PhotoGraphics are intentionally reminiscent
of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
with Illustrator-like keyboard shortcuts. Artists will be able to use Bezier
curves to create vector shapes and to
See PHOTOGRAPHlCS, page 10 ~
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EMEDIAWEEKLY

With their bold yellow spines, striking
photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines are
collector's items in many homes; stacks
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to life by putting
the contents of every issue since its
1888 inception on a set of CD·ROMs.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
years of history are reproduced and indexed in The Complete National Geographic, including every article, photograph, page map and advertisement.
"We code-named this project 'Everest,' partially because we had not realized the enormity of this undertaking,"
said Larry Lux, senior vice president and
managing director at National Geographic Interactive, a for-profit division
of the National Geographic Society.

~

Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in Washington, D.C., decided in 1995
to archiveirs magazine content as a resource for students and educators. National Geographic sought
a product that would. be
as faithful to the print
product as possible, without any extraneous bells
and whistles.
"We were not going to introduce video or delete any Man about town. Larry Lux led the effort to digitize
content," Lux said. "We more than 100 years of National Geographic magazines.
knew that we couldn't improve the-print version of the magazine." the primary concern: Stanton said
One of the first tasks was deciding team members feared that if they rehow to format the content. The team arranged information in any way,
considered converting the pages to they'd have to reacquire certain copyAdobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text rights. So they reproduced the content
in HTML, but it decided against both in such a way that consumers can't cut
options, according 'to Tom Stanton, and paste information.
National Geographic Interactive vice
Although they said they wanted to
president of operations. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES, page 11 ~
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Archives
Continued from page 8
include everything in the bound maga-

that information into a searchable
index using its CD Author Development System, manually indexing the
magazine's advertisements as well.

National Geographic and Dataware
chose Document Automation Development of Overland Park, Kan., to scan
the magazine's pages. That company's
propriety software, DocuTrak, indexes
and tracks images and information,
Beginning the ascent
In August 1996, National Geographic which helps automate the workflow.
For internal quality control, DAD incommissioned Dataware Technologies of
Cambridge, Mass., to design a familiar dexed each page it scanned, entering
and easy-to-use interfacefor the product. the page number, volume and year into
"Our focus group testing told us that a database; identifying whether content
people wanted to be able to use this was editorial or advertising; and noting
product without having to read any where editorial ended and ads began.
DAD worked from three sets of magmanuals," Lux said.
Each disc's opening screen displays azines: a master and two backups. Two
thumbnails of the magazine covers; sets also went to Dataware, Short on
clicking on. a cover opens the table of some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
garage sales and us~d~bookstores, and
contents for.that issue.
Indexing was the next decision. Lux contacted individual collectors to acand his associates said they ruled out quire missing copies.
using OCR to generate full text searches.
DAD used Hewlett-Packard Scan]et
"We didn't think th~ value would 4C scanners; DocuTrak automatically
justify the resources to put it into prompted the scanner operator to place
place," he said.
the correct page on the glass. The comNational Geographic had long in- pany added two manual levels of qualdexed its issues for internal purposes, ity control: Each day, staff members
so much of the search data, such as ar- checked the previous day's work to
····,,·,--,,·tideptitles, dates and photographers,' make sure all the pages were scanned.
was -ava:iIable:-r.>::r:r<fWare''''incorporated Larer they. checked the CDs and comzines, they soon realized it wasn't feasi-

ble to include the many two-sided gatefold maps because the scanning process
was too complex.
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pared the scanned images
with the original pages.
Color correction was
modest. National Geographic wanted to replicate
the original look of each
page as closely as possible.
If originals were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kept that way. If a page
was printed off-center in the
magazine, it was scanned
off-center. Older issues with
damaged covers were electronically restored by copy- Birds of paradise. This cover from September 1995 isone
ing and pasting from others of more than 190.000 pages scanned.
in Adobe Photoshop,
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
- were scanned each day. Every
"We didn't know how many discs
evening, DocuTrak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
ages and moved the files to a Panasonic
Apparently, 31 isn't too many. NaCD-ROM burning station, clearing the tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
Windows NT server for the next day's the $150 CD-ROM sets since the packinput. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing ]PEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
sent to Dataware to be incorporated product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD. verbackup disc.
sion, not included in these figures, was
released this fall.) Yearly updates are
Reaching the summit
available on disc. National Geographic
Lux said he and his development hopes that by the end of 1999, cuspartners struggled to maintain the tomers will be able to download up,
quality of the scanned images and dates from the Internet. m
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NGS 0\'"" Photog In R"usc ens.,

Posted November 4l.h. 2.007 by JUHil

DJ~Dik

Stern

ln addition to entirely unauthorized image use, reuse of images beyond the Scope or the ongiuat licensing agreement is a
prominent iSS.~lC ill the busincssot' stock licensing. The: best-publicized. precedent-setting case of this nature is 1997'~ Tasini Y.
The New York Times. After a series et' appeals. the newspaper lost to the freelance writer, with the COLL'1 dc(,~lding that republishing
copyrighted work in a database, outside of the crigieel-publicatioa's context and without permission or compensation. constituted
infringement.

iii reused, Greenberg v:.Nalh,)l)al Geographic Society.Js currently moving
closer to final resolution, The general counsel of the Nauonal Press Photographers Association, Mickey H. Ostcrreicher. has
penned an irj,·dl';Hh hut [Jh,iJI.·!;IH'U,l:;'-' uutlim: of the issues, In this lawsuit. photographer Jerry Greenberg sued the magazine
publisher in lY97 for reproducing: his images on a compilation CD, Greenberg says he hcensed Lt1e images for usc In the print
edition. wid the CD is all entirely new product. The publisher argues that the CD is a revision, hence docs not constitute either a.

AnoUICT landmurk case rtun will arftct how hnag'.::ry

new product or an infringeme-nt.

The U.S. courts' decisions in this case can only be described as vacillating. Thus far. various qivisions have ruled for both sides
and subsequently. vacated these decisions. Currently. the case is pending a new, .supposedly final hearing by all 12 judges of the:
l Ith Circuit COU1-t QJ Appeals. Not surprismgly, publishing giants including' Gannett.Hearst, Tune, Newsweek Fortes and a long
list of others have sought perrnission to file amicus (friend-cf-thc-ccurt) bn..:f)i'_arglJ~~g the case i..."f NGS,

"It is also unfortunate to note that:as of this date no one has sougnr teavc

10 me lin amicus brief 011 behalf of 11m PI.\intiff/Appellee
(Mr. Greenberg), and the rime may have-passed to do so," comments Ostcrreicher, It is indeed surpnsing thet in no industry thut
slam.!s to lose revenue, should the CQUTL side wuh Lhe publisher, neither leading companies nor advocacy groups have gotten
invoked,

This entry' W~ posted

OD Su.idey. Novemoer 4th. 2007 at 10:30 pm und is meed under Conuncmnrv. YOLI (;onfollow
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PDNEWS
Photogs Ask
Supreme Court To
Beal' NGS Case
Three photographers have separately petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court for review of
their failed copyright infringement claims
against the National Geographic Society.
Fred Ward, Douglas Faulkner and Louis Psi-,
hoyos are all seeking judgment against the
publisher over The Complete National ceo. graphic, a CD compilation that includes all
past issues of the magazine.
Earlier this year, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit ruled thatthe NGS CD
doesn't infringe the photographers' copyrights because it is a revision of existing
works, rather than a new work. Under copyright law, publishers can issue revisions of
existing works without permission from the
owners of articles or photos included in the
original works.
But the photogra phers insists that the
NGS CD is a new work rather than a revision
of an existing work because it includes a
search engine, advertising and other elements that distinguish it from the original
magazines.
The Second Circuit ruling against the pho-

tographers, contradicted an earlier ruling by II
the u.s. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Cir- I
I
cuit, which concluded that the NGS CD was I .
I
a new product rather than a revision. The I
plaintiff in that 'case, photographer Jerry II
Greenberg, won a $400,000 jury award for I
I
copyright infringement.
I
"[The Supreme Court's] review is urgently]
needed to resolve the conflict between the :
Second and Eleventh Circuits,"Ward's lawyers I
argued in their petition to the high court. :
"Unless NGS is held accountable for the en- :
gine of infringement it has created, copyright :
will soon mean nothing in the digital world I
and the incentives on which our copyright
system rests will be severely diminished."
:
NGS spokesperson M.J.Jatobsen says the I
publisher will not oppose 'the requests for
a Supreme Court hearing, in order to get :
the conflict between the appellate court:
rulings resolved.
I
"It is a virtually impossible position for any :
[publisher] to know that one federal appel- :
late court holds a single
product perfectly II
.
appropriate and lawful under federal law in I
I
three states and another federal appellate I
court to hold precisely the same product an :
improper infringement of federal copyright I
law in three other states," Jacobsen says.
:

i
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Photogs Ask
Supreme Court To
Hear NGS Case

Three photographers have separately petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court for review of
their failed copyright infringement claims
against the National Geographic Society.
Fred Ward, Douglas Faulkner and Louis Psi-;
hoyos are all seeking judgment against the
publisher over The Complete National Geographic, a CD compilation that includes all
past issues of the magazine.
Earlier this year, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit ruled that the NGS CD
doesn't infringe the photographers' copyrights because it is a revision of existing
works, rather than a new work. Under copyright law, publishers can issue revisions of
existing works without permission from the
owners of articles or photos included in the
orlglnafworks.
But the photographers insists that the
NGS CD is a new work rather than a revision
of an existing work because it includes a
search engine, advertising and other elements that distinguish it from the original

tographers, contradicted an earlier ruling by II
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Cir- I
I
cuit, which concluded that the NGS CD was I
I
a new product rather than a revision. The I
plaintiff in that case, photographer Jerry II
Greenberg, won a $400,000 jury award for I
I
copyright infringement.
I
"[The Supreme Court's] review is urgently .]
needed to resolve the conflict between the :
Second and Eleventh Circuits,"Ward's lawyers I
argued in their petition to -the high court. :
"Unless NGS is held accountable for the en- :
gine of infringement it has created, copyright :
will soon mean nothing in the digital world I
and the incentives on which our copyright :
system rests will be severely diminished."
:
NGS spokesperson M.J.Jacobsen says the :
publisher will not oppose the requests for I
a Supreme Court hearing, in order to get :
the conflict between the appellate court :
rulings resolved.
I
"It is a virtually impossible position for any :
[publisher] to know that one federal appel- :
late court holds a single product perfectly :
appropriate and lawful under federal law in I
I
three states and another federal appellate I
court to hold precisely the same product an :
improper infringement of federal copyright
law in th ree other states," Jacobsen says.
I
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Photogs Ask

Supl'eme COUl't To
Heal' KGS Case
Three photographers have separately petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court for review of
their failed copyright infringement claims
against the National Geographic Society.
Fred Ward, Douglas Faulkner and Louis Psi-,
hoyos are all seeking judgment against the
publisher over The Complete National Geographic, a CD compilation that includes all
past issues of the magazine.
Earlier this year, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit ruled that the NGS CD
doesn't infringe the photographers' copyrights because it is a revision of existing
works, rather than a new work. Under copyright law, publishers can issue revisions of
existing works without permission from the
owners of articles or photos included in the
original works.
But the photographers insists that the
NGS CD is a new work rather than a revision
of an existing work because it includes a
search engine, advertising and other elements that distinguish it from the original
magazines.
The Second Circuit ruling against the pho-

tographers, contradicted an earlier ruling by
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, which concluded that the NGS CD was
a new product rather than a revision. The
plaintiff in that case, photographer Jerry
Greenberg, won a $400,000 jury award for

uf ib prim magazine) in the CDRO~'I producls entitled The Cornpletc 1';alional Geographic, Once

grautcd only limited rights to pub.

lish their work, in Natioll,ll Gcographk ~dllga/inc, and that NGS

'J.!-will. NGS has-been victorious.

was contructuallv obla~atl'J to make

I\s I previously reported. prior
District Coull and Circuit (\.H" I
of Appeals decisious in three Nc\\

NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
WINS AGAIN
There hilS. been vet U1HHhcr decision in the seemingly endless liliga.
lion ..gllinsLNlllionnl Geographic
Society' I"NGS") by photographers
and writers in connection with
NGS's reproduction of the content

York actions culminated in dis.
missal of the copyrigh; iulringcmcnt
cluims 011 the grounds that, pursuant
to 111(,.- intervening U.S. Supreme
Court decision iu New York Tunes
v. Tasiui. the N(j,\ USeS constiuued
a revision i.if ilS magazine and not a

new work.
The rcmaininu contract claims
now 1Ilieged Ihlll"'he plainliffs had

made under the contract provisions

AMBIGUOUS
LANGUAGE
Judge Kaplan firsl ruled (hal rhc
language of the various contracts
W~IS. ilmhiguolls because the "further
USl~" provjsion~ did no! compel ~u. . CCpl~lIICC or the intcrprf,talion adv anced hy either ~ide. -

I'he COUrl Ihell I(\ll~ed

lri nvic

National Geographic Socic'ty, '. . C~~linu"d I,C:m page J
evidence m the form of prior dealings muong the parties 10 determine
whlllJ.\le parties meant. The Court
explained that a course of dealing
between parties throughout the lilc
of a contract is highly relevant h) detcrmine the mcaning of the ICrll1S of
the contract. Moreover. the practical
interpretation of the comract by the
panics for an)' considerable period
Ill' time before it became the subject
or controversy i~ or great. if not' coolwlling. influence.
The undisputed evidence, ac.cording to Judge Kaplan, was that
NGS paid I'laintilh lor usc or the
work in filmstrips, books. slide pre.
sentations, and promotional matcrialso but nOI lor usc in microform,
microfiche. or bound eOlllpil:llion,
of the Magazine. FrOll1this. Ihe
Court concludcd Ihal NGS made
additional paymcnts when il reused
plainlirfs contributions in a ,:ollle,xt
difrerenl Ihim the nHlgjlzine. bul 1101
when il used these works in a conle.XI idcntielll 10 the M,l!tazinc,
Since Ihe IOUI'I had previously
decided. in rejecting the copyrigh;
claims. (hm Ihl' works were not u~t."d
in a "ditfcrcut" context. il concluded
Ihat thcre was no "further usc"

additional paymenls I,; Ih';1l1 ""JI' .111)
further promotional. ildve..'rti':aing. (II
ediroriul usc or their work.

"
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Therefore, the contract duim:> were

dismissed,
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NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
WINS AGAIN
There has been yet another decision in IIH..- seemingly endless, litiga-

lion against National GeographicSociety ("NGS") by photographers
and writers in connection wilh
NOS', reproduction or Ihe content

National Geographic Society.
evidence 111 the form of pnor dealings among the partie, 10 dcrcrminc
whaUhe panics meant. The COlin'
explained that a course of dealing
hetween partie' throughout the lite
of II conrract is highly relevant III determine the meaning of the terms of
the contract. Moreover, the practical
intcrprcration of the contract h)' the
parties for nny considcruhlc period
of time before it became Ihe subicct
or controversy i!-. of great. if nor'con-

trolling, influence.
The undisputed evidence. accordint! 10 Judge Kaplan, was Ih:lI.
NGS paid 1,laintifb lor use or the
work in filmstrips. hooks, slidc presentations••md promotional mal"rials, but not for usc in micrnlonn,
microfiche. or hound coml,ilnti",,,
ofthe 1\'lagazinc. From this. thc
Court concludcd that NGS m"dc
:ulditiomd pavmcnts when it rcuscd
pl;linlifrs contributions in a context
differelll limn the nHlgjlzinc. bUI not
when it used these worb in a contcxt identical to the MagnzinL',
Since.the COli!' had previously
dC~lded. m rejccung the cup~'I'ight
clahus, that the works were nm IISC'"
in a "different" context. it concluded
that there was nil "further use"
made under Ihe contract provisions,

in the CD~
products entitled The Cornplctc National Gcugraphic. Once

granted only limited ~ights to publish their work , in N"tional Geographic Magazine. ;md Ihm NGS

District COlin and Circuit Court
of 1\ ppcals decisions in three New

additional payments I'; Ih<:111 ""1' an)
further prOIHlJlitHlal. adH,·rrising. ur
editorial use or their IV'JrI..

l\r

ib print l1li,gaJ.inc~
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agaiu, NGS h~ls been victorious.
As I previously reported, prior

York actions culminated in dismissa! of the copyright inlrlugemcm
chul11$ Oil (he grounds th'Il, pursuant
to IIH.- inrervcning U.~. Supreme
Court decision in New York TII1lC~
v, Tasini. the N(;, uses constituted
a revision 1'11' its magazine a1H.J 1101 a
new work.
The remaininj, contrncr claims
now alleged thiu-the plaintiffs had

was. coutractuallv obll!.:ilteJ to make

AMBIGUOUS
LANGUAGE
JUdge 1<'11'1;11) lirsl ruled that the
language of the various contracrs
W;'lS ilmhiguous hC('·HU~C the "further
use .. provision; did 110t COlli pel ~H..'
Ct'PWIlCC of Ill.: mtcrprcuu.o» advanccd hy either side.
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fhe Court then lool.ed III ex-
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Therefore, the contract claims were
dismissed.
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Society ("NGS") by photographers
and writers in connection with
NGS's reproduction of the content

National Geographic Society
evidence m the form of prior dealing., among the parties 10 determine
whllU!le panics meant. The Court
explained that a course of dealing
between parties throughout the IiI(:
of a contract is highly relevant to determine the mcanina of the terms of
the contract: Moreover, the practical
interpretation of the contract b)' the
parties for any considerable period
Ill' lime before it became the subject
of controversy i!-. of great, i r not" controlling, influence.
The undisputed evidence. according to JUdge Kaplan. W,IS rhar
NGS paid I'lllimil'b tor usc of the
work in filmstrips, hooks, slide prescmations. ,U1d promotional matcrials, but not for usc in microform,
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of the Magnzine. From this. the
Court concluded thaI NUS made
addilionnl raymcnts wheo it reused
pl"inlifrs cOlllributions in a coole.xt
different th,IO the nHlgazioe. bUI Il\lt
when it used Ihese works in " cootest ideol;ealto the M'U!llZinc.
Since the COUl'l had previously
dc~ided, in rejecting. the cupyright
claims, thul the works were not usc'd
in a "different" contest. it concluded
tluu there was no "further IISC'
made under lhe contract provisions.
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a revision of its mueuzinc and not a
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dismissed.
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of its print IIHlgazincs in the CD·
ROM products entitled The Cornptere National Geographic. Once

again. NGS has been victorious.
As I previously reported, prior
District Court alill Circuit COUll

or Appeals decisions ill three New

granted only limited rights to publish their works in National Gcographic Magazine. and Ihat NGS
was contractually obligated to make
additional payments to Ih~1l1 for ;:10)
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now alleged thai the plaintiffs had
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made under Ihe contract provisions,
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evidence III the form of prior dealings among the parties 10 determine
whaUhepanies meant. The Court
explained thilt a Course of dealing
between parties throughout the lire
of a contract is highly relevant. 10 determine the meaning of the terms of
the contract. Moreover. the practical
interpretation of the contract by the
parties for ..my considerable period
Ill' lime before it became the subject
of controversy is of great. if not' COIItrolling, influence.
The undisputed evidence. according 10 JUdge Kaplan, was thar
NGS paid plaintiffs for use nf the
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Freelance photographer seeks U,S. Supreme Court review
of his fight with National Geographic ov~r use of his photos
by R. Robin McDonald

'
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robin.mcdonald@incisivemedia,com
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Banks fail to ,I
communicate
with customers I
amid crisis

Flor,id,a, PhotOg,r,a,phe, r is askingthe U.S. Supreme Court
to revisit a landmark copyI
right decision to determine
Whether federal appellate courts in
Georgia and New York have interI
preted it correctly.
I
The move by freelance underwaI
ter photographer Jerry Greenberg
extends hisII-year fight with the
National Geographic Society over
Legal Review
,
'its use of his
I
A9 Bailout fixes leave
photographs in
Ray Ruga, principal of a'
a CO compila,
plenty of questions
Coral
Gables communication
tion
of
every
A9 Does YouTube
,and market intelligence firm,
edition of its
exchange shed light
.says he knows of
flagship maga- National Geographic's use of photos in a CD compilation'of every edition
on copyright law?
zine.
of itsmagazine has sparked an ll-year ballle'in courtwith a freelance
'a person flying
From 1962
photographer from Florida:
'
from Argentina to
Miami to pull their
to
1990,'
Oempsey.,
,
"
and
the
11th
in
Atlanta,
have
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,money out of a
National
In 1997, wheN'N~tional
agreed with National Geographic.
A7 Business Services
bank account to
Geographic'
Geographic developed "The
In separate cases,- brought '
A14 Employment
put'it in a safe"
published 64 ,complete NationaIG~ggr'lPl1i~,:'a by freelancers in New York and
'deposit box.
A12 Legal Practices
of Greenberg's photos, including
CD archive 6f iKmagazinelior'arY, Greenberg in Floridaagamstthe
"That to me
one
of
a
shark
inthe
Florida
Keys
Greenberg
attempted
to
negotiate
National
Geographic
overthe,CD
Al3 Legal Services
was absolutely
that
made
the
cover.
National
a,new
publication
contractbased,
library
the
appellate
courts
have
A7 Real Estate
Geographic paid Greenberg for
on the CD library. But National" held the CDs do not infringe on the startling," Ruga said. "They just
Marketplace
the publication rights, which were ' Geographic claimed the CD set did copyrights of its freelance contribu- 'fearJar their savings. If this
occurred on a mass scale, the
conveyed back to Greenberg in
,not infringe on Greenberg's copytors.
:banking system would collapse.
mid-1980s,
said
the
photogright.
Greenberg's
appeal
asks
the
the
Shnuld youn", d,livery Questions,
'It is important that our [banking]
rapher's longtime Miami, attorney"
Since 2005, two federal appelSupreme Court to clarify Justice
,,111-877-256-2472
'system now react in a way that
Norman Davis of Squire Sanders & late circuits, the 2nd in New York
See Publication, Page A6 Itakes the concerns and fears of
the stakeholders into account,
CORPORATE FINANCE
and that they address ihem."
Ruga is seeing little evidence
that banks are doing effective
crisis cernmunication.
", 'I've tried to call my bank. I
can't get in touch with anybody.
No one really knows what's
by Mike Seemuth
lenders.
,
going on.' What you sense is
Special to the Review
Lehman's commercial paper unit failed
frustration," he said of recent
to fund its $10 million share of Spanish
discussions.
adio station owne,r-operator Spanish Broadcasting's $25 million drawdown request
Hisfirm, CVOX Group, which
Broadcasting System was unable to' , after the giant investment banker filed Sept. 14
'specializes in thefinancial serdraw down $10 million of a $25 million for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
,
See Capital Sources, Page AS I
credit line, because investment bank Lehman
Spanish Broadcasting also disclosed in
,
I
Brothers Holdings collapsed into bankruptcy
a filing with the Securities and Exchange
last month.
'
ON THE WEB
I
Commission that it would use the $15 million
Miami-based Spanish Broadcasting said it'
sum together with other funds to repay an $18 I
• Multimedia: Ray Ruga
--~~;.':--"'-:>"--" '.tIlIIiiiIiiu:'
drewdown$15 million on OcL8 after request- million noninterest bearing note due in January.
ing the $25 million maximum under its revolv- ' The company had $39 million in cash as of June
Radio station owner-operator Spanish
Broadcasting System was $10 million short
ing credit agreement,with Lehman Commercial 30.
of gellingits $25 million credit line.
Paper" Merrill Lynch, Wachovia Bank and other
I
See Spanish, Page A6

Spanish Broadcasting denied funds
in wake of Lehman Bros. collapse
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Bloomberg News
The Federal Reserve will help finance
purchases of up to $600 billion in assets
from money-markefmutual funds roiled by
redemptions from investors seeking the
safety of governmentdebt,
"The short-term debt markets have been
under considerable strain in recent weeks
as money market mutual funds and other
investors have had difficulty selling assets
to satisfyredemption requests:' the Fed
said in a statement Tuesday. About $500
billion has flowed out of prime moneymarket funds since August, a central bank
official said.
,
JPMorgan Chase will run the five special
units thatwill buy certificates of deposit, .
bank notes and commercial paper with a •
remaining maturity of 90 days or less. The
Fed wilt lend up to $540 billion to the five
funds, an official told reporters on a conference call on condition of anonymity.
The new effort is called the Money,
Market Investor Funding Facility, the Fed
. said. Each unit will by paper from up to 10
separate issuers.
Regions Financial profit props
80 percent on housing losses

Ourspecial CLOSE·OUT PRICES mike IMng in prestigious
Brickell affordable! Choose from one- andtwo-bedroom condos
with resort-styte amenities inan established llJ){ury riverfront
building. BUT HURRY, these bargainswont lastlong!
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Bloomberg News
Regions Financial, the Alabama-based
bank with dozens of branches in Florida,
said it will sell preferred shares to the fed- .
eral government after third-quarter profit
plunged 80 percent on losses from loans' to
homebuilders and borrowers,
. . Net income fell to $79.5 million, or 11
cents a share, from $394.2 million, or 56
cents, a year earlier, the Birmingham-based
bank said Tuesday. Excluding merger-related
charges and discontinued operations, rrofit
was 15 cents a share,missingthe 27-cent
average estimate of 19 analysts surveyed
by Bloomberg:
.
Regions said it plans to sell as much as .
$3.5 billion in preferred shares as part of
the government's plan to inject capital into
, banks. Region is among the first regional
banks to confirm plans toparticipate in the

1,

• Treasury Department's $250 billion effort
which includes $125 billion in mandatory ,
injections in nine large institutions. .

Bloomberg News
The U.S. banking industry, Which blames
accounting rules for exacerbating the financial crisis, 'said Congress should consider
increasing government control over the independent board thatwrites the measures.
The Financial Accounting Standards Board
lacks "accountability" and doesn't ensure
that benefits of its rules outweigh the costs,
American Bankers Association president
Edward Yingling said in congressional testimony Tuesday. The ABA criticism echoes
former House Speaker NewtGingrich, who
says FASB "tends to be too academic and
too rigid."
The assault onFASB follows failed efforts
to suspend fair-value accounting standards,
which require companies to review their
holdings each quarter and report losses
if values have declined. Some lawmakers
say the provision is eroding banksvcapital
by forcing them to write down to fire-sale
prices illiquid securities they have nointention of selling.'
.
The Securities and Exchange COmmission
has authority to review FASB's funding,
approve its status as the drafter of accounting rules and nominate itsmembers:

I Seminole 'Way· Hollywood, FL

(954) 245-3400
amarcus@maf'cusmilhchap,com
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National City, Fifth Third, KeyCorp
report losses .

Bloomberg News
. National City, Fifth Third Bancdrp and
KeyCorp, Ohio's largest banks, reported
third-quarter losses amid the worst housing
.slump since the Great Depression.
National City announced plans to cut
about 4,000 Jobs, or 14 percent of its work'
force, over the next three years after posting a net loss.of $729 million, or 85 cents
a share, the Cleveland- based company
said in a statement. Fifth Third in Cincinnati
reported a quarterly loss of $56 million, or
61 cents, and Clevelandbased KeyCorp's
losswas $36 million, or 10 cents.
The.losses add to pressure on the man'
agernents of National City,Fifth Third and
KeyCorpafter shares of the companies fell
more than 50 percent this year.
McClatchy saw worst ad drop
of the year in September

The Associated Press
.
Newspaper publisher McClatchy, owner of
the Miami Herald, said Tuesday that declines
in its advertising revenue picked up pace in
September as the ad market took a beating
from the ongoing credit crunch and other
economic woes.
McClatchy had its worst advertising
month' all year as combined revenue for
print and online ads dropped ,19.9 percent
in September compared with lastyear. It fell .
18 percent in August, a slight reprieve from
June and july, when year-over-year declines
exceeded 19 percent,including 19.5 percent in June.
McClatchy has seen double-Qigit declines
all year on weak classified and national
advertising.:
U.S. retailers' weekly sales
rise least since May

Bloomberg News
U.S. retail sales rose at the slowest
pace since May lastweek as discouraged
Americans cutback on spending.
Sales at stores open at least a year
increased 0;9 percent lastweek from a year
earlier, the International Council of Shopping
Centers and Goldman Sachs Group said
Tuesday in a joint statement. The ICSC reiterated its October same-store sales growth
forecast of I, percent to 2 percent.
The slowdown signals thatconsumers
have grown increasingly concerned that an
economic recovery will be delayed.
American Express third-quarter profit
beats estimates

Bloomberg News .
.
American Express, the biggest U.S..
credit-card company by purchases;' reported
third-quarter profit that beat analysts' estimates.
, Profit from continuing operations declined
23 percent to $861 milliOn, or. 74 cents a
share, beating the ~,9-cent average estimate
of 15 analysts surveyed byBloomberg.
_Revenue atthe New York:based lender
rose 3percentto $7;16 billion, Arnerican
Express said Monday.
American Express lost more than hal!its
market value this year as rising U.S. unemployment forces consumers tospend less
and default on loans more. -'
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Events

Bioheart director sells shares to raise cash for capital fund
byMike Seemuth
Special to the Review

p,

The lender completed the involuntary sale
,. Oct. 10 at a price of $12.82 per share.
· Shares of SBA (Nasdaq: SBAC) closed
,. Tuesday at $18.25. The highest price in the
last year was $38.50 last November and the
, lowest was $11.28 on Oct. 10.
Eleven analysts covering SBA recornmend buying its stock, three have neutral
hold ratings, and one expects better
returns on shares of other companies in the
· communications tower business, Thomson
Financial reported.

Today
Latin American Business
Association: Networking event
With Miami-Dade County Schools
Superintendent Alberto Carvalho,
5:30 p.m., La Palma, 116 Alhambra'
Circle, Coral Gables. Free. Call
(786) 280-7330.
North Dade Soutl1 Broward Estate:
Planning Council: Meeting, 5:45
p.m., Sheraton DCOTA Hotel, Wine
Room Restaurant, 1825 Griffin
Road, Dania Beach. Cost: $40.
E-mail: aalsopp@cbiz.Gom

Tivate equity investment firm Astri
Group sold shares of cardiovascular therapy developer Bioheart at
depressed prices to raise capital.
Coral Gables-based Astri has sold more '
than $250,000 of stock in Sunrise-based
Bioheart at share prices ranging from
$3.99 in early September to $1.90 this
week.
Mike Tomas, president of Astriand a
Oct. 23
. director of Bioheart, reported in Form 4
Lennar director invests'$32,OOO
Greater Hollywood Chamber of'
filings with the Securities and Exchange
in home-building company
. Commerce: Buslness Seminar with
Commission that most of the selling was
,Orlando Herrera of Anthony Robbins
done "in order to generate capital required
Sidney Lapidus, a director of I.ennar,
by the Astri Group for reasons unrelated to
invested $32,000 in the Miami"based home- Companies, 7:30 a.m., Hollywood
,Bioheart." ,
Beach Marriott, 2501 N. Ocean
building company's super-voting Class B
Tomas did not return a phone call for'
, Drive, Hollywood. Cost: $25 rnern-.
common stock.
comment. He has served since 2001 as
bets, $40 fature members, Call
Lapidus, a retired partner of private
president of Astri, ,a specialist in financing
equity investment firmWarburg Pincus, has -(954) 923-4000.
early-stage companies.
been a Lennar director since 1997. He also
Nine-year-old Bioheart is testing an
impact of scar tissue on damaged hearts.
serves as a director of two other publicly
See Events, Page A13
experimental therapy that involves extract, More than 300 patients are involved in
held companies, Pennsylvania-based office
ing muscle cells from a patient's thigh and ongoing Phase II and Phase III clinical trials and home furnishings producer Knoll and
injecting them into the scar tissue of the
of the MyoCell therapy regimen for posDallas-based retailer Neiman Marcus.
patient's heart to improve cardiovascular
sible approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Lapidus bought 5,000 Class B. common
function.
'
Administration.
shares of LeniJ<lr on Oct. 10 lor$6.40
Tomas has been a director of Bioheart
The MyoCell therapy regimen is promis, each; The purclhase boosted his ownership
since 2003 and serves on the boards of
ing, but Bioheart is a money-losing comof the Class B stock to 32,600 shares, an
several other companies.
pany that generates little revenue and often 18 percent increase.
In June, he was named chairman of the -. seilS stock or borrows money to cover
.'.fit! also owns 187,842 of Lennar's more .
board of advisors ofthe Eugenio Pino &
research andother expenses.
widely traded 'Class A common shares.
Family Global Entrepreneurship Center at
Bioheart's net loss in the six months
Each Class B common share of Lennar
Florida International University;
ended June 30 widened to $7.1 million,
entitles its owner to1 0 votes on proposals
Tomas shares voting and investment
orSl cents per share, from $5 million,
requiring shareholder approval, and each
power over the 224,738 Bioheart shares
or, 39 cents per share,in the, first half
Class A common share carries one vote.
Berkowitz
Branch
that Astri owned as of Monday, compared of last year. Revenues were negligible in
Lennar's Class A shares (NYSE: LEN)
to 304,340 shares on Sept. 3, or 36 perthe January-June period, falling to.about
closed Tuesday at $9.016. The shares have
- Richard A.Berkowitz, managcent fewer~
$42,000 from about $208,000 during the ' ranged from $25 about a year ago to$7.83. ing director of Berkowitz Dick Pollack &
SEC records show that almost all of the same period last year.
'
on Oct. 16.
.
Brant, has been named chairman ofthe
indirect sales of Bioheart stock by Tomas
While insiders have.avoided buying stock
Lennar's Class B shares (NYSE:·LENB)
statewide board of directors for Take
since early Septemberwere conducted,
in Bioheart, several shareholders have guar- closed Tuesday at $6.34. The 52-week price . Stock in Children.
under a preset trading plan he adopted
anteed repayment of-part of the company's range extends.from $23.21 about a year ago
-Gloria S; Branch, a private bankAug. 26 to comply with Rule 10b5-1 of
debt. In June, former Miami Dolphins foot: to $5.29 on Oct. 10.
erfor the Palm Beach County market at
federal securities law. Insiders attest they ball players Dan Marino and Jason Taylor ..Six analysts covering Lennar recommend
Colonial Bank in Boca Raton, has been
have no material, non-public information
and another Bioheart shareholder, board
investing in the conipany, eight have. hold
named chairman of the Florida Atlantic
about their companies when they adopt·
member Samuel Ahn, pledged collateral
ratings onthe stock, and three expect betUniversity's National Alumni Association
such plans;
valued at $1.85 million to secure a loan . ter investment returns on other homebuildboard of directors,
Bioheart shares (Nasdaq: BHRT) traded , from Bank America to the company.
·ing stocks,Thomson Financial reported.•.
- Bob Rubin, aformer senior
late Tuesday at $1.84, well below the price
vice president ofWachovi.a Weaijh
of the company's initial public offering of
SBACommunications president
Management, and Charles
stock earlier, this year.
reports involuntary Stock sale
HerringtQn III, aformer vice presiThe company issued 1.1 million shares '
delit and senior trust officer with Merrill
to the public for thefirst time in February
Jeffrey Stoops, president and chief
Lynch, have opened their own wealth
a\$5.25 per share.
.
executive officer of SBA Communications,
management firm,Rubin'Herrington;
The IPO was downsized in price and vol- reported an involuntary sale of $1.28 mil,
The firm will be located at1200N.
ume.
lion of SBA stock to satisfy margin-loan col.Federai Highway, Suite 200, Boca
Late last year, the company had planned lateral requirements.
Raton. They will specialize in wealth
an initial offering of 3.5 million shares
Stoops disclosed in a Form 4 filing with
. preservation and distribution solutions
priced from $14 to $16.
the SEC that an unidentified lender conforfamilies and businesses ofmultigen. Howard Leonhardt, chairman, chief
ducted the involuntary sale of 100,000 SBA
erational weaijh. Rubin will be president
executiveofficer and largest shareholder
shares on his behalf. SBA owns and operand Herrington will be vice president of
of Bioheart, bought shares Feb. 19 at the
ates wireless communications towers.
thefirm;
$5.25 public offering priceand bought
Stoops previously had pledged the
- Debbie Abrams has joined
more the same day at lower open-market
100,000 shares to the lender as security.
Rubin
Herrington as vice president. She
prices averaging $0.13 per share.
,
for a margin loan to purchase SBA shares
.'
was
vice
president of Sabre Technical
. But since then, no insiders have purand pay associated withholding taxes.
Services,
ajoint venture with Giuliani .
chased Bioheart stock despite its sharply
The involuntary sale reduced his direct
Partners.
lower price,according to 'securities dataownership of SBA stock to 990 079 shares
- Nlercantile Bank has been
base Yahoo Online.
a
9 percent decrease: Stoops i~directly
'm
recognized
bythe Latin. Builders
Incorporated in.1999, Bioheart has a
owns
919,863
shares
through
a
limited
Sidney
Lapidus,
a
Lennar
director
since
1997
Association
as "Barik of the Year" for
lead product candidate called MyoCell, a
partnership and 5,800 shares through a
bought 5,000 Class B common shares of
'
its
outstanding
quality, good customer
cell-based therapy designed to minimize the trust for the benefit of his four children.
Lennar on Oct. 10 for $6.40 each. The purservice and innovation in tbe financial
chase boosted hisownership by 18 percent.
world.•
,
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ON··REALiESTATE

by Eric Kalis

Miami-Dade property
picked up for $460,000
,

!-'
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Two Palm Beach County
lots soldbysames,eller

Address: 15665 SW13th Terrace, Miami_ Dade County ,
'
Property type: 5,QOO"square-foot parcel
zoned forresidential use
Price: $460,000, or $92 per square foot
Seller: Bella Villas HOmes Inc., Jose
Rieumont, president
BUYE!r: Oscar Silva and Erica Silva

Address: 11687 Rock Lake Terrace, Palm
Beach County
,
Property type:O.l3-acreparcel zoned for
residential use ", Price: $ 4?2,061, or $74.53 per square
foot ',,_
"
Seller: Boynton, Beach Associates XVII LLLP,
N. Maria M.enendez, vice president ,
Buyers: Charles Barker and
, Lisa Barker

'Dora,I'residentialparcel
se 11$ for $405,000

Address: 8148 Emerald, Winds Circle,
Canyon Springs
"_'
Prllpertytype:0.18-acre parcel zoned for
residential use
'
Price: $490,570, or $62,39 Per square
foot
'
Seller: Boynton Beach Associates XVII LLLP,
N,.Maria Menendez, vice president
Buyers: Kerry Sokalskyand Sharon
Sokalsky

Address:8750NW l l lth Court, Doral
, Property type: 2,120-squar~f60t parcel
zoned fOr residential use
Price: $405,000, or $191.04 per square foot
liellE!r: TousaHomes Inc., LarryStreib, division president '
Buyer: Mikel Aizpura

Lauderdale mixed-use
building goes for $425,000

Residentialparcel
purchased for $410,000

Address: 1409 SEFirst Ave" Fort
Lauderdale,
'
Property type:'1,903"square-foolmixeduse building completed in 1947 oh a
O.l5-acre lot
'
Price: $425,000, or $223.33 per square
foot
'
SellE!rs: James Litrldes and Dina Hrides
Buye~: AYDA WeissLLC, ,Ayda Weiss, man,
aging member
,
'
Past sales:$17Q,000 irl1995

Address: 10945 Deer Park Lane, Palm
Beach County
.
Property type: O.l4-acre parcel zoned for
residential use " "
'
Price: $410,000, or $69.26 per square
foot
,
Seller: GL Homes Of Boynton Beach
Associates XI Ltd., Steven Helfman, vice
president"
'
Buyers: Philip Greenberg.and Bonita
Greenberg. -

These reports are based on public records filed with the clerks ot courts. Building area is cited ingross square footage,
the total area of a property as computed for assessment purposes by the county appraiser.
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INTERCREDIT"BANK,/N.A.

OFFICE SPACE FOR

OFFICE SPACEAVAILABLEFO
"

REMOTE DEPOSIT SERVICES
An Online 8usiness solution,that allows you to
make 9he9k deposits to the Bank securely and
~oovenietitly directly from your busineSS,
• Sec~rtty andPeace otMind
• Create an Electronic File ofYour-Checks
for Your AceountingSoftware
• Enhance<iCash Flow from Cash
Manage!TIe~t· Ope(~tjons

-'ReducedHeturn Item Risk
,
'
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~ Free covered parking
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Deanna Lobinsky
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CAPITAL SOURCES From Page

Al

vices sector, produced a study to see how
"We did a inail out to all ofthe customers,
well 40 South Florida banks and credit unions and we justfinished a letter to the stockholdwere using their Web site's home pages to
ers. I'm going to do a separate letter to the
communicate with customers, employees
customers justoutlining specifi~ally how solid
and investors about the financial crisis.
the bank is:' said Charles Schuette, chairThe study concluded Oct 12 ana does not
man of Clrconut Grove Bank, which already
include messages added to Web sites since touts its five-star BauerFinancial rating on its
thattime. [BankAUantic, for example, added Web site.."For those Who use the Internet, it
a message from chairman AlanLevan dated will be communicated on the Internet"
Oct 16.]
Rick Kuci, Coconut Grove's chief lending
"Obviously inthis volatile crisis environofficer, said the bank's concern is what to do
, ment,: stakeholders are going to be seeking when the market changes daily.
information of events and how they affect
"One day the market drops700 points, the
their interest:' Ruga said. "One of the first
next day its up 900:' he said. 'We'rejusnrystops for customers of financial institutions is ing to get a consistent theme outto our custhe Web site" Irs the first line ofcommunica- "tomers-that we do have the five-star rating;
tions defense. We wanted to study and see
we're safe, sound and secure. We are fielding
how they were utilizing this. Irs not a tool any- phone calls from them every day as theysee
more; it's necessary component to have!'
other heWS outthere,another bank introuble
He said that if banks are not effectively .... justreassuring them. Not everyone uses
using their Web sites to communicate with
th~lnternet We're usingbankstatements
customers,"itspoke systemically of some
because we know everyone gets those."
other communication problems they are
One struggling bank thatdid well inthe
going to be facing." .
study was Miami-based Ocean Bank, which
And what the study found was that stronhas labored under a two-star "problematic"
gest institutions generally did the best job of rating from BauerFinancial.
communicating, while the weakest banks did
"I think Ocean Bank did a relatively good
not
.' .
.
jobin their letter to the stakeholders, and
"lhats one ofthemost interesting parts of they had a two-star ranking:' Ruga seid,
it, is that the firms that probably needed to
''Their CEO in this case is really taking it to
do it less are the. ones who did it themost," meforefront.Firms that communicate effecRuga setd, "That was the correlation we were tively on top of managing their firm effecseeking to identify. I don't know if it's a cause tively have.the opportunity to re-establish a
and effect, but obviously they felt confident' .relationship and start rebuilding the trust and
. enough in their standing thatthey could. reach strengthening the brand with consumers for
out and explain their strength and their outthe long run."
look to their'stakeholders, while the Weaker
Some institutions that have 'chosen-not
ones either did not feel that theyhad a-story to address the crisis on their home pages,
to tell or were so involved in the internal
among them Coral Gables-based BankUnited,
management ofthiscrisis that th~Y mayhilve have optedto communicate through other
developedrnore of a bunker mentality,~ndbY channels.
.
definitionar~ not asgood communicators."
Of the 40 institutions, 28did not have
any. information posted ontheir Web pages
addressing the crisis, concerns of customersor the institution's current stability and
outlook. Only eight in any way addressed the
downturn, Ofthese, only four directly address
the crisis, "~nd yet,even these do not make
their effort as ea~ily:availableto visitors to
the)iVebsites as they could, minimizing the
impactoftheir effort."
Of the}2: instituti6ns that posted information, 33percento(those.highlightedtheir ratings by Bilu~rFiriancial,a Coral Gable.s-based
ban~-rating~ervice. These firms ~I! received
~ve.stars, th~hig!le$t rating.)ln ana!ysisof
. the ,~auerFinanci~1 r~tingsforaIl40institu
tion~:found tha(of the 12. thatcommunicated
on t~e crisis, ei~ht received a five;starrating,
refl~ctingthat theb~nks with the. more effective •communications tended to be higher.
rated.
Th~~tu.dYfoundthat manybanks 'ilre. using
third'party'Villidators··such .as J3auerFina~cial.
·•••·.'!fsnot u~sa0ng;.thatwe are.~trong;ifs
sorneoneelsesilyingthiltwe·ar.e··~trqng,!' .•.•.
Ruga.said.
.. ".' '.' •....•..•• ' >..' . .
One of the highest-rated banks.inthe
studywas Sun An1ericanBank, wherechie!
exequtiveMil:~aeI.Golde~ha~pl~r~daprief ..•..
aU9ip message on the bank's hOrne page .
assyring customersof thebank'sfinancial
health,
...
.'.
"Our bank is not highly leveraged, it has no
exposure to subprime leriding, no negative
amortization mortgages andonly nominal
exposure to residential lending in general,"
Goldensaid in his message.
Three credit unions also scored high in
the study: Miami Federal Credit Union for
its chief executive's letter to stakeholders
and both Miami FirefjghtersFederal and
University credit unions (ortheir letters to
customers.
.

a
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doesn't know anything about FDIC insurance,
and our teller can tellthem everything, when
we get past this, they're going to go where
they felt the most comfortable," she said.
Communication playsa crucial role inthe
banking world because the current financial
meltdown is as much acrisisof confidence
as it is a balancesheet problem, Ruga said.
"Confidence usually is implied in the stability of the market," Ruga said. 'People usually
leave it into the background. What the banks
tend to focus on communication-Wise is really
the value proposition and the benefits and
really more communcating in a marketing
perspective, Why we are better, why we offer
more: etc. This crisis is a global financial
crisis, and a lot of these firms really are not
equipped with the type ofcommunications .,
team that they need to handle thi~type of
challenge, Many have been caught, if not
off-guard, at least they've lostsomeo(their
footing,and I think their teams are not really
up to the task."
Ruga said in some cases there-is a logical
explanation.
.
Ray Ruga, principal of CVOX Group, said, 'It
"Their focus has been on the banking side.
is important that our [banking] system now
This is doing what they do best:' he said.
reactin a way thattakes the concerns and
'Which istrying to shore uP their balance
fears of the stakeholders into accollnt.'
sheets and navigating the institution through
"We've been using our employees to talk the crisis as opposed to viewingthe commuto our customers," said Melissa Gracey,
nications as an integral part of this."
director of marketing for Coral Gables-based
The workthat these banks are doing
BankUniled. "Our customer base is so
internally to shore up theirbalance sheets?
diverse, frombusiness Owners to elderly sav- ''Those very efforts are what need to be comersto investor types, our goal since everymunicated:' Ruga said. ''The work thatyou
thing started getting bumpy is to make sure are putting in is the story." •
our employees were the highest trained thai
they could be."
Wayne Tompkins can be reached at wayne,
Gracey said the majority of BankUnited's
tompkins@incisivemedia.com or at (305)
customers have relationships with many
347-6645.
banks.
"Ifthey walk into BankX, and the teller
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~. PUBLICATION From Page Ai
Ruth BaderGinsburg'smajorily
the case, finding the magazine
the CDs - even if they carry
articles' appearance in;onli;e "." because the 1976 copyright revi'
decision in the 2001 case of New infringed the photographer's copy, copyrights - were not enough'
databaseswithout the graphics,
sions were intended "to limit the
York Times v. Jasini, which sought right The l lth Circuit opinion was to make "The Complete National . formatting and· layout that accom- aoility ot.a pu!>lisherto republish
to settle a dispute between free-' released shortly before Tasini was Geographic," anew collective
panied their original publication.
contributions to collective works
lanes writers and publishers over
handed down.···
work, 'subject to copyright.privi"Those databases simply cannot without providing compensation to
the digitized use of the writers'
Simonton subsequently found
lege.,
bear characterization as a 'revithe freelance artists who should
works:
National Geographic owed
"The addition of new material to . sian' of any one periodical edition," benefit from the demand for their
Greenberg's petition asserts fed- Greenberg $400,000 indamages. a collective work will not, by itself, Ginsburg wrote. "We would reach' work· after the initial publication,"
eralappellate copyright rulings by The magazine appealed, and a
take the revised collective work
the same conclusion if the [New
according to the petition. That secthe two circuits citing Tasini have
new 11th Circuit panel, citing the
outside the privilege," the majority York] Times Sent intactnewspation is the backdrop against which
"warped" the Ginsburg majority
intervening Tasini decision, last . opinionstated.
pers to the electronic publishers." freelance artists and publishers
opinion. .
.' year reversed the first panel's
The 11th Circuit ruling turned
The court majority also specifi-negotiate their contracts.
"We believe the Supreme Court ruling. Iii June, the 11th Circuit
on the definitions of an accept,
cally rejected an analogy offered
Greenberg's petition said both
would be interested in whathas
sitting en banc split 7-5 in favor of able revision and anew work as
by publishers saying the electronic circuits "have held that a publisher
been done by.two of therfed-National Geographic. The decision determined byTasini. Publishers
databases were no different than
can avbid paying the artist anyeralappellate] circuits in the
was compatible with the 2005 find- . including National Geographic have microfilm and microfiche reproduc- thing under Tasini bythe simple
Tasinidecision," Davis said .. "The
ing by the 2nd Circuit on virtually
acknowledged their arguments are tions. The court found that com- . expediency of creating 'context'
Supreme Court, 1think, will agree identical copyright questions.
not based on specific language· . parison "wanting."
by including a feature that allows
· that the Tasini decision has been'
The two appellate court majori- '. in Tasini but rather on dicta, the
. "Microforms typically contain
users to 'flip' between the pages
·wrongfully applied. In a very vola- ties adopted argu.
continuous photoof individual magazines."
tile copyright environment, that's . ments. byNational
Jerry Greenberg'speUtion to thejuslices
graphic reproductions . ''Yet the artist receives nary
not a good thing.'
Geographic and a
states that his case 'presents the question of of a periodical in the a penny:' the petition said. .
Tasini, named forleadplaintiff
coterie of amici pub.
.
'.
medium of miniatur"Publishers can sell access to indiand freelance writer Jonathan
lishers that Ginsburg!s whether a lIatabase aggregatmg many collec- ized film," GinSburg
vidual articles, stories-or.pictures,
Iasln', determined publishers
!TIajorityopinion
live worksclDnstitutes a 'revision' 01 each 01 its wrote. "Accordingly, so long as the restof the pages
violated freelance writers' copyIn Taslnl - while
.
articlesappear on the in the issue are a click away.
rights iftheysold previously
resfricting the publishcOl1lstituent collective works.'
microforms, writ very Once a Google search can find
published freelance articles to
ersfrom selling freesmall,inprecisely
it, the. author's copyrightfor that
online databases without securing' lancersliiork to online databases
explanatory commentary included the position in which the articles
individual text, picture or video is
; newpermission from the authors. such as Lexis and Westlaw without inthe opinion that does not direct- appeared in the newspaper."
.essentially worthless."
The case provided guidance in
securing the authors' permission ·Iy address the facts of the case
As a result, a userviews an
The petition .challenges the court
interpreting 'and applying revisions - allowed publishers to place
under review.
article in context, Ginsburg wrote. to "clarify that publishers cannot
made in 1976to federal copyright entire publication libraries on CDs
. In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the In electronic databases, ':by conreap the benefits of appropriating
laws after the technologlcalrevolu- and sell them without owing any7-2 majority that electroniC and
trast, the articles appear disconthe market Jar thefreelancer's indition that has created.new avenues. thing to'the freelance authors and CD-ROM databases of individualnected from their original context. vidual works without compensating
of publication. .
photographers whose works were articles culled from periodicals .
...In short, unlike microforms, .
the freelancer."
,
The decision was considered
. reproduced inthe collections. .
. could. not be considered :'revithe databases do notperceptibly.
. Terry Adamson, executive
a.win for freelance writers who
The 11thCircuit's latest decision sions" or revised editions of previ- reproduce articles as part ofthe .Vice president of the National
could negotiate new permissions' determined that because National . ously published issues, such as
collectivework.to Which the author Geographic Society, said he was
and contractswith publishers for
Geographic's digital library reprorevised editions of an encyclopedia contributed or as part of any 'revi- not surprised Gree,nberg asked
what the court majority held were duced complete magazine issues or multiple editions of a daily news- sian' thereof." .
.the high courtto take the case.
new uses of previously published
"exactly asthey are presented
paper. Therefore, publishers may
Greenberg's petition to the
.He said the magazme.is evaluating
works.
' . ' in the print version:' publishers.
not sellthe rights to reproduce
justices states that his case "pres-whether to respond .. - .
.
Greenberg's case began
retained the privilege of reproduc- those articles to computer or
. ents the question of whether a
ing them under federal copyright, online. databases without contract- .~ database aggregating many collec- . R, Robin. McDonaldreports ior.
in Miami, where U.S. District
Magistrate Judge Andrea Simonton laws without renegotiating freeing for the publication rights from tive works constitutes a 'revision'
the 'Fulton County Daily Report, an
foundfor National Geographic.
'lance contracts. .
the authors. '
of each of its constituent collective ./ncisiveMedia affiliate a! the Daily
Greenberg appealed to the 11th
The majority aiso decided new
In deciding the databases were works."
Sus/ness Review.
Circuit, which in 2001 reversed
elements such as the operating
not simply a revised edition, the
What constitutes a revision is
the district court and remanded
'sottware and search engines on
Supreme Court focused on the
key to the ongoing legal debate

A spokeswoman for Spanish
Broadcasting declined to comment on the impact of the Lehman
Brothers' bankruptcy - the largest
in history - on SBS. The bank's
downfall accelerated·the continuing
global credit crisis.
Despite Spanish Broadcasting's
financing problems, a major shareholder sees no evidence of a serious cash shortage at the company.
"The' good news. for shareholders
is there is no liquidity crunch here:'
said Daniel Donoghue, managing
director of Chicago-based investment firm Discovery Group, which
owns about one-tenth of Spanish
Broadcasting. "They have enough
· on thatcredit facility to pay that
note. That's a seller note that they
have from when they bought the
. television business." .
·In 2006, Spanish Broadcasting
paid $37.6 million, including $17
million in cash and $18.5 million·
of non-interest bearing notes, to .
acquire the licenses and other
operating assets of television stations WSBS-Ghannel 50 in Miami
and Channel 22 in Key West. The
stations operate under the Mega

TV brand.
He is not a happy shareholder,
though. In several SEC filings this
year, Donoghue has disclosed
letters.he has written to Spanish
Broadcasting blaming management
for a steep plunge inthe company's
stock price.
"Sometimes bad guys do the
right things, and they are sort of
blessed with a really great debt
structure," Donoghue said. "They
.don't have balance sheet problems
or a debt problem. I almost wish
they did, because thatwould result
inthem doing what I think are
smarter things with their business
- principally notspending on television the way they have been."
Spanish Broadcasting's Class
Acommon shares, listed under
Nasdaq ticker symbol SBSA, closed
Tuesday at 27 cents each, down
from $1.85,atthe end of last
year. Founded in 1~83, Spanish
Broadcasting completed its initial
public offering in 1999at a price of
$20 per share.
"It's a hard pill to swaliow, There
has been such massive destruction
of value there," Donoghue said.

January through June fell to $81.6 . lion note due inJanuary, Joyce said
Spanish Broadcasting owns
million from $86.8 milliOn inthe . . "conceivably, yes," but the corneaand operates 20 radio stations
ny's ability to repay may depend.on
aimed at Hispanic listeners in such . same period last year. Revenue
from radio stations inthe first half "~hattheir cash-burn rate is for the
major U.S. metropolitan rnerkets
declined to $74millionfrom $82
third quarter and fourth quarter."
as Miami, New York, Chicago and
million in last year's first half, down The.companys cash shrank to $39
Los Angeles. The company's four
million as of June 30 from $61 mil10 percent, and investor fears of
FM statlons in Miami are WRMA
lion at the end of last year.
"Romance" (106.7), WXDJ "EI Zol" further declines have eroded the
The Nasdaq stockmarket may
(94.7), WCMQ "Clasica" (92.3) and company's share price.'
The revenue. decline is a sympde'iist Spanish Broadcasting if its
WRAZ "La Raza" (106.3).
tom of industrywideproblems inthe stock fails to trade consistently at
Under the Mega TV brand, the
radio business, Radiostationwvprices of $1'or more by early next
company also offers original pro,enues
inthe
top
100
U.S.
markets
year.
The issue may become moot,
gramming through a two-station
however, if Spanish Broadcasting
operation to South Florida viewers fell in eachmonth from January.
who subscribe to satellite television through Augustthis' year, compared sheds its publicly held status in a'
with the same months last year, the going-private transaction. Going '.
service DirecTV.
Spanish Broadcasting disclosed Radio- Adverti~ing Bureau reported. private would require the approval
Whether Spanish Broadcasfng
of chairman of the board,president
inAugust thatweak business
can avoid liquidity problems may
and chief executive officer Raul
conditions led the company to
depend on its ability to conserve.
Alarcon, who controls about 70 per- .
reduce the asset value of "certain
cent of the company's shareholder
individual stations" in Los Angeles, cash inthe current harshGlimate
voting power.
San Francisco, Puerto Rico, Miami for radio broadcasters.
"Their situation is becoming
Donoghue said some of Spanish
and New York by $396 million as of
more
tenuous.
It's
one
ofthe
Broadcasting's
lenders have asked
June 30.
reasons
I
dropped
coverage
of
him
if
Discovery
Group would sell
The non-cash asset impairment
its stake inthe company in a going-.
charge was the major cause of the . Spanish Broadcasting about a
private transaction. "There isa
company's netloss of $300 million month ago," said David Joyce, an
price at which we would support it:'
inthefirst half, a reversal from net analyst with New York City-based
investment
firm
MillerTabak.
.
.he
said without elaboration, but "if
income of $3.4 million during'the
Asked
if
Spanish
Broadcasting
they
are ~oingtogo private at 50
same six-month period lastyear.
would be able to repay its $18 mil- . cents [per share], forget it." Consolidated revenue from
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BRQWARD
Office Sub-Lease
1000 sq ft of private class
. A space SE comer of Federal Highway .and Come
meroial. Available Now.
Call 954 60g
e1979

EMPLOYMENT ADVERTISING
For infolT11alion on placing an ad in our
section, please call: (305)347-6670,
or60o-m'73OII"xt.6670·

DADE
LAW FIRM SUBLEASE

Prime Brickell Spacels)
avaJIable from AV law
finn, 1500-3500 square
feet with ability -to -share
all amenities, furniture,
telephones, etc. Spaces
may be separated from
existing law finn with prtvate entrance(s). Call
Marlene at 305-3718797.

COMMUNICATION

CONSTRUCTION
'A construction company
that actually
" finishes within budget
• is consistently on time
• hOSQ. trock record

of

DENTISTRY

elomar
onstruction
Group.

satisfied clients..;
Yup.

Call us for your-next tenant
buildout or office. renovation.

954.563.1444
Facility Maintenonce Services Available,

Adval'lc:edlnteriors
t:ONSTRUt:TION

• • LIt.,
info@aiconsfruCf,com

Fort. lauderdale, FL

OFFICE SPACE

Full Service ExeeutiveOffice

"A" Professi'mal Building

Minutes from the Palmetto
Huge Windows ~ Great Views!

117 Sq. Ft. $682.50 Plus Tax
166 Sq. Ft. $968.33 Plus Tax
140 Sq. Ft. $816.67 Plus Tas

SERVICES
Commercial
Residential
• AddltionslRenovations
• Demolitions
• .NewConstruction
• PrOperty Preservation
"....Lawn Maintenance

MORTGAGE LENDING

~(MI'>LY

B'E'AVTIFVl.
•

~M(Lf'\'"
...

•

. ....y"r

,

'",ail, ,Impla, <:omfortoble
",dvo"<:,,d 'COOl';'"j;,; a"d ""doli",,· d,."ii.lfy

Your oral health may he related to:
Industrial

~L()(;kChanges

s- Pool Maintenance
....Hurricane Preparation
»-Code Violation Abatement
>lnitlal Securing
....Repairs and:Renovations
__Ce!6marConstructon Orcup can help you
with a!l~~pects of your construction needs.
12150sw 132 Courl SUite 215
Mmml, Florida 33186 CGC055883
(30S) 235-4802 Intccccelomarcq com
wwwcelomarcg com

" Heart Attack/Stroke
<Diabetes
• Snortng/SleepApnea

For a FREE Reportregarding
the aboveand 7 Ways to take
control andprotectyonrself

ClillTODAY

305·933·3070
Howard J, Hoffman,DDS

Otto to Travieso

SouthFlorida's .
.
Original Sedation Dentist

Principal Broker

Olto@easywaym°rtsalle.com

ROOFING

ATTENTION
COMMERCIAL OWNERS

Cla~s

A7

• Don't replace your roof
•. Roof Restoration specialist
- Guarantees avtlilable
• [lPLrebates availa/Jle
- Licensed/Insured/Bonded
• Established since1987

CALL US fOR A
FREE CONSULTATION
AND ESTIMATE

~CONFERENCEROOMRATES
Hourly $75 Half Day $260 FUIIDa\' $480

(305) 418-8393

(305) 818-3100
www.offices4rent.net

Unlimited Roofing Services, Inc.
State License nee -( ()3(l9.S4

http'f1wwwclrcleplx.com/homef68JB2U

" ww.unlimttedrooflug.corn

The Daily Business Review offers marketingvehicles that deliver unique
content of unmatched integrity to an affluent audience of'Iaw, real estate and
finance decision makers throughout South Florida. You can deliver your messages to this coveted audience through print, special events and online - every
minute of the day.
Contact your
Daily Business Review
Account Executive or call
305-347c6623 or toll free in Florida
at 800c777 -7300
DailyBusinessReview.com
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ealmakers".
D,

I

ealmakers details the Players,beh,ind recent significant busin,ess transa,ctions. Deals t,hat qUalify, inclu,de ,real esta,te pU,rchases, stock or debt
transactions, M&A work, Investment banklngorpnvatlzatlons. An expanded Dealmaker of the Week highlights a person involved in a transac. .lIon of special interest - selected either because of Its size or scope or because of the details ofthe underlying deal.
To suggest candidates for Dealmakers, contact Jay Rees at jay.rees@incisivemedia.com. Dealmakers should be based in South Florida but trans'
actions need notmvolve local companies or properties.
, '
'
"
,
,'. •
' "
' c

'

EquitY On!! relationship a factor
in Publi)( land buy
Dealrnakers:Rafi Zilvar, Doron Valero,
Greg Kessel and Joe Valls
, The deal: Publix Supermarkets paid'
$14.25 million, orabout $180 per square
foot, forfour properties totaling 1.82 acres
atthe intersection of Flagler Street, Douglas
Road and Ponce de Leon Boulevard in Miam~
Dade CountY. Portions otthe site are located
in the cities of Coral Gables and Miami.
Details: Pobfix was looking for a stefor
anew 50,00().Square-foot store with rooftop
parking that would allow the supermarket
chain to close a nearby store ~ is leasing.
, , , Zilvar and Valero represented PUblix, while
Kessel andValli; represented seller Ponce'
Medical Plaza LLC, a Miami company managed by Carlos Ortega and Leonardo Ortega.
The deal closed Oct 8 after six months of
negotiations, lilvar said.
,
Global fund obtained site plan approvalsfromboth the CoralGablesand Miami
c~ commissions before closing the deal.
Construction ,~ beginning with the demolfion
, oltour small buildings on the properties - is
to begin in the fourth quarter of2009;Zilvar '
said.·"
"
The sellers bought the site in August 2006
with the intentioQ of. building a residelltiaLcom:
plex, butthe housing mar~efsoured, Zilvar
said. 1\ grocery store makes the mostsense
in today's market because ofthe higttprofile
location and the demographics of nearby resdents, Zilvar said.
"I do not need to tell, anyone how' busy
Ponce and Flagler are," he said. "Thisisprobably the most dense location in Miami-Dade arid
one ofthe most dense sites in all of Florida.
The average household income for families living near the site is $100,000."
An existing relationship between Valero, a
formerpresident and chief operating officer
ofshopping center investorEqu~ bne, and
Publix made the deal possible, lilvar said.
Zilvaris aformer director of capital markets
for the farmer's. market he built and opened in
Lawyers work health care_ subsidiary
for Equ~ One, tne largest landlord for Publix '2005. 'Tlje bu.siness had grown rapidly and,
sale to Humana '
in Florida.
. in all honesty, he was working too hard," Berg
Publix's second quarter financial report
said ofMugnano.
,
Dealmakers: David Wells, Carrie Levine
,shows the supermarket chain is weathering
Located on U.S. 441 justnorth of,
and Roberto Palenzuela
,
the economic storm. Sales inthe second
Commercial Boulevard, the two-acre 'properly
The Deal: Wells, Levine and Pelenzuela
quarter of 2008were$5.9 billion, a 3.5 per- includes a 12,50o-square-foot retail market,
represented West Palm Beadrbased
,
cent increase from the same period.in2007. which Mugmlno col)lferted from a warehouse ,Metropolitan Health,Networks in a $14million
Background: Zilvaris principalof Global 'when he bought
properly in 2005, plus a deal to sell its Metcare Health Plans subsidiary
,Fundlnvestrnents. Valero is managing partner' 25,00o-squar~00trefrigerated warehouse
to Louisville, Ky.-based Humana Medical Plans.
atGlobal. Kessel and Valls are brokers with " that he built andis the base of operations for' The deal, in which Humanapurchased all of
the firm.
'the compa!1Y's whOlesale business.
Metcare Health Plans' common stock, closed
Gennant,s sold produce to retail customers Aug. 29.
.OWller sells farmer's market after,it
and hundreds of area restaurants, Gennaro's
Deta~s: Metcare Health Plans operates
grew too big for him,
had gross revenue of $10 million to $15mil- 'Advantage Care, an HMO thatprovides health
"
.
lion in 2007, Berg said.
,care coverage to Medicare patients in Florida.
Dealmakers: PeterBergandSteve Aminov' The tWYer "had some very good ideas,'
Asipart"Of the deal, Metropolitan will continue
The Deal: Berg brokered the $8A5 mi~
about~ow to grow thebusiness," Berg said of' t¥ serve Advantage Care members through ~
lion sale of Gennaro's Farmer's Market, a
Romelo.
provider service network business, Metcare of
Fort Lauderdale wholesale and retail produce
The deal, which took ayear to complete,
Florida.
,,',
,
operation.
" ,
,
was financed byTotalBank oj Miami, Berg "
"Humana focuses on what it's good at,
The business, incorporated as Gennaro's
said. Miami attorney Vivian ae los Cuevas of
the marketing to members, and Metropolitan
Produce Inc., was owned by John "Gennaro"
Broad and Cassel represented the buyer while focuses on 'what it's good at and what most of
Mugnano oiCoral Springs. The buyer was
Ian Pessesof Bezel Long of Boca Ratop repre- it's business is, which is providing services,"
Armando Romero of North Miami,whom Berg sented the seller, BJ!rg said.
Wells said: .
,
described as "somebody coming out ofthe
Background: Berg, a certfied busi
, Wells said the deal is designed to improve
[commerciaO real estate business" and looking ness int~rmediary, is managing director
a firm's operations andis not dependent on
fora new opportunity.
"
" ' , , ofTransworld Buslness Brokers in Fort
inexpensive debt.
"
The deal closed Sept. 2
' " ,
Lauderdale. Transworld broker Steve ArrIinov
'jthink there's going to be a refocusing on
Details: Mugnano hired Berg to find a buyer' assisted in the deal.
operational efficiencies and few deals driven
,0

me

c_

by how they're financed," Wells said. "The
M&A activity over the last few years was clearly driven bycheap debt. When cheap debt dis, "
appeared, the big deals stopped. What I think
isn't going to stop are th~ deals designed to
improve,the businesses."
The deal will add 7,000customers to
Humana's portiolio. Metcare Health Plans'
AclvantageCare serves beneficiaries in 13
Florida counties.
,Metropolitan Health Networks wm also
expandits relationship With CarePlus, a
Humanaowned health plan forMedicare
Advantage beneficiaries, to include pafientsin
those ,13 counties:
Metropol~nis a publicly traded company,
that offers comprehensive health care ser-'
vices for Medicare 1I.dvantagecustomers ,in
South and Central Florida. Humana is one of,
the countrYs largest publicly traded health and ,
supplemental benefits companies w~ 11.4
million members,
The Florida Office of Insurance Regulation
and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid '
Services approved the deal.
Background: Wells is a partner in the
business practice group at Hunton & Williams'
Miami office. Levine isa Hunton & Williams
associate, Palenzuelais general counsel of
Metropolitan. _'
'

-
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Today
.Palm Beach County Bar
Association: Networking &
Learning luncheon for Solo & Small
Firm Practitioners, 11:45 a.m., Bar
Association Office, 1601 Belvedere
Road, Suite 302 E., West Palm
Beach, Cost: $10 members, $20
nonmembers. Call (561) 687c2800.
South Palm Beach County Bar
Association: Civil Practice CLE
See Events, Page AI2

People

BUSINESS OF LAW

Bailout questions
_Banking clients balance need for cash infusions
with fear of having tighter government controls
. byLynne Marek
lynne.marek@incisivemedia.com
egulatory, banking and capital market attorneys have
, 'a new calling: interpreting
for worried clients how the $ 700
billion financial industry rescue
package will help or harm them.
Client questions are focusing
on the terms of participating
in the new capital.. short-term
debt and asset-relief programs
spawned by the Emergency
Economic Stabilization Act. There
are potential conflicts of interest,

R

executive-comoensationrestrfctions and oversight issues that
are giving companies pause.
"Things are happening so fast
that people are having trouble
reacting in an efficient and concerted manner," said JeffTaft,
a partner in the Washington
office and the financial services
regulation and enforcement group
of Chicago's Mayer Brown.
"Everybody's strategy.isjust kind
of constantly evolving."
.
Nine of the largest U.S; banks
that agreed to participate in the
federal government's initial $125
billion capital infusiorfinto, their
companies have little leeway to
negotiate terms of the loans.
But thousands of other small .
and mid-sized banks will want

"Each of these programs
comes w~h some controls," said
Duane Wall, a banking industry
partner .in White & Case'S New
York office. "You're really going
to have to decide: Do you need
the assistance, and, doyou need
it sufficiently to accept the condi- ,.
tions that have been imposed?"
Clients are particularly eager
to avoid increased government
oversight following the public
grilling and denunciations some
executives involved in the financial meltdown endured recently
. before congressional committees,
such as the House Committee
on Oversight aridGovernment
·Reform.
"I don't think a lot of people
envy the idea of being called up
Just the thought of having to answer questions at one of U.S. Rep.
to Capitol Hill to one of [U.S. Rep.
Henry Waxman's oversight commillees is enough to scare some
Henry] Waxman's oversighthearbanking clients away from government cash.
ings,' Wall said.
to weigh legal terms linked to
having the U,S. government as a .
Clients will wantto understand
accepting any of the additional
potential shareholder by.virtue of how assets to be sold to the gov$125 billion in direct capital
the preferred shares the governernment under the troubled-asset
investment the government is
ment will receive in exchange tor .prograrn will be assigned a price,
offering. The same goes for par- capital, which could be converted whether through an auction or
ticipating in t~e related program
into common shares, attorneys
some other mechanism, because
that will allow financial institutions said.
.
the monetary benefits of such
to sell devalued mortgage-backed
There may be corporate govsales may be undercut in some
securities or other so-called.rtrou- . ernance requirements, federal
cases by conditions of the transbled assets" to the government.
reporting duties or a limited loss action, attorneys said.
. The biggest concern for most
of autonomy that could accomFor instance, if the government
clients considering the programs pany the government's "passive"
See Bailout, Page AIO
would be the legal jmplications of investment, attorneys said.

lAW & TECHNOLOGY

Does YouTube issue show McCain's stance on copyright law?
byNate Raymond
nate. raymond@incisivemedia.com
o a series of letters
.
between John McCain's
" presidential campaign and
Youlube suggest how thesenator would deal with copyright
enforcement if elected president?
That's the question after a
back-and-forth between the campaign's general counsel, Caplin &
.Drysdale partner Trevor Potter;
and lawyers at YouTube last
week.
The exchange began Monday

D

YouTube counsel said it cannot 'perform
a substantive legal review of every takedown notice
due to the sheer volume and the site's scale.
when Potter wrote to complain
that are clearly privileged under
aboutwhat he saw as an exces- the fair use doctrine," Potter
sive number of requests by TV . wrote.
networks for the Website to
The disputed material were
take down videos the campaign news reports reproduced either
posted.
'
in part or in their entirety.
"Numerous times during the
Youlube removed these videos
course of the campaign,our
"despite the complete lack of
advertisements or Wellvideos
merit in these cppyright claims,"
have been the subject of [Digital Potter said. By removing the
Millennium Copyright Act] takevideos, he said YouTube "chilled"
down notices regarding uses
the, campaign's political speech,

"We recognize that YouTube
has said it adheres to the noticeand-takedown procedures established by the DMCA: Potter
wrote. "But nothing in the DMCA
requires a host like YouTube
to comply automatically with
takedown notices, while blinding
itself to their legal merit (or, as
. here, their lack thereof)."
The McCain campaign understood Ycufube mightget too
many videos and takedown
notices to conduct afull fair
use review on each, Potter said.
But heproposed'YouTube "com-See Law & Technology, PageAI 0

Loumiet

Benitez
In the community

• Carlos Loumiet, a partner with
Hunton & Williams in Miami, has
been named chairman of the board
of the New America Alliance.
.
On the move
• Karina Benitez' has been
named associate with Cordero &
Associates in Miami. She was a
law clerk with the tirm. Benitez
has a law degree from St. Thomas
University and a bachelor's degree
from Florida International University.
• Natalia Gari has also been
named associ- .
ate with Cordero
& Associates
in Miami. She
Was also a law
clerk with the
tirm. Gari has a
law degree from
St. Thomas
University and
a bachelor's
degree from the Gari
University of Miami.
•
• E. Lennon Kraus has been
named associate with Aronfeld Trial
Lawyers in Coral Gables. He was a
law clerk with the firm. Kraus has
a law degree from the University of
Miami and a bachelor's degree from
Michigan State University.
•,Bruce E. Shemrock has
joined Aronfeld Trial Lawyers in
Coral Gables as an-associate.
He was a litigation case management specialist with Lawex Corp.
Shemrock has a law degree from
Nova Southeastern University and
a bachelor's degree from Embry.Riddle Aeronautical UniverSity. He
also attended the University of
Saskatchewan, Canada. Correction
An article published Oct. 21 titled
"Baptist Health loses fight for trust
money" incorrectly listed Andrew
Lamb's law firm affiliation. He is a
name partner with Hall Lamb & Hall
. in Miami. _
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decides to publish the name ota financial
institution selling tainted, assets alongside
the other transaction information, such as
th~ price, the stigma of being associated
with the troubled assets may hurtthe company and outweigh the value of the sale,
lawyers said.
"

The new law prohibits companies generally from offering or paying senior executives
certain "golden parachute" benefits that
might be paid after they leave the, company.
It also prohibits the company from taking
tax deductions of-more than $500,000 for
a given executive. For some companies,
the tax aspect won't matter because they
Conflicts of interests
wouldn't betakingthe deductions for executive pay in any case, said George Simon,
For companies that earlier this month
a partner in, the Chicago office, of Foley &
considered,during a short 48-hour Window, Lardner.
whether to apply to become a federal conStill, it's an important condition that comtractor thatwould help the government run panies should carefully consider because it
the programs or manage assets, lawyers
could affect their ability to recruit top execufielded many calls about potential conflicts tives in the future or pursue a particular
of interest
succession plan, said Cynthia Lance, the
The conflicts might arise for companies
corporate secretary and general counsel for
that sought to act as a contractor for the
First Midwest Bancorp, an Itasca, III.-based
government in managing assets purchased bank wtth a $9 billion market capitalization.
by the U.S. Treasury Department andaiso
For companies on the fence as to
tried to act as a participant in selling their
whether to participate in the government
own soured mortgage loans or securities to programs, they should consider creatthe government.
ing an independent committee to make •
Government guidelines dictating separa- , the decision to avoid creating conflicts of
tion of those interests will have to be made interest for executives, said Meg Tahyar, a
clear, given the sheer number of financial
transactional and capital markets partner
contiactors - perhaps as many as 30 in the Paris office of New York's Davis Polk
needed to run the programs, lawyers said. & Wardwell who has been shuttling to New"Any time you're contracting with the
York during the crisis: Executives trying
government, it raises all sorts of issues;
to decide whether a given program might
conflicts of interest being just one of them," be a sound choice for the health of their
Taft said.
company could be conflicted if they know
Lawyers found clients particularly conparticipation might affect their own compencerned about restrictions on executive
sation, lawyers said. compensation that will be.imposed if a
Companies that have considered trying to
company receives a direct capital infusion , .skrt the compensation restrictions by setor more than $300 million under the asset- ting.up special entities that would take the
sale program. Taft said thatclients could
government's capital infusion are unlikely to
" , avoid those restrictions at least in the sale- be successful, Taft said.
of-assets programby not selling more than
"Treasury is going to lookVery, dimly on
$300 million to thegovernmenl.
that type ofepproach," he said.

other clients, including those that aren't
financial companies, also want to understand how they may be able to participate
in the new federal programs or benefit from
regulatory changes associated with them,
lawyers said.
Specifically, municipalities, nonprofits, universities, labor unions and otherorganizations that hold the tainted mortgage-backed
securities and other now-devalued assets in '
endowments, 'pension 'funds and other portfolios would also like the opportunity to sell
assets to the government, Simon said.
While the Treasury Department could
extend the program to these other companies, that possibility appears to be waning
with the government's .shift toward direct
investment in financial institutions, he said.

home mortgage lending practices and the
sale of mortgages securities to investors.
The increased federal regulation will' likely
reach beyond banks to include fhe hedge
funds and private-equity funds that have
played significant roles in financing businessesduring the past decade, the lawyers
say. It will also ripple through to the businesses that have been dependent on the
financing streams and the trading of securities on financial exchanges.
Clients want to know what the Securities
and Exchange Commission is going to do to
"prevent my stock from gettinghammered"
for reasons not related to the fundamentals
of the company, Simon said. The agency
may have to reconsider permanent restrictions on short-selling, among other things,
he said,
Hospitals and funding
"When you go through ,a crisis, you tend
to get overregulation," Wall said.
One program that will be offered to nonSome clients are, suggesting that a more
financial companies starting Monday is the dramatic, wholesale' overhaul of the U.S.
Federal Reserve's offer to buy commercial
financial regulatory-system to better streampaper, or short-term debt issued by comline the work of disparate federal regulapanies, as a means to increase access to
tors and separate state regulators may be
needed, Tabyar said.
'
funding for businesses. Some clients.such
as hospitals that have big short-term fundThe newregulatory framework will be
ing needs are eager to take the government evolving just as government enforcement
up orrthe offer amid the difficulty in access- agencies and prosecutors strike at the
ing credit, Simon said.
' Companies and individuals that may have
"These hospital systems have huge
fueled the financial meltdown by engaging
short-term financing needs for receivables," in fraudulent or other improper business
Simon said. "They're constantly rolling over activities, the lawyers said. Last month, the
commercial paper to finance the receivables FBI'opened inquiries into possible mortgage
they have for bills."
fraud at mortgage lendersFannie Mae and
Aside from government restrictions that
Freddie Mac, Lehman Brothers Holdings and'
will be attached to participaHonin,the new
insurer American International Group...
federal programs, companies are prodding
their lawyers for information on increased
Lynne Marek reports for the National Law
federal regulation that will follow thefinancial Journal,an Incisivemediaaffiliate of the Daily
Business Review. _
'
debacle, which haditsroots.nunrealistic
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mit to a full legal review" of videos from
Levine signed off with a suggestion for
accounts controlled by political candidates what a McCain administration might do to
and campaigns.
resolve the issue.
"
He didn't have to wait long for a
"We look forward to working with
response.
Senator (or Presidentl MCCain on ways
, YouTube chief counsel Zahavah Levine
to combat abuse of the DMCA takedown
responded Tuesday by in essence saying, process onYouTlJbe, including by way of
sorry, but no.
example strengthening the fair use doclevine said YouTube cannot perform
trine so that intermediaries like us can
a substantive legal review of every take'
rely on this importantdoctrine with a meadown notice' due to the sheer volume
sure of business certainty," Levine said.
and the site's scale. For
So.Jf elected, would
instance, while the site
McCain want to, as YouTube
The disputed
might deem McCain's videos
strengthen the fair
material wer~ news suggests,
permissible under the fair
use doctrine? The Electronic
use doctrine, others might
reports reproduced Frontier Foundation, reacting
contest such a finding.
on its blog to the letters,
~ill1er
orin called it "heartening to see
"Lawyers and judges Constantly disagree about what
a presidential campaign rectheir entirety.
does and does not constiognize the importance offair
tute fair use," Levine wrote. "No number
use and 'remix culture:"
But Peter Simmons, a partner at Fried
of lawyers could possibly determine with
a reasonable level of Certainty whether all Frank Harris Shriver & Jacobson whorepthe videos for which we receivedisputed resented EMI Groupinits,litigationagainst
takedown notices qualify as fair use:'
Bertelsmann over Napster, doesn't think
More importantly, YouTube doesn't nave' the letters show so much a desire to .
enough information about all of the videos change copyright law as a desire to win
it gets, she said. It's not the one uploadan election.
ing the videos, nor is it the one holding
"I'd be hesitant to read any message in
the copyright.
terms of McCain's views on IP law develAs to limiting the review to political can- opment," Simmons said. "This strikes me
didates, Levine said no way.
more as an expedient or opportunistic
''While we agree with you that the
campaign just trying to g~t their message
U.S.presi.dential election-related content
out during the time remaining before the
is invaluable and worthy of the highest
elections." •
'
level of protection, there is a lotof other
Nate Raymond reports forThe
content on our'global site that our users
American
Lawyer, an Incisivemedia affiliaround the world find to be equally imporate
of
the
Daily Business Review.
tant," she said. '

in part
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LAW BRIEFS
Repairs begin to snore up Florida
Supreme Court ,
National Law Journal
The Florida Supreme Court haserected
a safety fence outside its Tallahassee
building and is beginning repairs to its
basement, where water seepage has'
destroyed about 12,000 books during the
last two years,
'
The-basement houses the court's law
library. The rare book room, which includes
books datJng to the 1500s such as law

EVENTS

From

books from Spanish rule and some writPart ofthe basement will be closed durten in Cherokee on tribal' law, was moved
ing construction, but the law library will
upstairs without damage.
,remain open after books were moved to
The courthouse built in 1948 has cracks ' other parts of the basement,
in the basement walls, probably due to
'We are taking every step possible to
heavy truck traffic nearby, said Florida
ensure that the public has access to the
Supreme Court spokesman Craig Waters." building and that any inconvenience is miniWater,see'page over the years forced the
mized to the full extent that public safety
court to discard 11,646 library books worth, permits," Chief Justice Peggy A. Quince
about $12,000.
said in a statement.
'We thought we had solved the problem a
The destroyed books will not be replaced
few years agobyfixing the basement floor," since the information can now befound
he said.
online. -

p~ge A9

Cuban American Bar Association; Miami
on "Effective Courtroom Strategies," with
former Palm Beach County Circuit Judge' Beach Bar-Association, Dade County Bar
Association, Florida Muslim Bar Associatiol1,
William Berger, i 1:45 a.rn., Marriott Boca
Puerto Rican Bar Association, IJ. Reddick
Raton, 5150 Town Center Circle, Boca
Raton; Cost: $35 members, $55 nonmem- Bar Association, Wilkie D. Ferguson Bar,
Assoclation.B p.m., Historical Museum of
bers. call (561) 482-3838.'
Southern Florida, 101 W. Flagler St., Miami.
The Broward County Chapter of the,
Federal Bar Association: "GTMO - A view Cost: $20. E-mail: nydia@menendezlawfirm.
com
,
from inside," with Paul Rashkind, superFlorida Association for Women Lawyers,
visory assistant federal public defender
Miami-Dade Chapter: Dinner with FAWL
and chief of appeals for the Office of the
Federal Public' Defender, Southern Districf director Laura Wendell for members, ,7
, p.m., Cita's Italian Chop House, 3176
of Florida', noon,Riverside Hotel,620 E.
Las Olas Blvd., FortLauderdale.Cost:$3<Y Commodore Plaza, Coconut Grove. Cost:
members, $35nonmembers, $15 judiciary, $40. E-mail: Iwendell®Wsh-law.com.ssmore at the door. E-mail:rhartod@bergarslngerman.corn
' Oct. 23
Wilkie D. Ferguson Jr. Bar Association:
Voluntary Bar Speed-Networking
Black Judicial Forum; noon, The Bankers
Event: Asian Pacific American Bar
Club, One Biscayne Tower, 14th Floor,
Association,Caribbean Bar Association;

Bankruptcy

Bar Complaint Defense l&Admissions

JORDAN E. BUBLICK

RICHARD B. MARX

Intellectual Property

Investment Fraud

I

Practice limited to Penclona:l. and
Busi~ess Bankiuptcy, including real
estate mortgage issues; Board -Certifled
Specialist in Consumer Bankruptcy..Law
(American Boardof-Certification).
<

Miami. Cost: $25 members, $30 nonmembers, $15 law students. E-mail:
RacoleHenry@gmail.com
Florida Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers, Miami Chapter: Judicial luncheon
with Judges Bertila Soto and Reemberto
Diaz, noon, Biscayne Bay Marriott, 1633
N. Bayshore Drive, Miami. Cost: $20
members; $30 nonmembers. Call (305)
670-9919.
Broward County Bar Association Young
Lawyers Section: Luncheon, noon, Tower '
Club, 100 SE Third Ave., FortLauderdale.
Cost: $25. Call (954) 764-8040.
Broward County Crime Commission:
2008 Btoward County Prosecutor of the
Year gala, 6 p.m., Palm-Aire Country Club
& Resort, 2600 Palm-Aire Drive North,
Pompano Beach. Cost: $25members, $75
nonmembers. Call (754) 423-1976._

Chapred3, Chapter 7. an_d Chapter H.

LL.M. (Masten. in Law), New York
University Schoolof Law,

No cbargefor tlteinitial consultation.
JORDAN E. BUBLlCK, P.A.
11645 Biscayne Blvd, Snite 305'
Miami,FL33181
ra;(305) 891-4055
jbnblick@bublick1aw.com
www.bublickla.w.com
"Miami Florida Bankruptcy Law B1og"
www.jbublick.bJogspot.coni

LaborlEmployment & Administrative

NEIL FtAXMA!II '
EdUcation:

New York University, as.
" '_ IJniversjtyj)t~;.MiriJ¥':~,:,~~ "',.-" .
• Board Certifiedbabor and
Enl'ployment-LQwyer.
Florida Bar Beard of Legal
Specialization,and Education.
• Supreme,Court of 'Florida
,"
Certified Circuit Court Mediator.
• United States Distnct Court

Fonner United States 'Securities and
• Bar Disciplinary. Proceedings
Exchange Commission Prosecutor
• Bar Grievance Investigations
and Special Assistsnr United States
.- Bar ReinstatemenUReadmission
Attorney - Economic Crimes Division
•Investigative and Formal Hearings
'Representation ofdefrauded investors .
beforethe.Florida Board ofBar Examiners • Stockbroker fraud andmiscouduct
•Flnrida Bar Applicstion process
'. SEC andsecurities regulatory ,
• Unauthonzed'Practiee ofLaw
investigations/enforcement actions
• Representation ofseeurlties
AV rated trial lawyer tor ethical
, protessienals in industry controversies
standards and legal ability.Martindale
Hubbell BarRegister of Preeminent
Lawyers, over 4{) years' of experience.
Former BoardMember of Florida
.
LawyersAssistance:Inc.

RICHARD B. MARx
66 W. Flagler Street, 2nd Floor
,
Miami, FL 33130
Phone: (305) 579-9060
Fax: (305) 377-0503 '
E-mail:crimlawmarx@aotcom

Stockbroker Mi~conduct
I

,'~ "'BLUM II. SILVER" UP
'NationaliYfecognized, h~, .ftr.n
focu~d'

. "Florida Board of Legal Specialization.
Jennie Malloy, PeterMatos" JohnCynlMalloy IH,JohnJ. FultonJr.,
Andrew Ransom. David Gast _
** Satellite Office, FortLauderdale
-'-_'-.-1L--=====O
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From Page A3

Women's Council of Realtors,
2020 N. State Road 7, Margate.
8:30 a.m., Residence Inn Marriott,
Greater Palm Beach Chapter:
Cost: $100 team donation, $15·
19900 W. Country Club Drive,
Meeting with state Sen. Dave
bowling fee. Call (954) 788-8422. Aventura. Cost: $99 members,
BANKRUPTCY,
Aronberg on "Issues Impacting
Junior Achievemeritof South
$149 nonmembers. Call (305)
Florida's Economy," 7:45a.m.,
. Florida: Fall bowl-a-thon, noon and 468-7000.
From ThePre-Filing stage
Aberdeen Country Club, 8251
3 p.m., AMF Davie, 8200 W. State Realtor Associiltion of Greater
Aberdeen Drive, BOYnton Beach.
Road 84, Davie..Cost: $100 team Miami and the Beaches: Code of
Through Distribution,
Cost: $30. Call (561) 573,0557.
donation, $15 bowling fee. Call
Ethics Training, 9 a.m., Intracoastal
GCGCan Han!flle
Greatec Miami Chamber of
(954) 788-8422.
Mall, 3577 NE 163rd St., North
Commerc.e: Bagels with the Boss, The YMCA of Greater Miami:
Miami. Free for members, $25 nonAllOf Your Client's
8 a.m., Chamber office,160l·
Annual gala, 7 p.rn., Mandarin
members. Call (305) 468-7000.
Chapter 11 Business
Biscayne Blvd., Ballroom level,
Oriental,500 Brickell Key Drive,
Greater Miami Chamber of
Miami. Free. Call (305) 577-5446. Miami. Cost: $500. Call (305)
Commerce: Dueling Diagnosis: A
Reorganization Needs.
RealtOr Association of Greater
3574000.
Debate Around Healtheare Reform,
Miami and the Beaches: Code of
1l:30a.m., Chamber office, 1601
EthicsTrainhg, 9 a.m., The Miami Oct. 27-30
Biscayne Blvd., Ballroom level,
Herald Building, 2010 NW 150th
Urban Land Institute.: Fall meetMiami. Cost: $35 members, $45
Ave.{Pembroke Pines. Free for
ing and Urban Land Expo, 8 a.m.,. nonmembers. Call (305) 577-5491.
members, $25 nonmembers. Call
Miami Beach Convention Center,
. Greater Hollywood Chamber of
(305) 468,7000.
1901 Convention Center Drive,
Commerce: Business After Hours,
Broward County Chamber of
Miami Beach. Cost varies. Call
5 p.rn., Tuscany Italian Bistro and
Commerce: Executive Business
(800) 321-5011.
Lounge, 5800 Seminole Way, .
After Hours, 5 p.rn., Charley's Crab
Hollywood. Cost: $7 members,
Restaurant, 3000 NE 32nd Ave.,
Ocf:27
($12 future members. Call (954)
EXPERT WITNESS
Fort Lauderdale. Cost: $10. Call
Realtor Association of Greater
923-4000.
.
(954) 565'5750.
'Miami and the Beaches:
S~plesand Greater Fort
Commercial Real Estate Women, Breakfast and seminar on' "Upstage· Lauderdale .Chamber of
Fort LauderdalejPalm Beach
the Competition, Certified Horne . Commerce: Small Business Bailout
Chapter: Cosmetics and Wine, 6
Marketing Specialist Designation,"
networking forum, 5 p.rn., Staples' • construction management
p.rn., Neiman Marcus, 5860 Glades 8:30 a.m., RAMB headquarters,
Fort Lauderdale Store, 1701 E.
• bidanalysis
Road, Boca Raton. Free. Call (561) 700 S.Royal Poinciana Blvd., Suite Commercial Blvd., Fort Lauderdale.
• mediation andarbitration
• review of change orders
733-2259.
400, MiamiSpririgs. Cost: $199
Free. Call (305) 572-1390.
• construction claims
The Environmental Coalition of
members, $239 nonmembers. Call
• water intrusion andfire stapping
Miami Beach: Fundraiser to .ben- . (305) 468-7000.
Nov. 2·4
•
review ofplans, SPecs and
efit a greener and more sustainable Broward Days: Kick-off reception, RealtOrs Association of Greater
dacuments
.
.Miami Beach, 7 p.m., Shore Club
5:30 p.m., Riverside Hotel, 620 E. Miami and the Beaches:
45
years
in
the
construction
Hotel, Red Room, 1901 Collins
Las Olas Blvd., Fort Lauderdale.
International Congress, 9:30 a.m.,
industIy in South.Ronda
Ave., Miami Beach. Cost: $50
Free for members, $100 member- Miami Beach Resort & Spa, 4833
donation. E-mail: ecomb@ecomb.ship for nonmembers, Call (954)
Collins Ave., 'Miami Beath. Cost:
Mayo Construction Industries, Inc,
Building Co nxuf t e nt
org
383-0654.
$249 members, $299 nonmern, SoUth Florida Foreclosure
hers. Call (305) 468-7000.
Ph: 305-9h5-5573
Expel1$, R!lal Estate WNC
Oct. 28
954~ 23(l-655 I
I
Meelup: Foreclosures and Real
Realtor Association of Greater
Nov. 5"
iVIa) ll59S0 (<:') bctfsou t;h .net
Estate monthly update and network, Miami and the Beaches:
Broward.County Chamber of
ing, 7 p.m., Denny's Conference . Advanced Short Sales Seminar,
Commerce and South Florida.
LAWYER SUCCESS
. Room, 3151 Powerline Road,
8:30 a.m., RAMB headquarters,'
Chamber of Commerce: Along
Fort Lauderdale. Free. Call (954)
700S. Royal Poinciana Blvd., Suite with many world class partners,alli- Attorney Performance and WeD-Being.
Client Satisfaction, & Firm Profitability
696-3624.
400, Miami Springs. Cost: $99
ances and chambers of commerce.
Should Never Stop Growing
members, $149 nonmembers. Call South Florida Business-to-Business
"Improve your
Oct,24
(305)468-7000.
Expo, International Trade Show,
firm's boUomUne
Realtors Commercial Alliance
Florida Association of British
HospitalityjTourism and Travel
with our ocdoimed
of Greater Miami and the'
Business: British Networking,
professional
Expo, Business Card Exchange, 4
development CLE
Beaches: Commercial Super Expo 6:30 p.m., ArnerlcariLegion Hall,
p.rn., Broward County Convention
programs." .
and Conference, "The Evolution of Harveys, 6447 NE Seventh Ave.,
Center, 1950 Eisenhower Blvd., '
Scott ,Rage"", MS.,J.D.
_Institule Oi,..,,,,o.
Office," 8 a.rn., Miami Mart Airport Mjami. Free. Call (305) 371-9340. Fort Lauderdale. Cost: $10. Call
Hotel, 711 NW 72nd Ave., Miami.
(954) 565-5750.
Cost: $59 members, $79 nonmem- Oct. 28-29
Florida Instifute of CPAs Gold
bers. Call (305)468-7060.
' Realtor Association of Greater
coast Chapter: Meeting, 4:15
Junior Achievement of South
Miami and the Beaches: "Real
p.rn., Tropical Acres Restaurant,
Florida: Fall bowl-a-thon, 7p.m.,
Estate Assistants -Intensive
2500 Griffin Road, Dania Beach.
Sparezat Davie, 5325 S. University Quick Start Program;" 9 a.m.,
Cost: $38 members,$48 nonmemDrive, Davie. Cost: $100 team
RAMB headquarters, 700 S. Royal bers. Call (954) 962'6397.
donation, $15 bowling fee. Call
Poinciana Blvd., Suite 400,Miami
South FloridaHedg!l Fund
(954) 788-8422.
Springs. Cost: $179 members,
Nlanagers:"Opportunities in
The Loan Committee: Monthly
$239 nonmembers. Call (305)
theCredit Space," 6 p.m., The
meeting, noon, Westin Hotel, 400
468-7000.
TENANT EVICTIONS
Conrad Hotel: 1395 Brickell Ave.,
Corporate.Drive, Fort Lauderdale.
Miami. Cost: .$50 donation to
Cost: $25. E-mail: sgfenvironOct. 29-30
. ' The Community Partnership for
mentl@jangomail.com
,Professional Pricing Society: Fall. Homeless in Miami or The Wounded
Women's Council of Realtors:
Conference, 7 a.rn., Intercontinental, Warrior Project. Call (305)'
Charity GolfTournament, 1:15
Hotel, 100 Chopin Plaza, Miami.
379-4200.
• FORECLOSURES·
p.m., The President Country Club,
Cost: $1,695 members, $1,995
Broward Real Estate Investors
2300 Presidential Way, West. Palm nonm~mbers. Call (770) 509-9933. Association: ;Monthly meeting, 6
• REAL ESTATE CLOSINGS·
Beach. Cost: $125 single,$450
- • COLLECTIONS·
Rachlin: Annual Governmental
p.m., IGFA Fishing Half of Fame,
four players, $50 nongolfers, Call
Symposium on "Updates on
300 Gulf Stream Way, Dania Beach. . FOR FREE CONSULTATION.
(561) 523-5526.
Accounting Practices for
Cost: $20. Call (954) 424-3008.
Call,Scolt Willinger, Esq.
Governmental Employees," 9 a.rn.,
.
Oct. 25
Signature Grand, 6900W.State
Nov. 6 ,
(305) 591-1040
Stiles Corporation: Family Fun
Road 84, Davie. Free. Call (954)
SoUth Florida Hispanic Chamber
Day,. 10 a.m., Village Shoppes of . 525'1040.
. !lfCommerce: Annual Sunshine
SAX, WILLINGER & GOLD
Pine Plaza, 4261 Pine Island Road,
Awards luncheon, noon, Conrad .
58111 NW 151 st Street, Suite 3117
Sunrise. Free, Call (954) 627-9377. Oct. 29
Hotel, 1395 Brickell Ave., Miami.
Mi"l,i Lakes; FE 33014
Junior Achievement of SoUth
Realtor Association of Gr~ater
Cost: $60 members, p5 nonmemswillinge~@SWGLa\~yers.com
Florida: Fallbowl-a-thon, noon and Miami and the Beaches:
i:)ers.Call(305) 534-1903.•
The hiril19l1f a lawyer IsanIfllj)Ortanl dacfs!o~ lilalShould netbo based
SQlilly .up~n advertisemont Balofe you ooci~e, aall ustoseaII ~u nee
3 p.rn., Brunswick Margate Lanes, Advanced Short Sales Seminar,
wlIllen i~rormalion aboot our QUaflflclllions and eqefenee

TENANT
EVICTIONS!!

COLLECTIONS

Receive cash immediately!

1-888-482--6702
FORECLOSURES/ EVICTIONS

JlBPA
JOSE L. BALOYRA, P.A.
Residential and Commercial Evictions
(smrtingat$450)
'VOLUME DISCOUNT AlIAILARLE

•Residential and Commercial Foreclosures
•Foreclosure Defense
•Shcrt Sale Representation
• Breach qfConlrat1! Deposit ActiollB
•Residential and Commercial Real Estate Transactions
Wehave over18years of experience haudJing
Ihpusand,s of transactionsstatewide.
Attorney referrals are welCome.
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Email Jbaloyra@baloyralawcom
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OFFICE SPACE

Monday-Friday
10am..6pm
Saturday
12pm-2pm
Office

786.539.4884
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. The Daily Business Review
offers marketing vehicles .
that deliver unique' content of
unmatched integrity to an affluent audience of law, real estate
and finance decision makers
tbroughoutSouth Florida. You
can deliver your messages to tills
coveted audience through print,
special events and online - every
.minure of the day.
Contact your
Daily Business Review
Account Executive or call
305-347-6623 or toll free in
Florida at 800-777-7300
_DallYBusinessRevie~.com .

-

OFFICE HOURS '
MondilY: Friday, .9a.m:-5 p.m.
TEL: (305) 347-6670 • (800) 777-7300 x6670
· FAX: (305)347-6675
.
PUBLISHES DAILY: Monday -Friday ~

DEADLINES
Deadline for placing orcorrecting an ad is 1:30p.m.
each day for the next day's paper except for ads
with photos, logos or specialJ¥pesetting.'The .
deadline for ads with special handling is2p.rn, two
days prior to publication. Deadline for cancelling an
ad is10a.m. each day for the next day's paper.

.DAILY BUSINESS. REVIEW

OFFICIAL DESIGNATIONS
.
Official Court Newspaper, by the chief judges of the
Counl¥ imd Circuit Courts in MiamiDade, Broward
and Palm Beach Cbunties and the U.S. District Court
· Southern District ofFlorida by local rule 5.2c.
ADVERTISING CONTRACTS
AdVertisers may sign an advertising purchase
agreement for' afrequency discount that willenlille
the adVertiser to be billed initial~ atalower rate. W
the agreement is not fulfilled, the adVertiser will be
charged back the unearned discount. Agreements
terminated due to-late payment will be considered
· as violation ofthe agreement by the customer and .
, . appropriaterateadjus1Jilents will be made.
BOX REPLY NUMBER •
Confidential box reply numbers are available toall

'Jisa, Mastercard and American Express accepted.

x

N D
COpy CONDmONSjPOLICY
The Daily Business Review reserves the right to
reject any copy and/or advertisement. While every
effort is made to ensure ads run correct~,
..
l¥pographical errors may occur. Please check your
ad the fiJst day it appears toverify for accuracy. In
the .event ofan error, compensation for correction
will be given in the form ofcredit towardfuttJre
.advertising. Uabilil¥ for errors shall not exCeed the
cost ofthe space occupied by the error.

advertisers at an extra charge. Replies are
forwarded contdentiallyon adaily basis.
COPYRIGHTS'
Allproperly rights and cepyright interest in
adVertisement, materials and proofs produced are
retained by thepublisheCAdVertisers may not
reproduce, copy or republish advertisemen~,
materials, or proofs, nor permit such without
prior written permission ofthe publisher.
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ASSOCIATE
AVRated Downtown Miami midsize finn
with extensive local and. international
practice, 'seeks
commercial" litigation
associate with minimum 3 years experience.
Fax resume to 305/371·5930
or email toCindy@hsmattys.com

Av·Rated civil defense firm seeks for they'
ATTORNEYS

MIA: C'{j~ercilil Litigation- •. 4-8 years experience. Strong academic and ficin background preferred. Excell~nt research and
writing ,kills, Great gr(lw'th opportunity wit.well-established finn.

.' .

.

. ' .,

MIA:' Workers Compensation. I-4years experience. Must have defense experience. Great growth opportnnity.
ITL: Commercial Litigation - 8+years experience. Excellent research and writing skills, Will handle caseload independently,
.Prior' 8uperV~isory experience 'amust. Nice, well-established firm.
WPB: Estate PlanninglJ.'robaterrax· 3+years experience, LLM in taxa plus. Excellent opportnnity witha dynamic finn!

Ft. Lauderdale office:
._ Litigator, 5+years liability insurance expo
• LegalSecretary-2'3 years expo
MiaJIli Office
• Litigator. 5+years construction defect expo
• Paralegal· 2-3 years exp:
.
Fax resume to (305) 448·0942

PARALEGALS

.-

- MIA:'-Cor}lo:raiion_~~ 3+-yeafS experience. Must be able t9organize corpOrate minute books, handle g~neral corporate maintenance,
conduct online research, review and negotiate basic contracts, Downtown. Competitive pay and benefits offered.- _'
MIA: Connnercial Litigation· National law firm downtown. lOtyears experience: Degree required with top skills, ability to
work independentlyand excellenlcomputerskills. Salary tip tothe mid $70Ks.
._
_.
BOCA: Trust andExlates -4+ years experience. Will work with busy attorney. Great finn. Excellent pay and benefits.
BOCA: Entry level Fnreclosure PllflIlegal • Boutique ftnn. Experierice preferred, however will train ifnecessary.
salary $31K-$41lK- Excellent benefit package:

LEGAL··$ECRETAflUES
NllA: LIlborand EmploJ_t- 5+ years experience. Top skills,job stability and bilingnal required. National firm. Salary up to$60K. ,
MIA: Commercial litigatIon _DowntoWn'Mianli International Law Fimi. 5+ years experience with State, Federal and EFilmg,.
G(eat benefits.Salary $55K+.
. ". .
.
_.'
N. ~llA: Connnetcial.Litigalimt -3+ yearscxperience. MUST have stable wotk hllitmy. Will wotk Withone lIsSOC1lIte,N'tcebouhque fum,
ITL:FJoater. 3+ years experienL~. MUST have litigation AND transactional expe'!<nce. Nice, large ftnnTonlpetiti:~ pay and benefit'.
ITL: Commercial Litigation. 3+_years experience tosupport busy panner, Knowledge ofconstrucnon litigation helpful-. .
Greatfirm. Competitive payandberetirs. .' .
"
....
.
.
. - - _'
.BOCA:Utigation secretary for boutique linn. CommiJrcial orCivil experience preferred. Snlary 538K-,4UKwlth excellent.benefits.

TEMP ANDTEMP-TO~""IRE

ITL: secretary _~ Commercial litigation experience'. M~_tcmity coverage forbusy West Broward.fitm.
,'m: Receptionist· Bnsv law firm requires experienced receptionist. Bilingual inSpanish essential.
MIA: Labor andEmployment secrelliry - 3+ years experience. Bilingual preferred. Large national firm. Immediate start.
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The Miami office of Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP,
a leading national law finn, is seeking an associate licensed
in Florida Withatleastthree years of significantinsurance
coverage experience 10 join its practice.
This is an exceptionalopport\lItityfor candidates seeking a
high level of responsibilityin a diverse andprogressivelaw
fum environment. The Firm offers a competitive benefits
package and opportunityfor advancement. Please submit,
your resume and cover letter in confidence to:

Myrle J. Schulz
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP
9155 SonthDadelandBlvd.
Suite 1600
Miami, FL 33156
fax: (305) 577-1063 .

email:'msehulz@hinshawlaw.oom
wwW.hinshawlaw.com
Only candidates contacredfor an interview willreceivea
response. EOR

Advertising tli1at works!
Call 305-347-6652 in Dade, or
800-777-7300 eXl.'6652 or 6670.
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E,mploYme nt

Employment

EmploYment

Attorneys

Attomeys

LITIGATION
ATT()RNEY

Av-rated Coconut Grove

BrickeUFirm
Insurance Defense.
2 years minimum
experience.
Academics important.
EmailCV:
lawfirmresume@
ymail.com

Paralegal/Legal· Assistants

Attorney
Defense I'1n:p.Seeking
motivated associate with
2-4yrs. experience in
insurance defense.

Fax resum" t ..:

Wick...., Smith et al .
:S05441-1745
,sdrujak@wicket'smith.
CODI

..

Employment

HINSHAW
CULB'ERTSc>N

Tell our

: Secretaries

BROWARD
&

·A15

.Advertisers

Foreclosure/

LLP

The Jacksonville office o{Hinshaw & Culbertson U~P,'
a leading nationallaw finn, is seeking anAssociate with five
'years of experience.in,workers' compen?ation'defe~setojoin
itsoffice. Thisis an exceptional opportunity for candidates
seekiog a high level of responsibility in a diverse and
progressive lawfirm environment.
The Finnoffers a competitive benefits package and
opportunity for advancement, Please submit yourcover
letter andresume in confidence to:
Roberta Dawless
Regional Office Manager
Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP ,
50 North LauraStreet
Suite 4100
JaeksonviUe,FL 32202

litigation secretaries
BusyWeston law firm
seeks outstanding candidates.5+yrs.exp:superior organizattonal skills.
Great collegial atmosphere; downtown benefit
IJackages in suburban .
location. Email resume;
sstraUS®strauseisler,com

yOll saw

their ads in
The Daily
Business
Review.

,LlTIGATION SECRE,TAI\Y
Experienced Litigation Secretary for busy
Hollywood firm. Must be a team player with
excellent qrganizationaland ,typing skills.
Excellent salary and benefits.

Submit resume iu Clonlidence to:
(9$4)$94-$01:$

NOVASOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY,
SHEPARD BROAD LAWCENTER in Davie,
Florida seeks applications for a faculty opening
for 2009-10. Thefaculty position will be eligible
for long-term contract. The Law Center seeks
faculty interested in teaching in our innovative,
nationally ranked Lawyering Skills & Values
("LSV"l program, and an additional interest in
teaching Intellectual Property or Property. Longe
term contract faculty participate fully as members ofthe Law Center faculty. They have full
voting rights with respectto all faculty issues.
including tenure. Contract faculty are eligible
for promotion in rank and receive full benefits
with respect to travel.professtonal dues. and
research assistants. Contract faculty are eligible
for significant research grants and writing
support. Salary is competitive. All candidates
should have an outstanding academic
background and preferably some experience
in the practice of'law, NSU Law Center is
committed to a diverse faculty, staff, and
studentbody. Interested candidates should
send a resume and covet letter, preferably by
e-mafl. to: dodeesnsu.law.nova.edu (with a cc
to Ms. Janet Corso at corsoj@nsu.law.nova.edu)
or by U.S.maiItp:Professor EloisaC.
Rodriguez-Dod, Faculty Appointments
Committee Chair. NSU Law Center, 3,305
College Avenue, Davie, FL 33314e7721.
NSU isanAA/EOE Smoke-free campus.

Fax:' 904-359-9640
Litigati~1l Seca-etary

Email: rdawless@hinshawlaw.com

PlantationLaw Firm. Construction and
Condominium Collec1:i0pLitigation. Minimum
5 years experience. Send resume and salary
requirements to:LCarman@Siegfriedlaw.
. com or fax to: 305443-3292

www.hinshawIaw.com
Only candidates contacted foran interview will receive
a response. EOE.

EMPLOTMENTOPPOIlTUNITY
For information (Ill placing an ad in
our section, plllase call: (305)347. 6670 or800-777c7300. ext. 6670.

•

KELLY

YOur

, LAW REGISTRY

.

I 000 8rickellAvenue, Suite 480

Miami, FL 33131
(305) 373,3223
(305) 373-3043 Fax
www.kellylawregistry.com .
Aml1er Davidson, Maneglng Dlteetor
..rnaD:

• mbeUlavldson@keI~Iaw"!llslly.com

Kelly Law Registry, the legal qMsion of
Kel~ Services, Inc., aFortune 500
international stalfingcompany,
specializes in the permanent and
temporary placement 01 attorneys
.and paralegals.

PE.$(JNNn MAMAC
SOLUTIONS, INC.

.Y/ltffIll1lllMl~BE~

WHEN qNLY71/E BEST WlUOO'
SpeeW~lt in Attorney, pai,tlegaI
llDd Legal Secretuia1Placement.
tL.~shouttLeTri..e;.,unty

Arim.

LEGAL

RECRUITING
BUSINESS

Partner

FullTime Placement
•Attorney Search
• Legal Support Pro/esskmals
Temporary P1ac~ment
• Project Teams
• Interim Support Staff
Dade, Broward & Palm Beach

Welcome to SEGUE UiGAL SEARCH.-

Florida's finest legal support search firm;

Permanent and Temporary Placement
•All Legal Support Professionals
• Paralegals • Legal Secretaries
Pho~e:' 954~351 •1112

786-62J.4754 '
F.,,, 954-206-0293

hl:wfI@seguelcgal.'c~nl

www.segueseareh.ccm

Lei u.help Y!'u -SEGUE"
tmo the petfect career p.1th.
Perm Counselors

fEll~ESOLOMON TJlMAMREED

t

.,.

THOMPSON
LEGAL
SERVICES
Specializing In temporary and
periminentlegal job placement seivices.

I.llami.Contacls;

Sharon 1IIOmp&111' KaII1~n Mank •Judy llomp,l1ll
\305) ~81'9111' (305) 381·9444 FAX

Fort Lauderdale Contact:
EveFisdher

COLEEN CARCELL! lESLIE ROSENBERG·
(954) q23·8180 '(954)523·8188 FAX
ROMYKMSNER
email i~fq@thampsonlegalse~ices.com
Temp Couusewr
MARIA MASCH!
\'fINI.t~omps(mlegalservices.com

":"'~-'~
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A message from Leonard Abess,
Chairman andCEO,. City NmionalBankojF/orida.
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o City National Bank.
citynationaLcom.Member FDIC

Photographertakes
copyrightfight to
u.s. high court
HIS LAWYER SAYS 11TH, 2ND CIRCUITS
misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling in their
decisions favoring National Geographic
BY R.ROBIN MCDONALD

A FLORIDA PHOTOGRAPHER is asking
the U.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark
copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have
interpreted it correctly.
Th~ move by freelance underwater photograpItY Jerry Greenberg extends his It-year fight
with the National
Geographic Society over its usc of his
photographs in a CD
compilation of every
edition of its flagship
magazine.
Between 1962 and
1990, National Geographic published 64
of Greenberg's photos, 'including one of
ALISON CHURCH
a shark in the Florida
Thecasetums on whatjustice
Keys that became Ruth Bader Ginsburg meant.

a magazine cover.
National Geographic paid Greenberg for the
publication rights, which were conveyed back to

See Copyright, page 9
~

findrelated courtdocuments byclicking onthisstory

'\Y at DallyReportOnline.com.

Photographer takes
copyright fight to
U.S. high court

Back-and-forth case

Greenberg's case began ill Florida.where
a federal judge originally found for National Geographic. Greenberg appealed to the
Copyright, from page 1
Greenberg in the mid-1980s, said the pho- 11th Circuit, which in 2001 reversed the distographer's longtime Miami attorney, Nor- trict court and remanded the case, finding
mal' Davis of Squire. Sanders & Dempsey.
that National Geographic had infringed the
In 1997, when National Geographic
developed "The Complete National Gee- photographer's copyright. The 11th circuit
graphic," ;1 CD archive or its euttre muga- opinion was released shortly before- Tasini
xinc library. Greenberg attempted to negowas handed down.
tiate a new publication contract based on
The Florida district court subsequently
the CD library. But National Geographic
claimed the CD set did not infringe Green- found that National Geographic owed
berg's copyright, Davis said.
Greenberg $400,000 in damages. National
Since 2005, two federal appellate circuits,
the 2nd in New York and the 11th in Atlan- Geographicappealed, and last year a new
ta, have agreed with National Geographic. 11th Circuit panel-citing the intervening
In separate cases brought by freelance writTasinideeision-reversed the first panel's
ers in New York and Greenberg in Florida
ruling in favor of National Geographic. In
against the National Geographic over the
CD library, the appellate courts have held
J une.the 1ith Circuit. sitting en bane, split
that publishing the magazine's archive on
1.·5 ill favor of National Geographic. That
computer CDs does not infringe the eopydecision was compatible with a 2005 fi nding
rights of its freelance contributors.
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme
by thc Znd Circuit of New York regarding
Court to clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsvirtually
identical copyright questions.
burg's majority decision in the 2001 case
of New York Times v, Tasini, 533 U.S.
The two appellate circuits' majorities
483. which also sought to settle a dispute
adopted arguments by National Geographbetween freelance writers and publishers
ic and a coterie of amici publishers that
over the digitized use of the writers' works.
Greenberg's petition, asserts that federal
Ginsburg's majority opinion in Tasini-:
appellate copyright rulings by the 11th and
while restricting the publishers from selling
Znd Circuits citing Tasini have "warped"
the Ginsburg majority opinion.
"We believe the Supreme Court would be
interested in what has been done by two of
the [federal 'appellate) circuits in the Tasini
decision;" Davis said. "The Supreme Court,
1 think, will agree that the Tasini decision
has been wrongfully applied. [a a very
volatile copyright environment, tllut's not a
good.thing,"
Tasini, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, determined
that publishers violated freelance writers'
copyrights ifthey sold previously published
freelance articles to online databases with-

out securing, new permission trom the
authors; The case provided guidance in
interpreting and applying revisions made in
1976\0 section 201(c) of tile federal copyright laws in the context of tile technological

revolution that has created new avenues of
publication.
The decision was considered a win for
freelance writers who could then negotiate
new permissions and monetary contracts
with publishers for what the court majority
held were nCWllSC:S of previously published
works.

frcclancers work to online databases such
as Lexis and WesHaw without securing the
authors' permission-s-allowed publishers
Lo place entire publication libraries on CDs
and then sell them without owing anything
to the freelance authors and photographers
whoscworks are reproduced in those collections-.
The 11th Circuit's en bane majority decision,dctermined that because National
Geographic's digital library reproduced
complete magazine issues "exactly as they
arc presented in the print version," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing
them under federal copyright laws without
renegotiating contracts with their writers
and photographers.

2/4
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~ The Supreme Court.

Ithink. willagree that the Tasini
decision has been wrongfully
applied. Ina very volatile
copyright environment. that's
not a good thing.
-Norman Davis.
photographer's lawyer

The majority also decided that new elemcnts such as the operating software and
search engines that were added to the CDROM library-even if they carry copyrights-were not enough to make "The
Complete National Geographic" a'new collective work SUbjectto copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collective work wiJlnot, by itself. take the revised
collective work outside the privilege." the
majority opinion stated.

In deciding that the databases were
not simply a revised edition, the Supreme
Court focused on the articles' appearance
in online databases without the graphics,
formatting and layout that accompanied
their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot bear
characterization as a 'revision' of anyone
periodical edition." Ginsburg wrote. "We
would reach the same conclusion if the
[New York] Times sent intact newspapers
to the electronic publishers."
The court majority also specifically
rejected an analogy offered by publishers
saying that the electronic databases were
no different than microfilm and microfiche
reproductions. The court found that COIllparison "wanting."
"Microforms typically contain continuous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of miniaturized Iilrn,"

Ginsburg wrote. "Accordingly, articles
appear on the microforms, writ very small,
in precisely the position in which the articles

Interpreting Ginsburg
The Il th Circuit ruling turned 011 the
definitions of an acceptable revision and
a new work as determined by Tasini. Publishcrs, including National Geographic.
have acknowledged that their arguments
are not based on specific language in. Tasinl

but rather on dicta-explanatory cornmentary included in the opinion that does not
directly address the facts of the case under

review.
In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7-2
majority that electronic and CD-ROM databases compiled of individual articles culled
from periodicals could not be considered
"revisions" or revised editions ofpreviously
published issues-snch as revised editions
of an encyclopedia or multiple editions of a
daily newspaper. Therefore, publishers may
not sell thc rights to reproduce those articles
to computer or online databases without
contracting for the publication rights from
the authors.

appeared in the newspaper."
As a result, a user views an article in
context", Ginsburg wrote. In electronic
databases, "by contrast, the articles appear
disconnected from-their original context.
.. Tn short. unlike microforms, the databases do not perceptibly reproduce articles
as part of the collective work to which the
author contributedoras part of any 'revision' thereof."

October 17,2008
Petitioning the court
Greenberg's petition 10 the justices states
that his case "presents the question of
whether a database aggregating many collective worksconstitutes a 'revision'of each
of its constituent collective works."
What constitutes a revision is key to the
ongoing legal debate because, according to
the petition, the 1976 copyright revisions
embodied in Section 201(c) were intended "to limit the ability of a publisher to
republish contributions to collective works
without providing compensation to the
freelance artists who should benefit from
the demand for their work after the initial
publication."
That section is the backdrop against
which freelance artists and publishers negotiate their contracts, the petition asserts.
Botb the l.lth and 2nd Circuits.Grccnberg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything
under Tasini by the simple expediency of
creating 'context' by including a feature that
allows nsers to 'flip' between the pages of
individual magazines."
"So long as publishers use an imagebased database with a flip function," the
petition continues... they can place their
entire archive of magazines or newspapers
on the Web for free, benefiting from adver-

tisingrevenues or increased traffic. Yet the
artist receives nary a penny.... Publishers
can sell access to individual articles, stories,
Orpictures, so long as the rest of the pages
in the issue arc a click away. Once a Google
search can find it, the author's copyright
for that individual text, picture or video is
essentially worthless."

3/4
Finally, in urging the high court to hear
the case, Greenberg's petition concludes,
"[Tjhe outcome of this dispute will determine whetherfreelance artists will share in
the benefits of modern.technology. n. This
Court should clarify that publishers cannot
reap the benefits of appropriating the market for the Ireelancer's individual works
without compensating the frcclancer."
On Thursday, TerryAdamson. executive
vice president of the National Geographic
Society, said he was not surprised Greenberg asked the high court to take the case.
In an e-mail to the Daily Report, he said,
"We aTC evaluating whether to respond,
and, if we do, what to add for the Court's
consideration whether to grantor deny certiorari. As the 11 th and 2nd Circuits have
both held, we believe thai the Supreme
Court has clearly outlined the parameters
of the statutory 201(c) privilege when it
spoke in 20m in Tasini v. '111e New York
Times et ul. and that the CNG [Complete
National Geographic] is well within those

Ii'
R. Robin McDonald can be. reached at
robin. mcdonaldssincisivemedia.com or

parameters."

(404) 419-2835.
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e JER/l,Y Gllt'ENBERGIAll RIGHTS R[.'>UIvEO

Jerry Greenberg sued the National Geographic Society for the use of this shark photo and others in a
CD archive of its entire magazine library. He has petitioned the U.S.Supreme Court to hear his case.

Photographertakes
copyrightfight to
U.S. high court
HISLAWYER SAYS 11TH, 2NDCIRCUITS
misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling in their
decisions favoring National Geographic
BYR.ROlltN MCDONALD

A FLORIDA PHOTOGRAPHER is asking
the U.S, Supreme Court to revisit a landmark
copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have
interpreted it correctly,
The move by freelance underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg extends his l l-year fight
with the National
Geographic Society over its use of his
photographs in a CD
compilation of every
edition of its flagship
magazine.
Between 1962 and
1990, National Geographic published 64
of Greenberg's photos, including one of
A,ttSONCHLIl.C1-l
a shark in the Florida
'The casetumson whatJustice
Keys that became Ruth Bader Ginsburg meant.
a magazine cover,
National Geographic paid Greenberg for the
publication rights, which were conveyed back to
SeeCopyright,page9

f.+\ Find"'latedcourtdocuments byclickingon thiutory
~ at Dall)'ReportOnline.com.

Photographer takes
copyright fight to
U,S. high court

Back-and-forth case

Greenberg's case began in Florida, where
a federal judge originally found for National Geographic. Greenberg appealed to the
Copyright, Iro-n page 1
Greenberg in the mid-1YHOs, said the puc- 11th Circuit, which in 2001 reversed the distogrnphers longtime Miami attorney, Nor- trict court and remanded the case, finding
man Davis of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey.
that National Geographic had infringed the
In 1997. when National Geographic
developed "The Complete National Geo- photographer's copyright. The 11th circuit
graphic:' a CD archive of its entire maga- opinion was released shortly before Tasini
zine library, Greenberg attempted to negowas handed down.
tiate a new publication contract based on
The Florida district court subsequently
the CD library. But National Geographic
claimed the CD set did not infringe Green- found that National Geographic owed
berg's copyright, Davis said
Since 2005. two federal appellate circuits. Greenberg $400,000 in damages. National
the 2nd in New York and the l Ith in Atkan- Geographic appealed, and last year a new
La, have agreed with National Geographic. 11th Circuit panel-citing the intervening
III separate cases. brought by freelance writTasini decision-reversed the first panel's
ers in New York and Greenberg in Florida
ruling in favor of National Geographic. In
against the National Geographic over the
CD library. the appellate courts have held
June the l lth Circuit. sitting en bane, split
that publishing the magazine's archive on
7~5 in favor of National Geographic. That
computer CDs does not infringe the copyrights of its freelance contributors.
decision was compatible with a 200S finding
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme
by the 2nd Circuit of New York regarding
Court to clarify Justice Rut.h Bader Ginsvirtually identical copyright questions.
burg's majority decision in the 2001 case
of New York Times v. Tasint. 533 U.S,
The two appellate circuits' majorities
483, which also sought to settle a dispute
adopted arguments by National Geographbetween freelance writers and publishers
ic and a coterie of amici publishers that
over the digitized use of the writers' works
Greenberg's petition asserts that federal
Ginsburg's majority opinion in Tasini-:
appellate copyright rulings by the 11th and
while restricting the publishers from selling
2nd Circu its citing Tasi ni have "warped"
the Ginsburg majority opinion.
"We believe the Supreme Court would be
interested in what has been done by two of
the [federal appeltate] circuits in the Tasint
decision," Davis said. "The Supreme Court.
I think. will agree that the Tasini decision
has been wrongfully applied. In a very
volatile copyright environment, that's not a

good thing."

Tasini, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, determined
that publishers violated freelance writers'
copyrights if they sold previously published
freelance arf icles to online databases without securing new permission from the
aut hors. The case provided guidance in
Interpreting and applying revisions made in
1970 to section 201 (c) of the federal copyright laws in the:context of the: technological
revolution that has created new avenues of
publication.
l'he decision was considered a win for
freelance writers who could then negotiate
11<:W

pcr misxirms and rnonet arv contracts

with pliblishcl·S for what the court majority
held were lK~W uses of previou.. . ly published
works.

frcelancers work to online databases such
as Lexis and Westlaw without securing the
authors' permission-allowed publishers
to place entire publication libraries on CDs
and then sell them without owing anything
to the freelance authors and photographers
whose works are reproduced in those collections.
The 11th Circuit's en bane majority decision, determined that because National
Geographic's digital library reproduced
complete magazine issues "exactly as they
are presented in the print version," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing
them under federal copyright laws without
renegotiating contracts with their writers
and photographers.
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TheSupremeCourt.
Ithink, willagree that the Tas;n;
decision has been wrongfully
applied. Ina very volatile
copyright environment. that's
not a good thing.
-Norman Davis,
photographer's lawyer

The majority also decided that new elements such as the operating software and
search engines that were added to the CDROM library-s-even if they carry copy·
rights-were not enough to make "The
Complete National Geographic" a new collective work subject to copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collective work will not. hv itself. take the revised
collective work outside the privilege." the
majority opinion stated.

Interpreting Ginsburg
The 11th Circuit ruling turned on the
definitions of an acceptable revision and
a new work as determined bv Tasini. Publishers, including National' Geographic.
have acknowledged that their arguments
are not based on specific language in Tusini

but rather on dicta-explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does not
directly address the facts of the case under
review.
In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7-2
majority that electronic and CD-ROM database' compiled of individual articles culled
from periodicals could not be considered
"revisions" or revised editions of previously
published issues-such as revised editions
of an encyclopedia or multiple editions of a
daily newspaper. Therefore. publishers may
not sell the rights to reproduce those articles
to computer or online databases without
contracting for the publication rights from
the authors.

In deciding that the databases were
not simply a revised edition, the Supreme
Court focused on the articles' appearance
in online databases without the graphics,
formatting and layout that accompanied
their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot hear
characterization as a 'revision' of anyone
periodical edition," Ginsburg wrote. "We
would reach the same conclusion if the
[New York] Times sent intact newspapers
to the electronic publishers."
The court majority also specifically
rejected an analogy offered by publishers
saying that the electronic databases were
no different than microfilm and microfiche
reproductions. The court found that comparison "wanting."
"Microforms typically contain continuous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of miniaturized film,"
Ginsburg wrote. "Accordingly. articles
app c.ar 011111e microforms. writ very small.
in precisely the position in which the articles
appeared in the newspaper:'
As a result. a user views an article in
context. Ginsburg wrote. In electronic
databases, "by contrast. the articles appear
disconnected from their original context.
In short. unlike microforms. the databases do not perceptibly reproduce articles
as part of the collective work to which the
author contributed or as part of any 'revision' thereof."
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Petitioning the court
Greenberg's petition to the justices states
that his case "presents the question of
whether a database aggregating many col·
lcctive worksconstitutes a 'revision'of each
of its constituent collective works."
What constitutes a revision is key to the
ongoing legal debate because, according to
the petition, the 1976 copyright revisions
embodied in Section 201(c) were intended "to limit the ability of a publisher to
republishcontributions to collectiveworks
without providing compensation to the
freelance artists who should benefit from
the demand for their work after the initial
publication."
That section is the backdrop against
whichfreelanceartistsand publishers nego-

tiate their contracts, the petition asserts.
Both the l lth and 2nd Circuits, Greenberg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything
under Tasini bv the simple expediency of
creating 'context' byincluding a feature that
allows users to 'flip' hetween the pages of
individual magazines."
"So long as publishers use an imagebased database with a flip function," the
pctition continues, "they can place their
entire archiveof magazinesor newspapers
on the Web for free, benefiting from advertisingrevenues or increased traffic. Yet the
artist receives nary a penny, , . Publishers

cansell access to individual articles; stories,
or pictures, so long as the rest of the pages
in the issue area clickaway. Once a Google
search can find it, the author's copyright
for that individual text. picture or video is
essentially worthless."

Finally, in urging the high court to hear
the case, Greenberg's petition concludes,
"[T[he outcome of this dispute will determine whether freelance artists will share in
the benefits of modern technology, ". This
Court should clarify that publishers cannot
reap the benefits of appropriating the market for the freelancer's individual works
without compensating the freelancer. H
On Thursday,TerryAdamson, executive
vice president of the National Geographic
Society, said he was not surprised Greenberg asked the high court to take the case.
In an e-mail to the Daily Report, he said,
"We are evaluating whether to respond.
and, if we do, what to add for the Court's
consideration whether to grant or deny certiorari, As the 11th and 2nd Circuits have
hoth held, we believe that the Supreme
Court has clearly outlined the parameters
of the statutory 201{c) privilege when it
spoke in 2001 in Tasini v. The New York
Times et {II. and that the CNG [Complete
National Geographic] is well within those
parameters." ,e
KRabill McDonald can be reached at
robin.mcdonald@incisivemedia.com or
(4IJ4) 419-2835.
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JerryGreenbergsued the NationalGeographic Societyfor the use of this sharkphoto and others ina
CD archiveof its entire magazinelibrary.He haspetitioned the

u.s. SupremeCourt to hearhis case.
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By LINDAGREENaOUSE,: ·..'\·;:'l~,i;<;$POTUGHiTitROWN ON PUBLIC DOMAIN·
;,;;\~,/;,;,,~;~~~~~~Yf~~[$4k~~;jt~':~6urt~s'decision
. to 'hear:the
WASHINGTOI':<, Feb. ,19fThesupr~ili~0::t~FiJp.l{Tighi~~ea~ likely to focusattent(on
Court agreed today to decidewh,etherthe";',~;:,bn ::~,hi9Mwotks should be i.n the public
1998 law that extended the,dui'a~ionof.;dqmaill,ll?galexpertssaid.Page C7.,
existing copyrights by 20 yearsViasconsti-,;;,.' ". '
.
tutional',Thecourt's actiontoql(~e~or!d;: ,"~;f"';;;';'''X:; -:
....
, ..
of copyright holders and users by surprise
c0p'~rlghtsand patents for llmtted times,
and .held the, potential of producing the ~ to promo~,e the ?rogress of ~cI~nc~ and
most important copyright case'in decades.
useful arts ' contains any real ltmttation on
A challenge to theiaw, theSonny'Bono' how.that.power is to be exercised. That
Copyright Term Extension Act, which, questlon has .imphcattons for future cases
many had regarded as a fanciful academic . as the battle over the ownership of inteUec,exercise, suddenly looked very different' tual property focuses on the Internet.
once the,Supreme Court declared its interAs a practical matter, the consequences
est.
.
could be' enormous, both -tor those with
.The issue is whether the Constitution's>'stakesJn copyrights that-are running out
grant of authority to Congress to issue"'"~d;forthegrowingcommunity of people

Continued on Page 6

The Extension
Of Copyrights
. .

f:.

.;

,

ContinuedFrom First Business Page
public access. The initial Copyright
Act, which Congress amended only
once in the next' 159 years, provided
for a 14-year t¢rhi~'With a 'l4-year
renewal only ifi the' author was 'still
alive.'.:",~F'

Theplaultiffshad}argued unsuccessfully thitt:eXtending copyright
protection for existing worksvdid
nothing to promote new' creativity
while subverting the concept of "limited times." They had also. argued
that therextension restricted ftee
speech 'mvioliition" of the . Flrst
Amendment. They lost Ina 2-to-l
ruling by the United States Court of
Appeals for theDistrlct of Columbia
. L,
Circuit one year ago;,
After the plaintiffs filed theirSu! preme Court appeal last October.the
,- Bush administration urged the. SuI preme Court to reject the eliSe,
i Eldred v. Ashcroft, NC). 01:618. The
I,administration pointed out that there
'were no conflicting rulings on' the
!validity of the 1998 law - with lower
'court disagreement being the rnost
Important criterion. fO,r s.u~r-ei,ile
Court
revtewsand "no decision'
of
i
-,.' ',',
,
',""., ..
lany'court holding that Congress cannot. consistent with the Copyright
Clatis'e, enact legislation that extends
i the term of existing copyrights."?' .
! The 1998 extension was a resultor
intense lobbylng bya groupof powerful corporate copyright holders,
most visibly Disney, which faced the
imminent expiration of copyrights'on
depletions of its' most famous' cartoon characters. Mickey Mouse, 'first
copyrighted in 1928, would have Been
the first to go under the old law,
which gave a 75-year copyright to
works created for hire and owned by
I . corporations. That became 95 years
under the new law, both prospectiveiy and for existing works; material
created by individuals, previously
, protected for the life of the artist or
author, plus 50 years, also received
20 more years.
'"

I

I

~

"

oupport ror me extension "also
came from those who argued that it
. was necessary to match the copyright term granted by the European
Union.
"
, The plaintiffs' Supreme Courtap'~eal, f.H.ed .bY Prof. Lawrence Le~sig
f Stanford Law School, garnered
upport from concerned groupsIneluding the American Library Associatlon and other libraries. Now-that
[he court has agreed to hear the case,
Iflith arguments to be held in thefall,
)riefswiIl' undoubtedly pour into;the
court from ccipyflght holdersla~lwell
fS from publtc' 'd()mailnidvoCa:te'~'"
I' The Iibrariesvbrief acciisect"Con~ress of "transforming a limited'
iopoly'Intoa virtually limitless ci*e."
r. ot Peter Jas.'zl!a copyright eXJie.,"rt
t American University, Whose, law
tudents .wrote the brief; said today
. at he was "flabbergasted anddelghted".• that the jU.stices had ace.e.p.t dthe case. .
.
I While "copyright Is good," he said,
fhe challenge \VaS "based or{,',tlJ,e
r. o.po..sltlon thatconStitUtiOnallY;. you
an have too much' of a goOd thing."
He' said that' while the court had
p
lnter
re.ted.. ·,c.on.gress.'s
.e.Xercis.e
Of
its
copyright
authority many
times,
it had never before taken on a direct
challenge to that authority..... :,;'
I The plaintiffs' direct challenge to
. Congress in fact" may have .made
their case attractive to justices 'who
might otherwise not have been inter.ested In .ll copyright ,disputerThe
court Is'irith~'ID.idst'of Its most
activeartd'skeptltal scrutiny ofCongressional action. in morethan",'50
years. In his appeal,' Professor Lessig cited recent decisions' 'curbing
Congress's exercise ofanother'q('its
powers under ArticleI, Section 8, of
the Constitution, the power to regulate tnterstate'commerce.'
"
He also argued thai the 20-year
extension would block "anextraordiI
nary range:;Otc:relltive invention"
, from entedhg:the pubilc domain
"just at the time that.tlui;Internet is
enabling a much' broader range of
individuals to draw upon and develop
this creative 'Work."
.
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National Geographic onDVD, CD-ROM
ByROY BASSAVE
Herald Staff Writer

Visit different cultures, peruse
award-winning articles and photographs, and peek into the nature
of rare plants and animals. With
The . Complete National Geographic: 109 Years 0/ National
Geographic Magazine on DVD
and CD-ROM, all this and more is
as closeas your desktop.
.
This collection includes every
page, article, page map, advertisement and. magazine cover from
every issue from 1888-1997. The
DVD version holds all 190,000
pages on four discs; the CD-ROM
version fills 31 CDs. Despite the
. breadth of the collection, the
pull-out maps for which National
Geographic is famous aren't
included here. Not :to worry,
though. The release of National
Geographic Maps ($79, for Windows), an eight CD-ROM 'set of
every fold-out map ever published
by the magazine, is scheduled for
release later this month.
. But this set provides an example
of DVD's high storage capacity .
and demonstrates a good reason
to invest. in the latest PCs featuring the technology. The Complete

NEW ON' CD-ROM
National Geographic is the first of
many DVD titles due for release
by the holidays.
. The Complete National Geographic is searchable using a number of criteria; including date,
issue or cover subject, topic, title,
or keyword; explorer, writer, or
photographer; advertiser; or photograph or map. Printing capabilities allow users to print any article
or photo in color or black and
white.
The DVD set also features compelling .video productions from
National Geographic in fullscreen format with broadcastquality sharpness. A collector's
version of the CP-ROM set, packaged in an elegant wooden case, is
available for an estimated retail
price of$199.
The Complete National Geographic:
109 Y""fS of National Geographic MlIgazina on CD-ROMand DVD-ROM.
Category: Educational.
Recommand8d agea: 6 and up.
Phone: 1-800-234-3088

'NitmNh ~

GEOGRAPmC
119Y"" 01I'11IlU ~IMIII: llagarloe en D\1l.RQlI

Web .ite:www.mindacap8.com
Computer. u18d: HP 8960 400 MHz
Pentium II MMX with 96 megabytes RAM
with DVD ($2,300 with monitor).
Printer U.ed: HP DeskJet 1120 Cxl
Color-Printer ($200).
PC minimum .y.tem requirementa:
Pentium 100 MHz or better, 16 megabytes
of RAM, SVGA color monltor,8X CD-ROM
drlve, DVD-ROM drive, sound card and
speakers, color or black and white printer,

SAVING ATTIC
SPACE: Forget
hanging on to
Issues of
National
Geographic;
everysingle
pagels
available In this
set for home
computers.
28.8 modem, mouse, Windows 95.
Macinto.h .y.tem requirement.: Performa or better, 33Mhz, 16 megabytes of
RAM, color monitor with 256 colors, 8X
CD-ROMdrive, DVD-ROM, sound card and_
speakers, color or black and white printer, .
28.8. modem, mouse, QuickTime 1.6.1 or
higher, System 7.0.1 or higher.
E.timated 18l1ing price, manufacturer:
$179 for CD-ROM, $199 for DVD; Mind-.
scape.
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Subject: Seeking Nat. Geo CD plantiffs
Date: Fri, 20 Feb 1998 12: 10:46 -0700
From: "Howard M. Paul" <hmpau!@ecentral.com>
To: STOCKPHOTO@PEACH.EASE.LSOFT.COM
Newsgroups: l.1il.lisuuoc.stockphoto
Anyone know how to contact the photoqraphers that are suing the
National Geographic Society over re-use of their work (on the CD set)
without compensation?
I would like to learn if they are seeking, or would accept, a
fr1end-of-the-court brief from a nat10nal photography organization •
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Howard M. Paul <hmpaul~ecentral.com>
Photoqraphy for Communication and commerce
and
E mer q e n C y ! S toe k
Denver, Colorado USA
phone : (303) 829-5678
Fax: (303) 871·8356
Home of the NFL Champion Denver Broncos
****************w******************************

" ... what a privilege it is to be a photographer, to stand
mid-stream in life and feel it swirl around you, as real
as the prairie wind." --- Jim Richardson
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For Information About Stock Photography Software
S~OCKPHOTO Network Web Site =~ http;((www·stockphQ"o.net
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Subject: NAFP PRESS RELEASE·LAWSUIT SETTLED
Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 11: 11: 11 -0700
... .
From: "KLarkin440 (byway of\"Howard M. Paul\" <htripaul@ecenn:a1.com>)" <KLarkin440@AOL.
To: STOCKPHOTO@PEACH.EASE.LSOFT.COM
Newsgroups: bit,listproc.stockllhoto .
Associated Press Settles Lawsuit With Freelance Photoqraphers; Admits
Photographers Own Copyright
(March 13, 1998) NEW YORK--The Associated Press agreed late Wednesday to
settle a lawsuit brought by three freelance photographers and the National
Association of Freelance photographers. Asparf of the setti-ement., AP
recognizes the claims·of copyright ownership by the three photographers.
In exchange, the photographers have aqreed to permit AP's continued use of the
five images contested in the·litigation. Both sides further agree to drop all
remaininq cnarces , and to cover thei.r own expenses.·
The settlement comes on the heels of AP'S admission in Federal Court,. that it
cannot make a leqal claim of copyright ownership on all images created by
freelance photographers which are currently held in its archive.
The AP's admission came in response to a copyright infringement complaint
filed by Kevin Larkin, president of the NAFP. The AP admitted ·it could·not
claim copyright ownership to photographs of Wayne. Gretzky which were created
by Mr. Larkin. The admission was based on the fact that Larkin had crossed
out, and thus nullified, a legend on a check which AP issued to pay Larkin for
tile assignment.
The AP maintains that the cheCk legend, which is printed
its freelancers paychecks, transfers copyright ownership
while on assiqnment for the news agency. The·NAFP arqued
or altering the legend, there was no copyright transfer.
confirms the NAFP's contention.

on the face of all
in all images created
that by crossing out,
The AP admission
.

"We are pleased we were able to force the AP to admit that their legend is not
an ironclad transfer of all riqhts," said Larkin. "And, although we did not
achieve the grand victory we had hoped for, we have proven their unrelenting
claims to our copyrights to be without merit.;'
"We were able to achieve somethinq most photog.aphers only dream of, much less
fiqllt for. We reclaimed that which is rightfully ou.s .. our photographs."
The NAFP aq.eed to the settlement because the AP's admission proves that
freelance photographers can maintain control of their copyrights, Larkin said.
The individual photog.aphers agreed to settle their individual claims
because they achieved substantially all that was necessary to prove the
purpose of the litigation, Larkin added.
"Rather than risk further delays. and spend more money with little more to be
qained, we got a quick and· decisive victory, and have set a precedent we will
build upon in the future," Larkin said.
"Any freelance photographer can now keep ....their copyright safe from the AP. All
they need is a pen.

II
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CONTACTS:
KEVIN J. LARKIN
President
NAFP
71B

~65

1372

KLARKIN440~aol.com

PAUL HURSCHMANN JOEL L. HECKER, Esq.
Exec. Vice' President
NAFP
313 52B-1630

Attorney-At-Law
Russo 6< Burke
212 557 - 9600

HURSCHMANN~aol.com

For Information on Market Lead E-mail 6< Fax Services
Visit The STOCKPHOTO Network Web Site ~> httD://www.etQQkgbQtQ.n~t
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Subject: copyright infringement update
.
.
Date: Fri, 3 Apr 1998 13:28:21 -0500 "
From: Joe McGovern <joemn~lori,state.ri.us>
To: STOCKPHOTO@PEACH.EASE,LSOFT,COM
Newsgroups: bit.listproc.stockpboro
. I '.
Thouqht this might interest the group:,', "
*** Playboy awarded $3.74 million in Internet case
Playboy said Thursday a fQderal judqe in southern California haa
awarded the media company what it believes to be the larqest
Internet- related damages award to date. The award was made aqainst a
commercial Internet service that used almost 7.500 PlaYboY'owned
pictures on its Web site without authori2ation. The $3.74 million
award. plus attorneys' fees and court costS. was assessed against San
Dieqo-based Five Senses Productions and'its owner, Francesco
Sanfilippo, Playboy s8-id. I t said thQ judqment is a'landrnark leqal
victory for the company, which spends millions of dollars annually on
photoqraphy and desiqn to produce ita imaqes. See
ht to; IIWWW. infobeat com/stories/cai /atory. cql.? id~2553593080 -cb9
Joe McGovQrn
Photography by Joe MCGovern
Joe McGovern
Photoqraphy By Joe McGovern
joemn@lori,state.ri.us
- - - - - - - -
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LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS
Infringement In The Garden Of:
Good And Evil?
I

'!.

SAVANNAH, Georgia-r-Photographer Jack Leigh
has sued Warner Brothers in federal district court
here, charging that the studlotccpied a photo he
shot for the cover of the best-sellingbook, Midnight
in the Garden of Goodand Evil,the~ US~Qithe photo without permission to promote Ih~.nioVj~ version.
WarnerBrothersdenies the allegalions.
;
Leigh's photo depicts a small statue, which
he photographed so as to make 'it appear llfesize. In April, 1997, he-wrote to Warner Broth-,

ers asking the studio how it planned to use his
photo in connection with the film adaptation of
the book. Warner Brothers. responded that it

had no intention of using Leigh's image to promote the movie, Leigh claims.
But by late 1997, a similar picture to Leigh's was
appearing on posters,billboardsand film trailers. A
cover for a movie soundtrack also featuresthe photo, and the film itself contains one or more scenes I
that contain "copies and/or derivatives"of the pho- I
to, Leigh claims.
Leigh is alleging that Warner Brothers re-created
the photo from Leigh'soriginal image, according to
his attorney, Todd Deveau.
Leigh, who registered the work prior to the alleged infringement, is seeking statutory damages from Warner Brothers. He's also charging
the studio with violating the Lanham Act, which
prohibits someone from crediting a work to
someone other than lhe copyright holder. That
charge is based on the studio's use of its own
copyright notice on posters and Web sites which
feature the disputed photo.
Attorneys for Warner Brothers did not return repeated calls for comment.

Left: Leigh's photograph. Right: AWarner Brothers
online promotion for the film with similar Image.
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The Tasini' decision gives publishers powerful
,~

ree- ance
rights to freely recycle writers' works on databases,
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION
COURTESY WESTLIGHT

ree les
CD-ROMs and the Internet

By SIMON J. FRANKEl

L

ast December, I wrote an article for this publication
about an important decision from the Sixth Circuit
U.S. CourtofAppeals concerning photocopying and
the fair use defense under the Copyright Act. When I provided thepiece to an editor at The &corder. we didnot discuss ownership of the copyright. To the extent I considered

Simon J. Frankel is an associate with Howard, Rice, Nemerovski.
Canady, Falk & Rabkin in San Francisco.

.: '! .

the matter. I assumed and understood that I was giving the
paper an implied license to print myarticle in its Intellectual Propmy supplement, since that was all we discussed. The
&corder did not pay me for the article.
Within a month or two, I learned from a friend that,
while searching the Web for articles on photocopying and
copyright law, shehad run across myarticle on the Intellectual Property Web site. I was a bitsurprised, as myeditor had
never mentioned such reproduction, andI didnot think The
Recorder had an implied license to include my piece on irs
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Web site. (Ofcourse, it was difficult to see what additional compensation I had lost.)
Now, in a case of first impression, the U.S. District Court for
the Southern Disttict ofNew York has suggested that The Recordn
had the right to doso. Thatis, it was free to reproduce my article
on itsWeb site without seeking my permission or paying meany
consideration. The decision byJudge Sonia Sotomayor (who was
recently.nominared to theSecond Circuir) may yetbe reversed by
theSecond Circuit or superseded by Congress. Butit has imporcanr implications for free-lance writers andmany publishers.
PERMISSION REQUIRED?
At issue in Tasini" Tb« New ~rk Times Co. was whether publishers are enritled to place the contents of their petiodicals inro
e1ecrronic databases and onto CD-ROMs withour first securing
thepermission ofthefree-lance wrirers whose conrributions are included in those petiodicals. The plainriffs were six free-lance writers, who hadsold their works to Ntwsday, .The Nnu ~rk TImes and
Sporn Illustrat,d. These publications hadenrered into agreemenrs
with Mead Dara Central Corp. whereby they rransferred the text
of thestories in each issue roNexis, which thenmade themavail.
able to subscribers, In addition, pursuant to an agreement with
University Microfilms Inc. (UMI), the conrents of Tht Ntw ~rk
Times are disttibuted on CD.ROM byUM!.
Of course, the authors had given the publisher defendants Ntwsday, The New ~rk Times and Sports Illustrated-the right to

reproduce their articles in those publications. Did that authorization somehow include the right to authotize the electronic defendants - Nexis andUMI - to include theauthors' articles in their
databases? That was theimportant question before thecourt.
Thecourt first rejected theelaborate arguments of Ntwsday and
Sporn Illustrat,d that the plaintiff authors had in fact transferred
the electronicrighrs to their articles. Ntwsday conrended that the
transfer was effected by the fact that the backs of the paymenr
checks for thearticles stated that Ntwsday received the"tight to inelude" thearticles "inelectronic library archives." Butthere was no
evidence the authors hadagreed to such terms when the publish.
ers sent their articles to Nexis - thechecks only came later - and
the terms did not necessarily transfer rights encompassing Nexis,
The courr similarly rejected Sports Illustrateds half-hearted contention thatirs contract, giving it theright "first to publish" an article, somehow gave it the right to publish the article first in any
medium..
The parties agreed that the publications at issue, such as individual issues of Ntwsday, constituted "collective works" under the
terms of theCopyright Act - thatis, a work "inwhich a number
of contributions, constituting separate and independenr works in
themselves, are assembled into a collective whole." The decision
therefore turned on theinterpretation ofoneprovision ofthe 1976
Copytight Act. Section 20I(c) provides:
Copyright in each separate conttibution toa collective work
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isdistinct from copyright in the collective work asa whole,
and vests initially in the authorof the contribution. In the
absence of an express transfer of the copyright or of any
rights under it, theowner ofcopyright in thecollective work
ispresumed to have acquired onlytheprivilege of reproducingand distributing the contribution aspartof that partieular collective work, any revision ofthatcollective work, and
any later collective work in the same series.
REVISION OR REPRODUCTION?

1\3 the court noted, if this provision ended with its first senrenee, the plaintiff. would have prevailed. Butthesecond sentence
thengives thepublishcts "only the privilege" to reproduce and dlstribute"any revision of that collective work." Is electronic reproduction ofarticles on Ncxis andon CD-ROMs simply a "revision"
of the collective work in which an author's article appeared, and
therefore allowed by§201(c)? Or isit really thereproduction ofthe
original articles themselves - in a newcollective work (a Neds
database, forexample) and in a new medium - beyond the privilege accorded the publishers by§20l(c)?
Dwelling on the language of§201(c) - which was all it had to
go on- thecourtemphasized thatthestatute "contains no express
limitation uponthemedium inwhich a revision can be created. To
the contrary, 'any revision' of a collective work is permissible, provided it is a revision of 'thatcollective work.' "
The courtthenturnedto theterm"revision," asapplied to collective works, and concluded that "Congress plainly intended to
prevent publishers from reshaping or altering the content of indio
vidual articles. With thislimitation in place, Congress apparendy
was willing to permit publishers significant leeway, Le., the leeway
to create 'any revision' of theircollective works." The courtbased
this cpncluslon in part on scattered excerpts from the legislative
history of the 1976 act suggesting that authors were more concerned withpreventing publishers from changing individual works
in producing "revisions" than with what publishers could do with
the collective work itself Hence, "[t]he key limitation imposed
uponpublishers under §20l(c) rests in the fact that publishers arc
permitted onlyto reproduce a particular plaintiff's article 'aspart
or a revised version of 'that collective work' in which the article
originally appeared."

selves, ratherthan the collective works.
SELECTION ALONE IS COPYRIGHTABLE

In response, the court fell back on the argument that the de.
fendants' "original selection of articles, a defining element oftheir
periodicals, is preserved electronically," because articles appear in
the"databases solely because thedefendant publishers earlier made
the editorial determination that those articles would appeal to
readers." (The court remarked that The New l'<>rk TImes, with its
motto of "all the news that's fit to print," was "the epitome of a
publication in which selection alone reflects sufficient originality
to meritcopyright protection" in the collective work.)
And, when retrieved electronically on Nexis, articles include
identification by publication, issue, date, and page number aswell
asbyauthor, "insuch a way that thepublisher defendants' original
selection remains evident online." Tothe court, then, the issue was
"whether the electronic reproductions retain enough of defendants' periodicals to be recognizable as versions of those periodicals." The courtalso concluded that it was enough that "the electronic databases pteserve defendants' original selection of articles.'
Thisconclusion appears to sweep too broadly. Although articles
online appear there because they were included in collective works
and are identified ascoming from those collective works, the articles, when viewed online, do notappear inor aspartofthose works
(other than through identifying information); the electronic databases reproduce the contributions of the original authors. Thetext
one retrieves on Ncxis hardly resembles the selection or arrangementpresent in The New l'<>rk TImes from the newsstand; all that
is thereon the screen is the textof the individual articles. A:; the
plaintiff. pointed out, the coun's analysis focused only on whar
was retained electronically from the collective work, not on what
was lost, allowing the court to conclude that the publishers had
only reproduced "revisions" of their collective works, within the
scope of the privilege accorded by§201(c).
The plaintiff. did not help theircase by appearing co concede
that §201(c) might allow publishers the right to make microfilm
editions of a periodical. And indeed, authors have, for years, acquiesced in the reproduction oftheirarticles on microfilm versions
of the publicarions in which they appeared - in part, no doubt,
because microfilm rights never produced the financial stakes now

It may be time for Congress to take action to clarify the scope
and meaning of revision rights in collective works.
This analysis leftthe COUrt grappling withthe issue ofwhether. at issue withelectronic rights.
Nexis and the CD-ROMs reproduce the collective works of the
Butas users of such microfilm newspapers know, this medium
publishers - that is, issues of their periodicals - or simply reo simply reproduces the image of the newspaper, presenting whole
produce the individual articles included in the issues. The plain. issues of periodicals SO thatarticles in a particular issue continue to
tiffs correctly pointed out that searches on Nexis (in contrast to appear together. Microfilm does not reproduce and make available
CD-ROMs) retrieve the full textofindividual articles, not entire individual articles in the same way that Nexis does. This underissues, hence removing the originality manifested in the publish- mines the COUrts flip comment that "if it is 'possible' that §201 (c)
ers' compilation of the collective works. Of course, Nexis tepro- permits microfilm reproductions of collective works, it isimpossiduces the entire text content of the collective work, but only by ble that §201{c) prohibits reproductions in a new medium."
reproducing the textofeach article, identified ascoming from the
collective work, in a form that bears scant resemblance to the
DATABASES v, CD·ROM
original collective work. This certainly supports the conclusion
A:; thissuggests, there isa distinction between Nexis (where the
rhat the publishers were reproducing the plaintiff.' articles them- publications' graphics andphotographs are stripped away) and the
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CD·ROM reproductions, which actually present the image of the
original, Judge Sotomayor's decision makes more sense applied to
CD·ROMs, which present an image of the original periodical- a
revision of the collective work - as does microfilm, than applied
co Nexis, which reproduces stripped-down versions of the individual articles. But because Judge Soromayor found that even reproduction on Nexis qualified as a "revision," she did not dwell on
thesedifferences.
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Although Tasini dealt only with electronic reproduction on
Nexis andCD-ROM,the holding hasobvious implicarions for the
reproduction of periodieal articles on Web sites, A. with Nexis, an
article on a Web, sire generally appears by itself; it is identified as
coming from a collective work. but does nor appear as parrof that
work. But under the court's analysis, reproducrion of articles on
Web sites oughr CO qualify asrevision of the collective work- and
hence not require permission from the individual articles' authors
- so long asall the articles from an issue of a periodical are available, somewhere, on the Web site, This reasoning certainly undercutsanycause of action I might have had against The Recorder.
But it's unclear that the breadth of the decision is what Congress intended in §201(c). Was Congress thinkingof such media
when it enacted the 1976 act? Judge Soromayor concluded thar,
while Congress was aware of new technologies at the time of the
1976 act, it "did not fully understand their implications," and
therefore "expressly declined .. , to settle the copyrighr implications of 'automatic systems capable of storing, processing, retrieving, or transferring information.' " This doesn't fully answer the
question ofwhether Congress intended that the rightof "revision"
extend ro the media that nowsurround us. Certainly the difficulty in applying the "revision" ro Nexis and CD-ROMssuggests that
the term may not be applicable co reproduction in a newmedium.
Of course, free-lance writers may secure (orat least try) by contract what the Tasinidecision may deny them: the righr to profit
from the electronic distribution of rheir articles. And, in rheory,
publishers should pay somewhat higher prices for publication
rights now that it is clear theyare securing electronic distribution
rights as well. In fact, beginning a few years ago (after Tasini filed
suit), most major newspaper and magazine publishers began using
"all-rights" contracts with free-lancers, giving the publishers rights
in all electronic media, Hence, while Tasini has continuing relevance wrights to back-issues of periodicals, its prospective significance may be limited.
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Whether or not the court's conclusion was entirely correct,

Judge Sotomayor was surely right that "modern technology has
created a situationin whichrevision rightsare much more valuable
than anticipated asof the timethat thespecific terms of the Copyright Act were being negotiated. If Congress agrees with plaintiffs
that, in today's world of pricey electronic information systems,
§201(c) no longer serves its intended purposes, Congress is free ro
revise that provision to achieve a more equitable result."
The Copyright Acthas always lagged behind technological developments, but it maybe time for Congress to takeaction to clarify the scope and meaning of revision rights in collective works.
Meanwhile, an appeal to the Second Circuit is likely. Either way,
Judge Sotomayor's recent work itself may besubject to revision.•
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GEM BOOK PUBLISHERS

Subject: ASJA Contracts Watch #56 & Copyrlght
Date: Wed. 18 Feb 199809:15:26 -0700
From: "Howard M. Paul" <hmpaul@ecentral.com>

To: STOCKPHOTO@PEACH.EASE.LSOFT.COM
Newsgroups: bit.liswroc.stoclrohoto
I would like to request that the NPPA officially add its name to the
friend·of-the-court brief in the Tasini v. the New York Times case (if still
possible) .
Given the importance of potential precedent in the National Geographic suit.
I'd also like to request the NPPA and ASPP (of which I am a member) to
research and possibly file a friend-of-the-court brief on behalf of the
plaintiffs.
I know that the leadership of both groups read NPPA-L, PhotoPro and/or
Stockphoto-L (or lurk hereabout). I believe this message will reach them in
this manner. Others in the 'biz should be aware of these two cases as well.
>ASJA CONTRACTS WATCH 56 (vol 5, #2)
CW980217
February 17, 1998
>
>In New York City. a friend-of-the-court brief has been filed in the
>U.S. Court of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit by 20 creators'
>organizations in support of the six writers who are appealing the
;>dismissal of their complaint in "Tasini v. the New york Times." the
>first major copyright infringement lawsuit on electronic database
>reuse of newspaper and magazine articles. (See ASJA Contracts Watch
>49, August 15, 1997.) Rather than blame a law that hasn't kept pace
>with technolollical advances, ""s the "Tasini" judge did, the authors'
>brief blames the judge'S "faulty analysis," in which copyright law
>"was twiste.d beyond recoqni tion. II
>
The brief was prepared by the American Society of Media
>Photographers and endorsed by the Advertising Photographers of
;>America, American Institute of Graphic Arts, ASJA, American society
>of Picture Professionals, Authors Guild, Garden Writers Association
>of America, Graphic Artists Guild, Independent Writers of Southern
>California, NOrth American Nature Photography Association, Outdoor
>Writers Association of America, PEN Center- USA west, Picture Agency
>Council of America, Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America,
>Society of American Travel Writers Freelance Council, Volunteer
>Lawyers for the Arts, Washington Independent Writers, Writers Guild
>of America East and Writers Guild of America West.
>
According to patricia Felch of ~he Chicago law firm of peterson &
>Ross, who is directing the appeal, final paperwork from both sides is
>due April 7. to be followed by oral arguments.
>
>

>Two lawsuits brought by photographers against National Geographic are
>proceeding--one in Miami, one in New York. The actions, both broullht
>in December, contest unauthorized, uncompensated use of freelancers'
>work in Geographic's 3D·disc CD-ROM set, covering 108 years of the
>maqazine. Motions and memorandums of law are flyinll.
Howard M. Paul <hmpaul@ecentral.com>
Photography for Communication and commerce
and

E mer g e n c y ! S t 0 c k
Denver, Colorado USA
Phone: (303) 829-5678
Fax: (303) 871·8356
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Subject: NAFP PRESS RELEASE·LAWSUIT SETTLED
Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 11: 11:11 -0700
...
From: "KLarkin440 (byway of\"Roward M. Paul\" <hmpaul@ecentra1.com>)" <KLarkin440@AOL.
To: STOCKPHOTO@PEACH.EASE.LSOFT.COM
Newsgroups: bit.listproc.stockpboto .
Associated Press Settles Lawsuit With Freelance Photoqraphers; Admits
photoqraphers Own Copyright
(March 13, 1998) NEW YORK--The Associated Press agreed late Wednesday to
settle a lawsuit brouqht by three freelance photoqraphers and the National
Association of Freelance Photographers. AS part of the settlement., AP
recognizes the claims of copyright ownership by the three photoqraphers.
In exchange, the photoqraphers have agreed to permit AP's continued use of the
five imaqes contested in the·litigation. Both s1des further aqree to drop all
remaining charqes, and to cover their own expenses.
.
The settlement comes on the heels of AP'S admission 1n Federal Court, that it
cannot make a leqal claim of copyright ownership on all images created by
freelance photographers which are currently held in its archive.
The AP'S admission came in response to a copyright infringement complaint
filed by Kevin Larkin. president of the NAFP. The AP admitted it could not
claim copyriqht ownership to photoqraphs of Wayne Gretzky Which were created
by Mr. Larkin. The admission was based 6n the fact that Larkin had crossed
out, and thus nullified, a legend on a cheCk whiCh AP issued to pay Larkin for
the assignment.
The AP maintains that the check legend, which is printed
its freelancers paychecks. transfers copyright ownership
while on assignment for the news agency. The NAFP argued
or altering the legend. there was no copyriqht transfer.
confirms the NAFP'S contention.

on the face of all
in all images created
that by crossing out,
The AP admission

"We are pleased we were able to force the AP to admit that their le'1end is not
an ironclad transfer of all rights," said Larkin. "And, althouqh we did not
achieve the grand victory we had hoped for, we have proven their unrelent1nq
claims to our copyriqhts to be without me"it."
"We were able to achieve somethinq

roo~t::

photoq;raphe.rs only dream of, much less

fiqht for. We reclaimed that which is rightfully ours"

our photographs."

The NAFP agreed to the settlement because the AP's admission proves that
freelance photographers can maintain control of their copyrights, Larkin said.
The individual photographers agreed to settle their individual claims
because they aChieved substantially all that was necessary to prove the
purpose of the litiqation, La"kin added.
"Rather than riSk further delays. and spend more money with little more to be
gained, we got a Quick and.· decisive victory, and have set a pr acedent. we will
build upon in t.ha future," Larkin said.
"Any freelance photographer can now keep their copyriqht safe from the AP. AU
they need is a pen."
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KEVIN J. LARKIN

President
NAFP
718
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KLARKIN440@aol.com

PAUL HURSCHMANN JOEL L. HECKER, Esq.
Exec. vice-President
NAFP

313 528-1630
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Attorney-At-Law
RUSSO ~- Burke
212 557-9600

HURSCHMANN@aol.com
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Subject: ASJA Contracts Watch #56 & Copyrigbt
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 199809;15;26 -0700
From: "Howard M. Paul" <hmpaul@ecentral.com>
To: STOCKPHOTO@PEACH.EASE.LSOFT.COM
Newsgroups: bitJisWrQc,stockphoto
I would like to request that the NPPA officially add its name to the
friend·of·the·court brief in the Tasini v. the New York Times case (if still
possible).
Given the importance of potential precedent in the National Geographic suit.
I'd also like to request the NPPA and ASPP (of which I am a member) to
research and possibly file a friend-of-the-court brief on behalf of the
plaintiffs.
I know that the leadership of both qroups read NPPA-L, Photopro and/or
Stockphoto-L (or lurk hereabout). I believe this message will reach them in
this manner. Others in the 'biZ should be aware of these two cases as well.
>ASJA CONTRACTS WATCH 56 (vol 5. #2)

CW980217

February 17, 1998

>

>In New York City, a friend-of-the-court brief has been filed in the
>U.S. Court of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit by 20 creators'
>organizations in support of the six writers who are appealing the
;>dismissal of their complaint in "Tasini v. the New york Times." the
>first major copyright infringement lawsuit On electronic database
>reuse of newspaper and magazine articles. (See ASJA Contracts Watch
>49. August 15, 1997.) Rather than bla~e a law that hasn't kept pace
;>with technoloqiclll advances, as the "Tasini" judge did, the authors'
>brief blames the juoge's "faulty analysis," in which copyriqht law
:>-lIwas twisted beyond recoqni tion.

Ii

>
The brief was prepared by the American Society of Media
;>Photographers and endorseo by the Advertising Photographers of
>America. American Institute of Graphic Arts, ASJA, American society
>of Picture Professionals, Authors Guild. Garden Writers Asscciation
;>of America, Graphic Artists Guild, Independent Writers of Southern
>California, North American Nature Photoqraphy Association, Outooor
>Writers Association of America, PEN Center· USA West, Picture Agency
;>Council of America, Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America.
>Society of American Travel Writers Freelance council, Volunteer
>Lawyers for the Arts, Washington Independent Writers, Writers Guild
>of America East and Writers Guild of America West,
>
According to patricia Felch of the Chicago law firm of Peterson &
>Ross, who is directing the appeal, final paperwork fro~ both sioes is
>due April 7, to be followed by oral arguments.
>
>

>Two lawsuits brought bY photOgraphers against National Geographic are
>proceeding--one in Miami, one in New York. The actions, both brouqht
>in December, contest unauthorized, uncompensated use of freelancers'
>wor~ in Geographic's 30-disc CO-ROM set, covering 108 years of the
>maqazine. Motions and memorandums of law are flyinq.
Howard M. Paul <hmpaul@ecentral,com>
Photoqraphy for Communication and commerce
and
E mer g e n c y ! S toe k
Denver, Colorado USA
Phone' (303) 829-5678
Fax: (303) 871·8356
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Photographertakes
copyrightfight to
U.S. high court
HIS LAWYER SAYS 11TH, 2ND CIRCUITS
misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling In therr
decisions favoring National Geographic
BYR. ROBlNMCDONAlD

A FLORIDA PHOTOGRAPHER is asking
the U.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark
copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have
interpreted it correctly.
The move by freelance underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg extends his l l-ycar fight
with the National
Geographic Soddy over its use of his
photographs in a CD
compilation of every
edition of its flagship
magazine.
Between 1962 and
1990. National Geographic published 64
of Greenberg's photos, including one of
a shark in the Florida Thecasetumsonwhatlustlce
Keys that became Ruth Bader Ginsburg meant.
a magazi ne cover.
National Geographic paid Greenberg for the
publication rights, which were conveyed back to
See Copyright, page9

f.i' Find related court documents byc1ickin& on thisstoty

'o::!J at o.~yf\eportOnline.com.

Photographer takes
copyright fight to
U.S.high court

Back-and-forth case

Greenberg's case began in Florida, where
a federal judge originally found for National Geographic. Greenberg appealed to the
Copyright, from page 1
11th Circuit. which in 200 I reversed the dis
C;r~~t.:nhclg ill the mid-19Xfb, said the photographer's longtime, Miami attorney. Nor- trict court and remanded the case, finding
man Davis of Squire. Sanders &. Dempsey
that National Geographic had infringed the
In J 997. when National Geographic
developed "The Complete National Gee- photographer's copyright. The l lth circuit
t!.raphic:' a CD archive or its entire maga- opinion was released shortly before Tasini
zinc library, Greenberg attempted to neeowas handed down.
tiate a new publication contract based on
The Florid" district court subsequently
(he CD library. But National Geographic
claimed the CDset did not infringe Green- found that National Geographic owed
berg's copyright, Davis said
Since 2005, 1we federal appellate Circuits, Greenberg $400,000 in damages, National
the 2nd in New York and the 11th in Arran- Geographic appealed, and last year a new
ra. have agreed with National Geographic. l lth Circuit panel-citing the intervening
In separate cases brought by freelance: writTasini dccision-vreversed the first panel's
er'S in New York and Greenberg in Florida
ruling in favor of National Geographic. In
against the National Geographic over the
CD librar y. the appellate courts have beld
June the Uth Circuit. sitting en bane, split
that publishing the magazine's archive on
7·5 in favor of National Geographic. That
computer CDs docs not infringe the copynghrs or trs freelance contributors.
decision was compatible with a 2005 finding
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme
fly the: 2nd Circuit of New York regarding
Court to clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsvirtually identical copyright questions.
burg's majority decision in the 2001 case
of New York Times v. Tasini; 533 U.S,
The two appellate circuits' majorities
483. which also sought to settle a dispute
adopted arguments by National Ge-ographbetween freelance writers and publishers
ic and a coterie of amici publishers that
over the digitized use of the writers' works.
Greenberg's petition asserts that federal
Ginsburg's majority opinion in Tasirn-:
appellate copyright rulings by the 11th and
wh ile restricting the publishers from selling
Znd Circuits citing Tasini have "wa.r pc d"
the Ginsburg majority opinion
"We believe the Supreme Court would be
interested in what has been done bv two of
the [tederal appeltate] circuits in the Tastni
decision," Davis said. "The Supreme COLJrt.
I think. will agree that the Tasini decision
has been wrongfully applied. In a VCf\'
volatile copyright environment, that's not:1
good thing.''
Tasi ni, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasi ni. determined
that pubfishers violated freelance writers'
copyrights if they sold previously published
freelance articles to online databases withnut securing. new permission from the
authors. The case provided guidance in
interpreting and applying revisions made in
197610 section 201 (c) of the federal copyright laws in the context of the technological
revolution that has created new avenues of
publication
The decision was considered a win for
freelance writers who could then negotiate
new permissions and moncta r v contracts
with publishers for what the court majority
hclJ wen: new uses ot prevtoustv published
works

lrcclancers work to online databases such
as Lexis and Westlaw without securing the
authors' permission-i-allowed publishers
to place entire publication libraries on CDs
and then sell them without owing anything
to the freelance authors and photographers
whose works are reproduced in those collections.
The 11th Circuit'S en bane majority decision, determined that because National
Geographic's digital library reproduced
complete magazine issues "exactly as they
are presented in the print version," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing
tbem under federal copyright laws without
renegotiating contracts with their writers
and photographers.

October 17, 2008
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~ TheSupreme Court,

Ithink,willagree that the Tasini
decisionhasbeen wrongfully
applied. Ina veryvolatile
copyrightenvironment,that's
not a good thing.
-Norman Davis.
photographer's lawyer

The majority also decided that new elements such as the operating software and
search engines that were added to the CDROM library even if they carry copyrights-were not enough to make "The
Complete National Geographic" a new collective work subject to copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collective work will not. bv itself. take the revised
collective work outside the privilege." the
majority opinion stated.

Interpreting Ginsburg
The 11th Circuit ruling turned on the
definitions of an acceptable revision and
a new work as determined by Tasini. Publishers, including National Geographic.
have acknowledged that their arguments
are not based on specific language. in Tusini
but rather on dicta-s-explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does not
directly address the facts of the case under

review,
In Tasini. Ginsburg wrote for thc 7-2
majority that electronic and CD-ROM databases compiled of individual articles culled
from periodicals could not be considered
"revisions" or revised editions of previously
published issues-i-such as revised editions
of an encyclopedia or multiple editions of a
daily newspaper. Therefore, publishers may
not sell the rights to reproduce those articles
to computer or online databases without
contracting for the publication rights from
the authors.

In deciding that the databases were
not simply a revised edition, the Supreme
Court focused on the articles' appearance
in online databases without the graphics,
formatting and layout that accompanied
their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot bear
characterization as a 'revision' of anyone
periodical edition." Ginsburg wrote. "\Ve
would reach the same conclusion if the
[New York] Times sent intact newspapers
to the electronic publishers."
The court majority also specifically
rejected an analogy offered by publishers
saying thal the electronic databases were
no different than microfilm and microfiche
reproductions, The court found that comparison "wanting,"
"Microforms typically contain continuous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of miniaturized film."
Ginsburg wrote. "Accordingly. articles
appear on the microforms, writ very small.
in precisely the position in which the articles
appeared in the newspaper:'
As a result. 3 user views an article in
context. Ginshurg wrote. l u electronic
databases. "by contrast. the articles appear
disconnected from their original context.
In short. unlike microforms, the datubases do not perceptibly reproduce articles
as pan of the collective work to which the
author contributed or as part of any 'revisionthcrcot."

October 17, 2008
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Petitioning the court
Greenberg's petition to the justices states
that his case "presents the question of
whether a database aggregating many collectiveworksconstitutes a 'revision'of each
of its constituent collectiveworks."
What constitutesa revisionis key to the
ongoing legal debate because, according to

the petition, the 1976 copyright revisions
embodied in Section 201(c) were intended "to limit the ability of a publisher to
republish contributions to collective works
without providing compensation to the
freelance artists who should benefit from
the demand for their work after the initial
publication."

That section is the backdrop against
whichfreelance artistsand publishersnegotiate their contracts. the petition asserts.

Both the l lth and 2nd Circuits, Greenberg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything
under Tasini by the simple expediency of
creating 'context' by including a feature that
allows users to 'flip' between the pages of
individual magazines,"
"So long as publishers use an imagebased database with a flip function," the
petition continues, "they can place their

entire archive of magazines or newspapers
on the Web for free, benefiting from advertising revenues or increased traffic. Yet the
artist receives nary a penny.

m

Publishers

can sell access to individualarticles,stories,
or pictures, so long as the rest of the pages
in the issue are a dick away.Once a Google
search can find it, the author's copyright
for that individual text. picture or video is
essentially worthless."

Finally, in urging the high court to hear
the ease, Greenberg's petition concludes,
"[Tjhe outcome of this dispute will determine whether freelance artists will share in
the benefits of modern technology. ,.. This
Court should clarify that publishers cannot
reap the benefits of appropriating the market for the freelancer's individual works
without compensating the frcclancer."
On Thursday, Terry Adamson, executive
vice president of the National Geographic
Society. said he was not surprised Greenherg asked the high court to take the case.
In an e-mail to the Daily Report, he said,
"We are evaluating whether to respond.
and, if we do. what to add for the Court's
consideration whether to grant or deny certiorari. As the 11th and 2nd Circuits have
both held, we believe that the Supreme
Court has dearly outlined the parameters
of the statutory 201(c) privilege when it
spoke in 2001 in Tasini Y. The New York
Times et al. and that the CNG [Complete
National Geographic] is well within those
parameters." ID
R. Robin McDonald can be reached at
robin.rncdonald@incisivemedia.com or
(404i 4/9-2835.
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Jerry Greenberg sued the National Geographic Society for the use of this shark photo and others in a

CDarchiveof its entire magazinelibrary. He has petitioned the U.S. SupremeCourt to hear his case.

Photographertakes
copyrightfight to
U.S. high court
HIS LAWYERSAYS nTH, 2ND CIRCUITS
misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling in their
decisions favoring National Geographic
BYR,R08IN MCDONALD

A FLORIDA PHOTOGRAPHER is asking
the U.S, Supreme Court to revisit a landmark
copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have
interpreted it correctly.
The move by freelance underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg extends his l l-year fight
with the National
Geographic Society over its use of his
photographs in a CD
compilation of every
edition of its flagship
magazine.
Between 1962 and
1990, National Geographic published 64
of Greenberg's photos, including one of

a shark in the Florida

lhecasetumsonw=~:~;:

Keys that became Ruth Bader Ginsburg meant.
a magazine cover.
National Geographic paid Greenberg for the
publication rights, which were conveyed back to
See Copyright, pas. 9
~

findrelatedcourt document.by clicking onthiutory

\:!I at DaUyRepottOnllne.com.

Photographer takes
copyright fight to
U.S. high court

Back-and-forth case

Greenberg's case began in Florida, where
a federal judge originally found for National Geographic. Greenberg appealed to the
Copyright, 1rO;]1 pilge 1
Circcnh>:'rg ill the mid-19g0", said the pho- 11th Circuit, which in 2001 reversed the distographer's Iongrime Miami attorney. Nor- trict eourt and remanded the case, finding
man Davis of Squire. Sanders & Dempsey.
that National Geographic had infringed the
In 1997. when National Geographic
developed "The Complete National Geo- photographer's copyright. The 11th circuit
graphic:' a CD archive of its euttre maga- opinion was released shortly before Tasini
zine library. Greenberg attempted to negowas handed down.
tiate a new publication contract based on
The Florida district court subsequently
the CD library. But National Geographic
claimed the CD set did not infringe Green- found that National Geographic owed
berg's copyright. Davis said
Greenberg $400,000 in damages. National
Since 2005, two federal appellate circuits,
the 2nd in New York and the 11th in Atlan- Geographic appealed, and last year a new
ta. have agreed with National Geographic. 11th Circuit panel-citing the intervening
In separate cases brought by freelance wrtrTasini decision-reversed the first panel'..
crs in New York and Greenberg in Florida
ruling in favor of National Geographic. In
against the National Geographic over the
CD library, the appellate courts have held
June the 11th Circuit, sitting en bane, split
that publishing the magazine's archive on
7-5 in favor of National Geographic. That
computer CD:,; does not infringe the copydecision was compatible with a 2005 finding
rights of its freelance contributors.
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme
by the 2nd Circuit of New York regarding
Court to clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsvirtually identical copyright questions.
burg's majority decision in the 2001 case
The two appellate circuits' majorities
of New York Times v. Tasini, 533 U.S.
·11:n. which also sought to settle a dispute adopted arguments by National Geographbetween freelance writers and publishers
ic and a coterie of amici publishers that
over the digitized use of the writers' works.
Greenberg's petition asserts that federal
Ginsburg's majority opinion in Tasini-«
appellate copyright rulings by the 11th and
while restricting the publishers from sell ing
2nd Circuits citing Tasini have "warped"

the Ginsburg majority opinion.
"We believe the Supreme Court would be
interested in what has been done bv• two of
the [federal appenate] circurts tn toe Tasini
decision:' Davis said. "The Supreme Court,
I think. will agree that the Tasini decision
has been wrongfully applied. III a very
volatile copyright environment, that's not a
good thing."
Tasiru, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, determined
that publishers violated freelance writers'
copyrights if they sold previously published
freelance articles to online databases without securing new permission from the
authors. The case provided guidance in
inrerpreti ng and applying revisions made in
197610 section 201(c) of the federal copyright Jaws in the context of the technological
revolution that has created new avenues of
publication.
The decision was considered a win fOT
freelance writers who could then negotiate
new pcrrnissions and monetary contracts
with publishers for what the court majority
held were new uses of previously published
works

freelancers work to online databases such
as Lexis and Westlaw without securing the
authors' permission-allowed publishers
to place entire publication libraries on CDs
and then sell them without owing anything
to the freelance authors and photographers
whose works are reproduced in those collections.
The 11th Circuit's en bane majority decision, determined that because National
Geographic's digital library reproduced
complete magazine issues "exactly as they
are presented in the print version," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing
them under federal copyright laws without
renegotiating contracts with their writers
and photographers.
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JerryGTeenberg sued the NationalGeographic Societyfor the use of this sharkphoto and others ina
CD archive of itsentiremagazine library. He haspetitionedthe U.S.Supreme Courtto hearhiscase.
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Petitioning the court
Greenberg's petition to the justices slates
that his case "presents the question of
whether a database aggregating many collcctive works constitutes a 'revision' of each
(If its constituent collective works."
\Vhat constitutes a revision is key to the
onuoinc k·l.1:al debate because, according to
liK~ Pd"itK~1, the 197A copyright revisions
enbodied in Sec lion 20l (c) were intend~:..d "Lo limit the ability of a publisher to
republish contrihutions to collective works
without providing compensation to the
freelance artists who should benefit from
th c demand for their work after the initial
publication."
That section is the backdrop against
which freelance artists and publishers negotiate their contracts. the petition asserts.
Both the l lth and 2nd Circuits, Greenberg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything
under Tasini bv the simple expediency of
creating 'context' by including a feature that
allows users to 'flip' bel ween the pages of
individual magazines,"
"So long as publishers use an imagebased database with a flip function," the
petition continues, "they can place their
entire archive of magazines or newspapers
on the Web for free, benefiting from adverusing revenues or increased traffic. Yet the
artist receives nary d penny.... Publishers
can sell access to individual articles, stories,
or pictures, so long as the rest of the pages
in the issue arc. a click away, Once a Google
search can find it. the aurhors copyright
[or that Individual text. picture or video is
essentially worthless."

Finally. in urging the high court to hear
the case, Greenberg's petition concludes,
"[T[he outcome of this dispute will determine whether freelance artists will share in
the benefits of modern technology.... This
Court should clarify that publishers cannot
reap the benefits of appropriating the market for the Ireelancers individual works
without compensating the frcclancer."
On Thursday, Terry Adamson, executive
vice president of the National Geographic
Socierv. said he was not surprised Green-

beru a~kcd the high court to take the case
I~ all e-mail to the Dailv Report, he said.
··We are evaluating whether to respond.
and, if we do, what to add for the Court "s
consideration whether to grant or deny certiorari. As the 11th and 2nd Circuits have
both held. we believe that the Supreme
Court has clcarlv outlined the parameters
of the statutory' 201 (c) privilege when i1
spoke in 2001 in Tasini v. The New York
Times er .£II. and that the eNG l Complete
National Geographic] is well within those
parameters." liJ
R. Robin Mclronald can be reached at

ro!Jin,mcdonatd@incisivemedia.com or
(404) 4/'!-2835.
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The Supreme Court,
Ithink, willagree that the Tosini
decision has been wrongfully
applied. Ina very volatile
copyright environment, that's
not a good thing.
-Norman Davis.

photographer's lawyer
The majority also decided that new elements such (IS the operating soft ware anti
sei)rch engines that 'were added to the eDROl\.'t librar yccvcn if they carry copyrights c-werc not enough to make "The
Complete National Geographic" a new collective work subject to copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collecrtve work will nor. bv itself.take the revised
collective work outside the privilege." the
majority opinion staled.

In deciding that the databases were
not simply a revised edition, the Supreme
Court focused on the articles appearance
in online databases without the graphics.
formatting and layout that accompanied
their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot hear
characterization as a "revision" of anyone
periodical edition:' Ginsburg wrote. "We

would reach the same conclusion if [he
[,\/e~v Fork} Times sen! intact newspapers
to the electronic publishers."
The court majority also specifically
rejected nil analogy offered by publishers
saying that the electronic databases were
no different than microfilm and microfiche
reproductions. The court found that cornparison "wanrins."
"Microforms typically contain continu
ous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of miniaturized film."

"Accordi nolv. u r ucic-,
ql],,-'ar on lhv microforms. writ verv small
!"HL'CISdy

Interpreting Ginsburg
The l l th Circuit ruling turned on rne
definitions or an acceptable revision and
a new work as determined bv Tasini. Publishers. including National Geographic.

have acknowledged tha: their arguments
are not based on specific language in Tasini
but rather on dicta-s-explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does not
directly address the facts of the case under
review.
In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7-2
majority that electronic and CD-ROM databases compiled of individual articles culled
from periodicals could not he considered
"revisions" or revised editions of previously'
published issues-such as revised editions
of an encyclopedia or multiple editions of a
daily newspaper Therefore. publishers may
not sell the rights to reproduce those articles
to computer or online databases without
contracting for the publication rights from
the authors.

the position in which

artich.'::-'

.ppcurcd III the newspaper ~\" a re s ult.
U"'\~!

,l

cont c xt .

Crin~hur~

wrote .

'.HI"',·"'p;"',,,

. . bt~lki"C". "by contrast. tIh'..
Jj>.connel~ted from their orit'-imil context

In short. unlike rnicrutorm-;

ih; liaLI~

do no: perceptibly reproduce articles
part of the collective work to which the
author contributed or as pan of any 'revr"ion' thereof:'
hdSl'S

Photographertakes
copyright fight to
U.S. high court
HISLAWYER SAYS 11TH, 2ND CIRCUITS
misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling m their
decisions favoring National Geographic
BYR.ROBINMCDONALD

A FLORIDA PHOTOGRAPHER is asking
the U.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark
copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have
interpreted it correctly.
The move hy freelance underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg extends his l l-vcar fight
with the National
Geographic Soc iL'ty over its use of his
photographs in a CD
compilation of every
edition of its flagship
magazine.
Between 19h2 and
1990. National Geographic published 64
of G rccnbcrgs photos. including one of
a shark in the Florida ThecasetumsonW-;:;JNU:~:"'
Keys that became Ruth Bader Ginsburg meant
a m ag az me cover.
National Geographic paid Greenberg for the
publication rights, which were conveyed back 10
SeeCopyright.page9
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"The Complete Nat iorral

a CD archive of its cunre maga
line library. Greenberg attempted to ncg.o
uate a (lew publication contract based Of!
t he CD library. But National Geographic
claimed the CD set did not infringe Gr~~I1
berg's copyright. Davi-s said
Since 2005. i wo federal appeftatc circuus,
r til" Znd in New York and the] 1th in Atlau1;1. have agreed with National Geographic.
In separate cases brought by freelance writcr .. in New York and Greenberg in Florida
the National Geographic over the
library. the appellate courts have held

that publishing the magazine's archive on
computer CD" docs not infringe the copyrighls of its freelance contributors.
Greenbergs appeal asks the Supreme
Court 10 clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsmajority decision in the lOO] case

or

York Times v. Tusini, 533 U.S

-.;gJ which also sought to settle a dispute
l-erween freelance writers and publishers
"vl;'"rthe diaitized usc of the writers' works
Gre<:nherg's
asserts that fc dc ra l
"pr>cIL",ccor'y,ighlrulings by the] Ith and
Circuits
lin/ni have "warped"
the Ginsburg majoritv opinion.
··We believe the Supreme Court would be
interested in what has been done bv two of
Ihl;; [rcderat appenaic] circuits in the Tasim
decision." Davis said. "The Supreme Court.
I think, will agree that the Tostnt decision
has been wrongfully applied. In a ver:-.
volatile copyright environment, that's not a
good thing."
Tusini, named for lciH.l pla.mtiff and Ircclance writer Jonathan Tasi ni. determined
that publishers violated freef ance writers
copyrights if they sold previously published
freelance articles to online databases with·
out securing new permission from the,
authors. The case provided guidance in
intcrprcung ami applving revisions made in
1')/010 section 201 (e) of the federal copv
ri!!ht laws in the context of the technological
rcvoluuon that has created new avenues of
j'uhlic:1tiull
rile de ciciou wa s considered a win fOJ
trccla ncc writers who could then negotiate
lh q

"\

F~~rrllissinns and monct ar v conn-act-.

for what the court
uxc-, of prcviouvlv

\\ ill! j'\ihlisher-.;
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Photographer takes
copyright fight to
U.S. high court
HIS LAWYER SAYS 11TH, 2ND CIRCUITS
misinterpreteo Supreme Court rulrng In their
decisions favoring National Geographic
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Back-and-forth case

uic CD libr arv. But t-uu.. ma l Cic0g:rnphil·
...·I;liJ1'1L-"d lho.e CD set did nor infringe GreenDavis said
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A FLORIDA PHOTOGRAPHER
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publication rights. which were conveyed back tn

frcclanccrs work 10 online databases, such
Lcxis and Wesuaw without securing. the
authors" permission-allowed publishers
(0 place entire publication libraries on CDs
and then sell them without ewing anything
to the freelance authors and photographers
whose works are reproduced in those co]lccticns.
The l l th Circuit's en bane majority declo
ston. determined thai because Nationn I
Ge ographics digital Iibrar v reproduced
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The Supreme Court,
Ithink, willagree that the Tasin!
decision has been wrongfully
applied. Ina veryvolatile
copyrightenvironment. that's
not a good thing.
-Norman Davis.

photographer's lawyer
lhc majority also decided tbur new etern.. .. nts such as the opcrnring software and
«arch engines that were added to the CDI{O~·t library-..even if thcv carry copy-

rights-\vcrc not enough to make "The
Complete National Geographic" a 11~\l,.' collective work subject (0 copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collecrivc work \\:lll ncr. hI, itself. take the
;,.,,,)lkdiv~

work outside the
'11aj'.)rily opinion st.ucd.

re\'~;;,ed

In deciding that the databases were
not simply a revised edition, the Supreme
Court focused on the articles' appearance
in online databases without the graphics.
formatting and layout that ac compa nicd
their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot heat
characterization as a 'revision of (iny one
periodica l cdirion." Ginsburf!

no different than microfilm and microfiche
reproductions. The court found that comparison "wanting.'
"Microforms typically contain conunu
ous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of mininrurizcd film."
";\c\,\HJin~'!\.
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directly address the facts of the case under
review.
In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote [or the 7·2
majority that electronic and CD-ROM databases compiled of individual articles culled
from periodicals could not he considered
"revisions" or revised editions of previously
published issues c-such as revised editions
of an encyclopedia or multiple editions Of:1
daily newspaper. Therefore, publishers may
not S~]] the Tights to reproduce those articles
to computer or online databases \.. . ithou:
conrrnctinu for the publication rights from
lhL' authors.
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ViTI'I\)ut providing compensation to the
irc cta ncc
who should benefit from
t hc demand
t hci r work after the initial
our-lication."

. That -;ection i~ the backdrop againsr

which freelance J rusts :100 publishers negouare their contracts. the petition asserts
Both the lith and 2nd Circuits. Greenh,:rg's petition says. "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything
under Tasini bv the simple. expediency 01
creatine "context' bv including a feature that
allows users to 'flip' between ibe pages of

individual magazines:'
··So long as publishers use an imagebased dat:.~ha:::;c with a flip function:' the
nct iuon continues, "they can place their
entire archive of magazines or newspapers
cHI
\10/>.:\1 [or tree. benefiting from advcrtixina revenues or increased traffic. Yet the
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tor that individual text. picture 01 video is
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Finallv, in urging the high court to hear
the case, Greenberg's petition concludes,

"[T'[he outcome of this dispute will determine whether freelance artists will share ill
the benefits of modern technology, .Thrs
Court should clarify that publishers cannot
rear the benefits of appropriating the market for the frcelancers individual \,,;ork"s
without compensating the frcclancer."
Un Thursdav. Terrv Adamson. -:XL'CU( 11,),--'
vice president 'at the 'Nationai Geogl'aph ic
Socicrv. said he was not surprised Green
hcrs asked the hiah court to take the- (;):--',--'
li~ an e-mail to ~he 1)oi/\' Repurt. he
"We arc evaluating whether t\) rcxpcmd
and. if we on, what to add tor lhi..: Cou rt ':,
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of the statutory 201 (c) privilcgc when l'
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Times 1:'1 at. and that the CNCi jCompkrc
National Geographic] is well within those
parameters." I~
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JerryGreenbergsued the National Geographic Societyfor the use of this sharkphoto and others ina
CD archive of itsentiremagazine library. Hehaspetitionedthe U.S.Supreme Court to hearhiscase.
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r. Tu.\ini. 533 U.S
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National Geoaraphic paid Grecnbcrz for the
publication rights. which were conveyed back tl,l
See. Copyright. page 9

shortlv betore

Fhc Florida district court subsequeui lv
tound that National Geographic owed
Greenberg $400.000 in damages. National
l l t h in Arlau- Geographic appealed. and last vcur '-I new

.. Davis SJ.lU."The Supreme C our t.
1 think. will agree that the Tasini decision
apr] i~d. 111 ;J \·<.::r~

a shark in the Florida Jhecasetcms onwterjostce
K c yS 1h a I he c a 111C RuthBaderGinsburg meant
a rnagaz i ne cover.
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Greenberg's case began in Florida. \\'I"j<~:,
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Ii/I'ill! uamcd (or lead

Llth Circuit panel-citing the Intervening
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ruling in favor of i"atJdl1,:d Cj<;,'~\gT;;lnhir
June tnt:' l ltb Circuit sltri!"i~
~ 111
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Cinsburg.·s nUilOrftY opinion
.,'hi It restricting ttl:: publishers trom SdJiIt'?
trcclanccrs work TO online database-, such
Lcxis and wesuaw without securing the
authors permission-allowed publishers
to place entire publication libraries on CD~
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and then sell them without owing anything
to the freelance authors and photographers
whose works arc reproduced in those col-

out securing new pernusvion from the

lcctions.
The 11til Circuit's en bane majority decision. determined that because Nat'mn;:d
Geographic's digital librarv reproduced
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complete magazine issues "exactly as they
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arc' presented in the print version." publishers retained the privilege of reproducing
them under federal copyright law~vv ithout
renegotiating contrac(s with their \.... I'itel'~,
and phntograrher<.;
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~ The Supreme Court,

Ithink, will agree that the Tasini
decision has been wrongfully
applied. In a very volatile
copyright environment, that's
not a good thing.
-Norman Davis.

photographer'slawyer
The majority also decided that fH.'W e!cm...' IHS such as the operating software and
s.. .' arch engines that were added to tile CDR.OI'vt librarv-c cvcn if they carry eopyrighlS-\liCrC not enough to make "The
Complete National Geographic" a new -:01lective work subject [0 copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collec-

rive work will not- hv itself. take the fe\\~c(j
collective work outside the privilcg......· th,¥'
majoru y ooiuion stated.

interpreting Ginsburg
The 11th Ci-cuir ru.ina rurned (in :11(Jerinitions of an acccpt ahlc rev ,,,i'1D lind
,) new work ,1$ derermiu . .,d bv Tasiui. Pub-

lishcrs. including: Nat ional Gecgraphic.
havc acknowledged t hat their argumcm-.

.ue not based on specific language in Tusin,
but rather on dicta-explanatory cornrncnrnry included in the opinion that does IWI
directly address the facts of the. case under

review.
In Tasini . Ginsburg wrote for the 7-1

majority that electronic and CD-ROM databases compiled of individual articles culled
Irorn periodicals could not he considered
"revisions" or revised editions of previously
published issues-such as revised editions
of an encyclopedia or multiple editions ofa
daily newspaper.Therefore. publishers may

not sell the rights to reproduce. those articles
to computer or online: databases without
contructinu for the publication rights from
the authors

In deciding that the databases were
not simply a revised edition, the Supreme
Court focused on the articles' appearance
in online databases without the graphics.
formatting and layout that accompanied
their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot hen
characterization as a 'revision' of any UIl("
pcriodicn l cdirion." Ginsburg: wrotr "VVc

would reach the same conclusion if 111:.::
lNelv York] Times sent intact newspaperto the electronic publishers,"
The court majority also specificall;
rejected tin ,malogy offered hy publisher:-;dying that the electronic databases \\1;;1";;:
no different than microfilm and microfrchc
reproductions. The court found that comparison "wanting."
"Microforms typically contain continu
ous photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of miniarurivcd filrn."

pr,","...:isciy ;11..: pociuon in wn;·.:J)
.opcarcd in the newspaper.'
-\ S ~.( re su It. t1
vtcvvCJ-in"nur~ w rot . .-. ln
,L(,d"":~"L'"

"'b) cent rust. 'dk ",,-"",,,-'.,,'

J:\(onnel,.'ttd from their \)ri::il iii coruc x t
in <hort. unlike: microforn;-. th ..: ,-1i'.l~l
:",hL'~ Jo not perceptibly reprocuce 'Ht~('IC'. ;

" r,«:

(1.(

.he

'~'::.dlc('ti v ~,

\',hi..:h lh . . ,

author contributed or as pan of any 'rev\<ion thereof.'
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Petitioning the court
(i re~nber?-\; pctuion to the jusuces sti;llc'

that hI:' cu sc "presents the question
whether a database aggregating many colk....-I!\C works constitutes a 'revision' of each
it:' constituent collective works."
What constit utc s a revision is key to the
',lll'-!.()int k-za! debate because. according to
ch~- Iy.:tilI(l~. the 1q7h copyright revisions
.

in Section 20i{c} were intend-

liruit tile ability of a publisher to
:cpublish contributions to collective works
.virhuut providing compensation to the
freelance drli"ls \\110 should benefit from
the demand tor their work after the initial
publication
That section lS the backdrop against
which freelance artists and publishers negotiate their contracts. the petition asserts
Both the lith and .Ind Circuits. Greenberg:s petition says. "have: held that a pubi isher can aVOId paying the artist anything
under Tasini by the simple expediency 01
creatine 'contc:::xt" by including a feature that
allows ~strs to 'flip' het\\'ec~ the pages of
individual magazines '"
"So long as publishers use an imageba-ed database with a flip function." the
nctition continues. "they can place their
entire archive- of magazines or newspapers
.m the \Veb Corfree. benefiting from advcrusina revenues or increased traffic. Yet the
~ receives nary J penn~: ... Publishe-s
run sc;l i:H.'CCS:; to individual articles, stones.
~'J ·'L\

or oictures. so long as the rL':,l of the pages

:11 the issue <irea click away. Once a Gocglc
sca rch can find

it. th(: author's copyright

tor that individual text picture
c-ssenti~Jjy worthless."

video is

Finally, in urging the high court to hear
the case, Greenberg's petition concludes.
"[T'[he outcome of this dispute \~vil1 determine- whether freelance artists will share in
the benefits of modern technology... ThIS
Court should clarify that publishers cannot
reap the benefits of appropriating the market for the Ireelancers individual wort.;;;
\-\ithout compensating the frcclanccr."
On ThursdayTerry Adamson, executive
vice nresidcru of the National Geographic
Soci~r\'. said he was not surprised Green
herg a~ked the high court to take the (a:-; ....'.
In all e-mail to
Daily Report, he SJid
"\\'c arc evaluating whether to re~rdi1,-:
and. 11' we do. what to add for the Ccu n.
considerauon whether to gr.mt or deny C;.:Ttiora ri. As the i 1th and Znd Circuits havc
both held. \>"'C; believe t ha l [he Supreme
COUrl has d\:"ari:, outlined th~~ parumctcrx
of the sratutor y 201 (c) privtlcgc: -vh.:r, ][
spoke In 20m in Tosini v. l he Sea: '/o,d:.
Times ill of. and that the eNG l Comp'erc
Narional Geographic] is well within those
parameters." 'ii'
R. Robin Mclronat.] can be reached
robin. mcdonuldsicincisivemedin (f'lIi 11/

the

;,-!-O-ll -/f!)-].S35.
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Jerry Greenberg sued the National Geographic Society for the use of this shark photo and others in a

CD archive of its entire magazine library. He has petitioned the U.S.Supreme Court to hear his case.
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Back-and-forth case
Greenberg's case began in Hor.da . .,\;ilt!\.'

,1 federal ,iudg.: oriainalf y found leu- Nationa l Geographic. Greenberg appc alccl to the
l lt h Circuit. which in 2001 n:,\\:rs\.:J the dis
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HISLAWYER SAYS 11TH, 2ND CIRCUITS
misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling in the.r
decisions favoring National Geographic

ti:.Jk a nev- i-ublicarion ccmract

But Nutiona l Gcogrnphrc
did not infringe Gr~~I1

Davis said

BY R.ROBIN MCDONAlD

A FLORIDA PHOTOGRAPHER is "Sklll~
t he U.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark
t:~)pyright decision to determine whether federal

appellate courts in Georgia and New York have
interpreted It correctly.
The move hy freelance underwater photographer Jerrv Greenberg extends his ll-ycar fif:ht
with tn\.'

Ge og raph

triL.l court and remanded tht CJ';~.
that National Geograpnic had infringed the
l'!h\H,lgrapha\ copyriuht Thv 1
opinion \r:1~ rctcascct shortly betore

was handed down
Ihe Florida district court subsequeuu-

found that National Geographic owed
Greenberg $400.000 in damagc-, National
Geographic appealed. and last vcur a new
11th Circuit panel-citing the Intervening
Tasini decision c-reversed the fi r,:! uancls
rulins in Iavor uf !\.ati"n<.11 (;\:.'(igrdphic. i..,
.illn..: the i ith Circuit. sinin~ en b~l;iL·.
~ ,11

occisiou

National

Th.u

\Va~ compatible wiLh a _:r Hl:; find

'Y ~h(: ~r:d Circuit

11:;

:'--c·w j-",'k

virtuallv idcutica, Cilpyu:;:lH qU;:--;llUl\:--'

'\Jati,lll:ll

Tbe f\\\J apPt:li~,tf
:l;npll.'J ~:rgumL'nl\ h~" )\dliona! (.i":(\~T:i()i·
;0:; .u.d a cotcric of amici puh!:"!);.::",,

Soc i-

,:ty over it;,: usc of his
photographs in a CD
compilation of every
t.:...iition of ir , flagship
magazine.
ltet wccn 1Yb2 emu
19Q(l National 0eographic publi-bed 64

Ciln"bur{s m~l,il~rity opin.on
\.."hiie restricting the publishers trc.u sdlill~

Ircclanccrs work to online databases su c';'
a5 Lexis and Westlaw without securing the
authors' perrnissiou-vallowed publishers
to place entire publication libraries on CD~

of GrL'L'llhcrg's pho-

tos. including one of
a shark in the Florida
Thecaseturnson what Justice
Keys that became RuthBaderGinsburgmeant
;:I mag az t ne cover.

and then sell them without owing anything
freelance authors and photographers

1"0 the
gl)od
1(;sil1i, namcd ior
[rc,·,
lance; w rit c r Jonathan
cLtermincd
that pllh1i~hc:rs viciat<.:J frcdaTh:"; wrikr"

National Geographic paid Grccnbcru for the
publication fights. which were conveyed back III
Set? Copyright, page 9
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cvvluuon that. nus er....ated new avenues

(If
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cour:

whose works are reproduced in those col-

lections.
The l lth Circuit's e11bane majority dC-CIxion. determined that because Natior a I
Geographic's digital library reproduced
complete magazine issues "exacrlv as tht'y
arc presented in the print version." publish-

ers retained the privilege of reproducing
them under federal copyright lawswithout
renegotiating contracts with their writers
and photographers.
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~ The Supreme Court,

Ithink, willagree that the Tosini
decision has been wrongfully
applied, In a very volatile
copyright environment, that's
not a good thing,
-Norman DavIS,
photographer's lawyer

The majoritv ulso decided that new elerncnt s such as the operating soft ware and
s.. . arch engines that were added to the CDRO~'1 librarv-vevcn if they carry copyrights-e-wcrc not enough to make "The
Complete National Geographic" a !1e-W collective work subject to copyright privilege.
"The addition of new material to a collec'i\"t.: work wil l not. bv itself. take the rtvi~ell
collective work outside the pri\'ikg.:.' th.,
·l1<'ljurity opinion stilted.

interpreting Ginsburg
The! lt h Circuit ruling rurno.:'d
dvlinition-, of a n ;,CC,-Tl;Jbk rcvivion ,i11l!
il new work ..1$ determined by j;Jsilii, Publixhcrx. including Nationa l G~ographi("
have acknowledged that their argumcru,HI,." not based on specific language in Tasiu.
but rather on dicta-explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does nc.. . t
directly address the facts of the case under

review.

In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7·2
majority that electronic and CD-ROM datahoses compiled of individual articles culled
from periodicals could not he considered

"revision'S" or revised editions of previously
published issues-c such as revised editions
of an encyclopedia or multiple editions of a
daily new'paper. Theretore. publishers may
not sell the: rights to reproduce those articles
to computer or online' databases \,vithout
contrncrinu for the publication rights from
[Ill' authors
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In deciding that the databases were
not simply a revised edition, the SupremeCourt focused on the articles' appearance
in online databases without the graphics.
formatting and layout that cccompanicu
I heir original publ ication.

"Those databases simply cannot hear
characterization as a 'revision of an): one
pcriodica l edition." Cirnsburg wrote. "\Vt
would reach the same conclusion jl' i h ,
!,VCH' York] Times sent imuc t newspaper,
to the electronic publishers."
The court majority abo specifica.I',
rejected an analogy offered hv publixherc
<aving that the electronic databases wcr..
no different than microfilm and microfiche
reproductions, The court found that corn-

parison "wantinz."
"Microforms typically contain continu
photographic reproductions of a periodical in the medium of mininrurivcd film,"
OWi

.. \:.;:-\}rJin~:l:, arncic
smellt.

p!...:...:isciy l 11...: p\hilion ir, v..il;"':I' .r., articlc-,
:;'p,_'arl..'d in lilt..' newspaper.'
-\s <.\ re sult [l uvcr ':;1-'\\'.
..'X1.

(rin-.;hur~

wr.u ,

J:,·.,(unnt:clcd from their 1);'\;:11'::1) co-u cxr
:',iSl..~:'

<hon . unlike microform-. 111,:
do n01 perceptibly rcprocuce ';Hticl;."s

author contributed
<ion" thereof."

Of ;;IS

part of an> 'revr-
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Petitioning the court
Grcenbergs ret ition to the justices state".
that his cu sc "prest:nls the question of
whether a database aggregating many collee rive works constitutes a 'revision' of each
,A it- constituent collective works."
\\.·'113r constitutes a revision is key to the
'l[l~\Jim:: k~ai debate because. according to
...ucuuon. the 197(, copyright revisions
'"11i;'Jdi<::"d 111 SCdl\ln 2lii(c) were intendlimit the ability of a publisher to
republish conn-ibm ions to collective works
c irhou: r-rovidms compensation to the
frccianc~ J.rtlsb \\~ho should benefit from
the demand tor their work after the initial
publ icntion
That <ectiou l'i the backdrop against
which freelance 3 rtisr-, and publishers negcnate their contracts, the petition asserts
Both the l l th and Ind Circuits, Greenbcrgs petition says. "have held that a pub-

:isher can avoid paying the artist anything
under Tosini bv the simple expediency of
creating 'cont\,;'~f bv including a feature that
allows users to 'nip' between the pages of
individual magaz.ines ,.

"SC!
based

i0li£. <Is.

nublishcrs use an imagea flip function," the

dat~ha:i.e' with

Dc~iti()n continues. "they can place their
entire archive of maaazmcs or newspapers
ou the Web for free, benefiting from advcr; isine revenues or increased traffic, Yet the
~

pennv

Puhl ishcr-,

cuu xcll accessto individual articles. stories.
or pictures. so Jong J.s the. re-t of the: pages
the issue arc a dick
Once a Croogic
<ca rch can fInd it. the author's copvrigbt
that Individual text picture
video
essentiailv worthless.'

Finally. in urging the high court to hear
the case, Greenberg's petition concludes.
"[Tjhe outcome of this dispute will determine whether freelance artists will share ttl
the benefits of modern technology.... 11115
Court should cia rify that publishers cannot
reap the benefits of appropriating the market for the Ireelancers individual work s
without compensating the frcclanccr."
On Tbursdav. Terrv Adamson, cxccuttvv
"icc president 'of the '"[\;ational Geograph ic
Socit:ry, said he was not surprised Green
ba~ a~ked the high court to take the L~a'..;,-·
i;~ ail e-mail to rhe Daily Rcpurt, he
"\Vc: arc evaluating whether to n.:~r{)l1'-~
and. if we do. what W add for the Court.
consideration whether to gC'lnt or den}
tioruri. As the- 11th and Zrtd Ci rcuu-. hnvc
hoth held.

believe that lIle Supreme-

Coun has clcariv outlined the par.uuctc-s
of the sratutorv 20J (c} privilege wh . .-n l!
sl'0kc in 2001 in Tasini v. fhe ,Vea YOr/1
Times (if at. and that the eNG [Compler.
National Geographic] is well within those

parameters." IW
R. Robin McIronald can be reached (I{
rahin .,vncr!onald(a;EJi,clsivenledia .cont en
/40';)

';N-~83_'.
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JerryGreenbergsued the NationalGeographic Societyfor the use of this sharkphoto and others in a
CD archiveof its entire magazine library.Hehaspetitioned the U.S.SupremeCourt to hear his case.

Photographertakes
copyrightfight to
U.S. high court
HISLAWYER SAYS 11TH, 2ND CIRCUITS
misinterpreted Supreme Court ruling in their
decisions favoring National Geographic
BYR.ROBINMCDONAlD

A FLORIDA PHOTOGRAPHER is asking
theU.S. Supreme Court to revisit a landmark
copyright decision to determine whether federal
appellate courts in Georgia and New York have
interpreted it correctly.
The. move by freelance underwater photograp}!.SLJ.~rryGreenbergextends his It-year fight
with, the, National
Geograpbic • Soc i'ety 'over its US~ of his
photographs in a CD,
compilation of every
edition of its flagship
, magazine.
Between 1962 and
1990, National Geographic published 64
ofGreenberg's photos, including one of
~1,SONCHUl.CH
ashark in the Florida
Thecasetumson whatJ4stice
. Keys that became Ruth aader Ginsburg meant,
a magazine cover.
National Geographic paid Greenberg' for the
publication rights, which were conveyed back to

,"

SeeCopyright, page 9

~ ,Findrel;rted court,doculllentoby clicking"on thisstory
l;Yat DallyReportQnline.com.'
•

Photographer takes
copyright fight to
u.s. high court
Copyright, from page 1
Greenberg in the mid-1980s, said the pho-

tographer's longtime Miami attorney, NOTman Davis of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey.
1111997, when National Geographic
developed "The Complete National Geographic.t'a CD archive of its entire magazine Iibrary, Greenberg attempted to negotiate a new publication contract based on

the CD library. But National Geographic
claimed th~.cD set did not infringe Greenberg's copyright, Davis said.
Since 2005, two federal appellate circuits;
the Zndin NewYork and the Hth in Atlanta, have agreed with National Geographic.
In separate cases brought by freelance writers in New York and Greenberg in Florida
against the National Geographic over-the
CD library, the appellate courts have held
that publishing the magazine's archive on
computer CDs does not infringe the copyrights of its freelance contributors.
Greenberg's appeal asks the Supreme
Court to clarify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg's majority decision in the 2001 case
of New York Times v. Tasini, ,533 U.S.
483, which-also sought to settle a dispute
between freelance writers and publishers
over the digitized use of the writers' works.
Greenberg's petition asserts that federal
appellate copyright rulings by the Hth and
2nd Circuits citing Tasini have "warped"
the Ginsburg majority opinion.
"We believe the Supreme Court wouldbe
interested .tn what has been done by.twc of
the [federal 'appellate1circuits intheTasini
decision," Davis said. "The Supreme Court,

I think, will agree that.the Tasinirlecisioll
has beenwrongfulty applied. In-a.very
volatile copyright environment, that's not a

good thing."
Tasini, named for lead plaintiff and freelance writer Jonathan Tasini, determined
that publishers violated freelance writers'
copyrights if they sold previously published
freelance articles to online databases without securing new permission from .the
authors. The case provided guidance in
interpreting and applying revisions made in
1976 to section 20l(c) of the federal copyright laws in the context of the technological
revolution that has created new avenues of
publication.
The decision was considered a win for
freelance writers who could then negotiate
new permissions and monetary contracts
with publishers for what the courtmajority
held were-new uses of previously.published
works.
..

Back-and-forth case
Greenberg's case began in Florida, where
a federal judge originally found for National Geographic. Greenberg appealed to the
11th Circuit,which in 2001 reversed the district court and remanded the case, finding
that National Geographic had infringed the
photographer's copyright. The 11th circuit
opinion was released shortly before Tasini
was handed down.
The Florida district court subsequently
found that National Geographic owed
Greenberg $400,000 in damages. National
Geographic appealed, and last year a new
11th Circuit panel-citing the intervening
Tasini decision-reversed the first panel's
ruling in favor of National Geographic. 1n
June the 11th Circuit, sitting en bane, split
7-5 in favor of National Geographic. That
decision was compatible with a 2005 finding
by the 2nd Circuit of New York regarding
virtually identical copyright questions.
The two appellate circuits' majorities
adopted arguments by National Gcographic and a coterie of amici publishers that
Ginsburg's majority opinion in Tasini-:
while.restricting the publishers from selling
freclancers.work to online databases such
as Lexis and Westlaw without securing the
authors' permission -allowed publishers
to place entire publication libraries on CDs
and then sell them without owing anything
to the freelance authors and photographers
whose works are reproduced in those collections.
The 11th Circuit's en bane majority decision, determined that because National
Geographic's digital library reproduced
complete magazine issues "exactly as they
are presented in the printversion," publishers retained the privilege of reproducing
them under federal copyright laws without
renegotiating contracts with their writers
and photographers.
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~ TheSupremeCourt,

Ithink,will agreethat the Tasini
decisionhas been wrongfully
applied.Ina veryvolatile
copyrightenvironment,that's
not agood thi,ng.
-Norman Davis,

photographer's lawyer
The majority also decided that new elements such as the operating software and
search engines that were added to the CDROM library-s-even if they carry copyrights-were not enough to make "The
Complete National Geographic" a new collective work subject to copyright privilege,
"The addition of new material to a collective work will not, by itself, take the revised
collective work outside the privilege," the
majority opinion stated.

In deciding that the databases were
not simply a revised edition, the Supreme
Court focused on the articles' appearance
in online databases without the graphics,
formatting and layont that accompanied
their original publication.
"Those databases simply cannot bear
characterization as a 'revision' of anyone
periodical edition," Ginsburg wrote. "We
would reach the same conclusion if the
[New York] Times sent intact newspapers
to the electronic publishers."
The court majority also specifically
rejected an analogy offered by publishers
saying that the electronic databases were
no different t.hanmicrofilm and microfiche
reproductions, The court found that comparison "wanting."
"Microforms typically contain continuous photographic reproductions of a periodical. in the medium of miniaturized film,"
Ginsburg wrote. "Accordingly, articles
appear on the microforms, writ very small,
in precisely the position in which the articles

Interpreting Ginsburg
The 11th Circuit ruling turned on the
definitions' of an acceptable revision. and
a new work as determined by Tasini. Publishers, including National Geographic,
have acknowledged that their arguments
are not based on specific language in Tasini
but rather on dicta-explanatory commentary included in the opinion that does not
directly address the facts of the case under
review.
In Tasini, Ginsburg wrote for the 7-2 :
majority that electronic and CD-ROM data-':
bases compiled of individual articles culled
from periodicals could not be considered

"revisions"or revisededitionsofpreviously
,,'pUblished issues-such as revised editions',
of an encyclopedia or multiple editions of a.
daily newspaper. Therefore, publishers may'
nor scll the rights to reproduce those articles
to computer or online databases without
contracting for the publication rights from
the authors.

appeared in the newspaper."
As a result. a userviews an article in
context, Ginsburg wrote. In electronic
databases, "by contrast, the articles appear
disconnected from their original context.
.'. In short, unlike microforms, the databases do not perceptibly reproduce articles
as part of the collective work to which the
author contributed or as part of any "revision' thereof."
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Petitioning the court
Greenberg's petition to the justices states
that his case "presents the question of
whether a database aggregating many collectiveworks constitutes a 'revision' of each
of itsconstituent collectiveworks."
What constitutes a revision is key to the
ongoing legal debate because, according to
thc petition, the 1976 copyright revisions
embodied in Section 201(c) were intended "to limit the ability of a publisher to
republish contributions to collective works
without providing compensation to the
freelance artists who should benefit from
the demand for their work after the initial
publication."
That section is the backdrop against
which freelance artists and publishers negotiate their contracts, the petition asserts.
Both the l lth and 2nd Circuits, Green- .
berg's petition says, "have held that a publisher can avoid paying the artist anything
under Tasini by the simple expediency of
creating 'context' byincluding a feature that
allows users to 'flip' between the pages of
individual magazines."
"So long as publishers use an imagebased database with a flip function," the
petition continues. "they can place their
entire archive of magazines or newspapers
on the Web for free, benefiting from advertising revenues or increased traffic. Yet the
artist receives nary a penny.... Publishers
can sell access to individual articles, stories,
or pictures, so long as the rest of the pages
in the issue are a click away.Once a Google
search can find it, the author's copyright
for that individual text, picture or video is
essentially worthless."

Finally, in urging the high court to hear
the case, Greenberg's petition concludes,
"[Tjhe outcome of this dispute will determine whether freelance artists will share in
the benefits of modem technology.... This
Court should clarify that publishers cannot
reap the benefits of appropriating the market for the freelancer's individual works
without compensating the freelancer,"
On Thursday, Terry Adamson, executive
vice president of the National Geographic
Society, said he was not surprised Greenberg asked the high court to take the case.
In an e-mail to the DailyReport, he said,
"We are evaluating whether to respond,
and. if we do, what to add [or the Court's
consideration whether to grant or deny certiorari. As the 11th and 2nd Circuits have
both held, we believe that the Supreme
Court has clearly outlined the parameters
of the statutory 201(c) privilege when it
spoke in 2001 in Tasini v. The New York
Times et 01. and that the CNG [Complete
National Geographic] is wcll within those
parameters." liD:
R. Robin McDonald can be reached at
robin.mcdonald@incisivemedia.com or
(404) 419-2835.
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JerryGreenbergsued the National Geographic Societyfor the useof thissharkphoto and others ina
CD archive of itsentire magazine library. Hehas petitioned the lf.S. SupremeCourtto hearhis case.

